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Sally Rosen 

That Year 

That Year 

It was a year of fathers passing 
in a sturdy line out the door. 
They were careful to remove 
the surfaces of whatever they took with them, 
dusted off their pictures of me, 
beat their briefcases like rugs. 
They measured the carpet where I’d learned to walk 
to see if they’d need it where they were headed. 

There was my uncle who didn’t bother to pack, 
just walked out blind into a field of snow 
that gathered him up, brought such vast comfort. 
That’s how I picture it although 
he died in South Carolina in sunlight. 
Where I was the buses couldn’t run, 
the white piled up outside the window, 
I celebrated disaster 
with all my dolls while the local newsman 
said Remember this is serious. 

And there was the English teacher who ate chalk on a dare, 
who said I was smart 
because he hadn’t met my sister, the one with good sense. 
His wife made pottery elephants 
that he’d rub for luck as I sat across his desk, 
tried not to look so happy. 
He got a better job, better pay 
or something. I can still see 
the place he set for me at dinner, 
passing me green beans while his wife 
talked faucets and tax returns. 
I was filling myself with fresh things, 
nutritional words like water and clay. 

It was the year that people taller than me 
thought they had a right to look concerned. 
I got tired of the radio, 
stopped understanding why people made plans— 
I was looking for a reason 
to be looking around. 
I was a girl who gets separated 
from her parents in a crowd 
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and wants a policeman whose 
suit is a living blue, 
whose hands are strong and dry. 
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Sally Rosen 

Departure 

Departure 

You are the woman 
tall and billowing deep purple 
with a great stripe of red lipstick 
crushed into place 
drenching this kiss goodbye in gold perfume 
which makes the air around the babysitter 
go dry 
and purposeful as construction paper. 
When your hot black heels clatter on the stone porch 
and a clean engine hisses you away 
I move painstakingly, 
line up the toys and books in an order 
you would have appreciated, 
call you good names in my diary 
so you will come back. 

Next morning 
you blend into the pale 
eggs you scramble 
in the damp yellow heat 
of our kitchen 
and I’m thankful your magic is gone. 
I can yawn nonchalantly, 
say the babysitter locked me in the closet. 
She’s not interesting enough to do that 
you say and flip 
the soft eggs steaming onto my plate. 
I eat them slowly, 
want to take all the yellow in, swallow 
what’s left of the warm light 
pressed between your bedroom slippers. 
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Patrick Denker 

A Game of Cards (For One or More Players) 

A Game of Cards (For One or More Players) 

1: The Rules 

I must have woken up one day and known them, 
by dreaming them perhaps. I knew 
things dealt with well are dealt away 
and vanish. 

The stakes: success, growing up, 
being able to move on. The game: high cards— 
and face cards, mostly—win. Low cards get stuck 
with suckers who are new and soft, 

holding out for pairs of twos and threes. 
Get rid of them. This isn’t poker, friend, 
and pairs are nice, but points are what 
you have to stockpile if you want to win. 

2: The Implements of Play 

are cards alone: 
loss counts the least (the ace) because it’s something gone. 
Heartbreak is only slightly valued (two): 
you may have learned something about love, 

but you probably just wasted time. 
Old friends who slip away are threes: 
they might have been important contacts. 
Dead pets (four) get more than Moms or Dads. Just think: 

your friends are so embarrassed 
when your father dies, you get only a furtive glance 
to see if you’re still wearing black. Your dog’s worth more 
dead than alive: the pity flows as free as sap, 

like syrup on your pancakes, sweet but certainly 
unnecessary. Your fuck-ups count for five: 
as long as you don’t dwell, 
you might learn to never take the bait again. 

The high cards, shifting and intangible, are worth the most. 
The Queen’s your anima, The King’s your animus. 
The Jack’s whomever fills the little crannies of desire. 
The Joker’s wild. (It’s worth 11.) 
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3: A Brief History of the Game 

On rare occasions, precious-rare south Texas winter days, 
my mom and I would light a fire in the den, 
my chocolate warm, her steaming tea, and Gin 
would be the whiling of our sunny, snow-whisped afternoon. 

I know you all know how the game of Gin is played. 
A sweet, archaic game, the point of which is 
to create, from chaotic deck of cards, 
little families, presumably with much more skill 

than you could do in your own house. It may have been 
a game of skill, but, if so, one most mastered by 
the old and lonely folks who had the time 
to pair the faces up. Full House, I think, beat any hand. 

(How ironic.) The loser is the one left with 
the highest numbered unmatched cards. 
And when the fire’s last thin, sap-filled, 
Texas pine is burnt and breaks in half— 

The snowy dust has melted under southern sun— 
the tea is cold— 
the winner is the matchmaker who made the most 
hopeful alliances in the little wishful court of cards. 

4: Perfecting the Art 

Successful players know it’s singlemindedness to win 
that wins the day, so, putting Gin and Mom aside, we 
will now recount the nature of the play. 
The leader (as we call him in this game) deals the cards. 

Your hand is fair: some failed romance, a parent dead, 
but better—here’s a pet—might keep that for a bit. 
Someone discards loss, the sorry sap— 
you top him with your latest tryst with ease, 

and keep the play. Bravo! Your weepy memories of Dad 
or Mom will pad your hand, so slap them down, get them 
off your chest, the play’s still yours, let puppy go, 
his timely death at ten was really not so bad, 

and you were miles away in school. 
And so- 
And so- 
And at round’s end you find 
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your character is well-defined. You find yourself 
not paralyzed by unspecific, adolescent grief. You find 
decisions come more easily, and, like one who plays a game 
countless times, the game is play, and second nature, now. 

5: Having Won (Sportsmanlike Conduct) 

The firewarmed afternoons of Gin with Mom; 
the time you found your dog too wet, too still, 
lying in the shallow water of the creek; 
these memories, not locked away in grief, 

give you strength, they will help you 
crack disinterested walls—are stories now, 
bending people to your whispers, more than any gift 
of tear, of sad recall, of witless melancholy pining— 

are cards, and good ones, only if 
you know the rules by which the game is run. 
And sweetly won, though it may feel strange at first, 
when, musing over eights and nines, you wonder 

how it comes to pass that in the past two years 
you’ve not cried once. 
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Steve Newman 

On Fixing 

On Fixing 

I spent the summer in durham nc, 
Hoping to heal by repetition. 
I sniffed the air a hundred times 
Reassured by the wisp of tobacco 
That would ride in from downtown on an eastern breeze, 
Whispering against memory. 

I’d sit and try to collect myself, 
But recollection would not agree; 
The slides were backwards, the light only flickered, 
(I couldn’t even project correctly). 
Past days, stacked in carousels on the shelf. 
The months, steel-faced soldiers on review. 

So I gravitated to long walks at night, 
Enjoying the sight of the railroad cars 
Never well-bred enough to rust gracefully. 
The skyline of Durham, stern as a bank. 
The whoosh of passing cars as they ground out their treads, 
Recalled no song that we used to hear, 

Did not echo like your voice on the phone. 
The letter I promised remained unwritten; 
I chose to be ruled by cleaner lines. 
I guarded the images I saw on my walks, 
But their colors often swirled and washed away, 
Quick as a blown soap bubble. 

These were a few of my favorite things: 
Lines of Oreos, encased still in cellophane, 
The predictable glare of the one o’clock sun. 
The knowing, that, for a while, you’d remain 
As untouchable, untouched as the refrigerator light, 
That only comes on when you close the door. 

You foisted on me your vivid dreams, 
When I’d have preferred a silhouette. 
But you had a tendency to tear through the shade. 
So I tamped down my nights like pipe tobacco, 
Washed away the first nodding minutes of morning 
With hot water, two jokes, and a vitamin. 
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I reminded myself of the Mongolian Sunbear, 
Who lives in a zoo in Miami, who walks 
The same path every day of the year, 
Has worn away the grass, has made the dirt shine 
Like the grooves of a record. 
The bear, I hope, does not feel any guilt. 

I want my days to be smooth and gleaming; 
The wood of a bowling alley will do. 
Or better yet, a drinking fountain, 
The curved chrome a shade away from a mirror. 
The water, dribbling silently, somehow obscuring 
The clatter of you in the back of my mind, 
Like the tumbling of clothes in the dryer. 
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Christine Kemper 

Bogota 

Bogota 

My grandfather’s brother, Blackburn, fed 
his six dogs by hand, spooning 
out servings to each in turn, the dogs 
sitting up and licking the meat mash 
from the spoon, their throats 
convulsing like men laughing. 

We drove up a solitary road, 
past nodding cows and somber horses, past the house 
my grandmother was born in, the church 
my grandfather was married in, the house 
of his oldest brother, 
past the graveyard where they’re all now buried 
over a metal girded bridge arching 
across the river they fished in. 
Then we’d travel a hundred yards down the road 
past a red bam, and corn silo. 
We’d turn a gravel drive, past an ivy covered dinner bell 
and a peeling white gazebo, 
to the door that had Blackburn’s name on a brass plaque 
and six dogs wriggling underfoot. 

He lived on a farm, 
the green of corn and tangling honeysuckle 
creeping over the barbed wire 
and sun-browned grass. We ran behind him 
as he swayed his thick bodied frame down a worn path 
lined with dandelions and crabgrass, past the brooding sows 
in their pungent, grassless one-acre lot, into 
a barn full of cats, and hay, 
where the cows stood fetlock-deep 
in the shaded black mud. They would turn 
and enter their milking stalls, and rub 
coarse-haired brows against his broad-palmed hand 
as we stood awed and silent in the aisle. 
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David Stevens 

The Enquirer 

The Enquirer 

Hurry and lock up your children, I say. 
You read what happened the other day 
In Topeka 
When ten baboons rumbled out of the hills, 
Mad as hell over society’s ills, 
Made off with an infant, a cat, some cream, 
The Topeka, pee-wee baseball team 
And a Near-Beer. 
Now they hide out along a ridge, 
The infant poised sharply on the edge 
As a lookout, 
While they teach the baseball team to bat 
And feed the Near-Beer to the cat, 
Paint swastikas over all the terrain, 
Talk of how they saved Hitler’s brain, 
And eat cream on their bananas. 

And while you’re at it, lock your garage. 
The witness reports were no mirage 
In Boise 
Where Elvis, back from Bolivia, leads 
A ring of alien auto-thieves, 
With weapons ready to bum and slice, 
Mutate, transmogrify, wafer-thin dice 
Like a Ginsu. 
He’s already stolen a big Pontiac 
A Nissan, Bronco, a pink Cadillac, 
And a moped, 
Which he immediately takes to the mother ship 
And melts in a pot, their accessories stripped 
To make more weapons to bug-light fry 
For when the aliens axis-tentially 
With the baboons. 
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It’s all an insidious plot, you hear. 
But certain salvation looms as near 
As Daytona 
Where Eunice Stasis Emericon 
Just gave birth to Walt Disney’s son 
Who within minutes at her nippled mounds 
Had already gained two-hundred pounds 
But cried not once. 
He is the prophet who like his Father 
Will lead the charge in Technicolor 
To fight 
And with his animating corps erase 
This jungle plague from outer-space, 
Let the Topeka Nine turn pro, 
Rescue the maiden from the monkeys’ throes 
And sober up the cat. 

So all that we have to do is stay 
Inside for years (give or take a day) 
And wait. 
But don’t let your kids turn on the T.V.; 
The aliens will get you with their subliminal beam. 
And don’t dare answer the phone when it rings; 
The aliens move through electrical things 
Like molasses. 
And your wife is probably one in disguise; 
Don’t believe her cosmic lies. 
She’ll kill you 
Or suck your brain right out of your face 
And put an alien’s in its place. 
What a terrible bargain. It makes no sense 
To trade your own intelligence 
For something else’s. 
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Eric Slavin 

We Fill Up at the Walt Whitman Rest Stop 

We Fill Up at the Walt Whitman Rest Stop 

And my brother asks, he was a poet, right? 
We pass the Manhattan skyline 
to the bald hum of radials, 
stunned over asphalt, the poetry 
of every interstate in America, 
exits branching off like veins, 
divvying up turkeys and holiday cheer, 
one-way roads to two-car driveways 
ending dead at standard colonials, 
everyone’s uncle fisting Butterballs, 
the aroma of perfume and dressing 
stuffing America’s lungs to the hilt. 

Highways pulsing in transit, 
we pass the candlelight diners 
feeling at home in Howard Johnson’s 
beside the cold cellophane fireplace, 
giving extra thanks for a convenient harvest 
with relaxed service, toothpick dispensers, 
and hard mints. And when they walked out, 
winking at the maitre d’, I wondered, 
did they know the calculus of stars, 
would they know the words behind the words 
of the billboard, who they were thanking 
on Thanksgiving Day, or why? 
Storewindows already displayed nativity scenes, 
the dumb elves hammering the same nail. 
Confetti Hurrying up our windshield, 
our wipers moved to the same meter, 
for a whole note rest, flakes stuck on 
more perfect than Christmas ornaments. 
So transfixed by the procession of flares, 
redder than the noses of reindeers, 
I didn’t think to stop, but let the timeless blaze 
take me back to the summers of Ancient Greece, 
to the slick grass fields where somewhere 
there are willow trees, snaky hair 
wisping as furiously as a Bacchanal’s tunic, 
goatfooted in sandals, temples entwined with ivy, 
the poet encircled row after row, tier upon tier, 
faces like flecks of ash, in an urn 
almost reaching the sky, the trees’ branches 
locking as bones crusted in bark, 
the poet burning with their wrath, 
Happy the man not blackened with crime! 
Him we avengers touch not. 
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But woe! woe! to him who thinks murder a secret, 
who but the flames huddle the flame? 
and so who after these shall kindle the altar? 
A squad of geese flew freely overhead, 
a great big V aiming past the horizon, 
people flocking from amphitheaters, 
waves upon waves growing closer 
words spoken leaving only names 
the light of a burnt-out star, 
this poem flashes and is gone, 
my show-off brother, not slouching, 
is antsy with his question 
so I turn to him with the look 
that means what he thinks it means. 

Having passed the G.W. bridge and Henry Hudson, 
the yawn of miles rolling under me, 
I thought, yes, and they can be so great 
as to have whole highways 
named after them 
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Eric Slavin 

Our Turn for the Afikoman 

Our Turn for the Afikoman 

While the twins were enthroned on grandma’s lap 
and allowed to roam between the slacks and skirts 
While the seated adults conversing and comparing children 
had chopped liver and After 8’s, 
While Bemie cracked walnuts and watched the Jets 
While Sylvia sipped her vodka 
and slurred stories about her rabbi son in Israel 
We were loaned pennies and plastic dreydls, 
Justin, spinning gimels like the crazy thing was loaded, 
had the chutzpah to say Elijah would be on his side, 
that this year, as we all know, he would hunt it down 
and find it. My brother’s yarmelke fell to the ground 
so he kissed it and prayed, poor kid’s never won, 
thought if I found it I’d give it to him, 
thought twice about a ransom of two weeks’ allowance. 

I looked out at the muggy five o’clock sky 
across a room of dark faces. 
Half-seated on the peacock-spotted armchair, 
my grandmother was unfolding the locket 
that kept us her precious three. 
I saw a glimmer of amethyst between her breasts 
and turned to her. The dim shawled her face 
and wore into her wrinkles, telling of how 
she immigrated from Poland before the war, 
how beneath the official mispronunciation and red tape, 
still we are Saleveciks in a promised land. 
I lifted myself and went over to her. 
Her soft leathery hands clasped around mine. 
She said How are you darling? 
I said Fine, what are you doing alone? 
She said I made you kasha and bows 
so you wouldn’t forget me. 
I meant to affirm myself but didn’t know how 
and couldn’t answer. 
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Aunt Ellen called us together for Seder. 
There was meatloaf with the egg in the middle 
and pot roast. There were tears, blood, mortar, and 
bitterness, Justin’s pawpah like a shofar booming 
I the Lord am your God who led you out of Egypt to be your God 
I the Lord am your God 
From beneath a shroud embroidered with the Star of David 
he raised the afikoman and broke it. 
My father’s heavy hand slid down my back and goosed me. 
And while we paid our gainless respects, 
mouthed the Kaddish, garbled the Haggadah, 
twenty first fingered for the last haroset, 
and were finally let loose scrambling at all odds 
first for the seams in couches, then to the backs of pictures, 
to the undemeaths of every upturned ottoman and urn, 
coming back clueless and unpaid, 
we neither kvetched nor cursed God 
but went quitely home to our own rooms 
and slept on down pillows, 
which were like loaves of leavened bread 
wet with tears of shame. 
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Eric Slavin 

Eclipse of the Third Moon 

Eclipse of the Third Moon 

Like a tribesman yoked with gourds, 
we lumber through the thicket, the air 
a farrago of malaria, camphor, and water, 
taken in gulps, curtains, so many curtains 
we swash through with a blind machete 
guided by slashings, smells of burnt maize, 
we could be Mayan or archaeologist, 
the last fan-vaulted leaves folding away, 
disclosing Palenque’s terraced foothills 
where mestizos in burlap loincloths 
raze the old impoverished crops, red earth 
for the potter’s terra-cotta cruets, obsidian 
incense burners from the moon-drunk lx Chel, 
this we raise in sacrifice of the corn, 
beneath the languid blaze of early sun, 
we could be acolytes on peyote 
or tourists rising before anyone else 
having passed or trespassed the Quetzal-Coatls, 
heads in post, plumes in disdain, 
the feathered-serpents wax sinister 
though we wane dexterously through 
as two sides of the same touchstone 
dovetailed and forktongued, Janus-facing 
the stacked mesas of the pyramid, 
the seventh notch of the rattle almost lit 
the portico’s shadows lifting, 
we climb hard from the East, 
the stairs falling under us, 
the portcullis grinding stone, 
planets scraping loose, 
reel down the balustrade 
past slabs of hieroglyphics predicting all of this, 
past the impasto of a stucco bas-relief 
the high priest enthroned cupping bones 
supine against the altar turning, 
the flash of cutlery breaks above us, 
the slash of sickles, the winnowing flames 
turning of earth from earth, 
the Mayans sowing clover, 
shafts cracking up through crust 
raising limbs to the sky 
opening to the newborn gods 
full of the sun’s germ. 
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And I turn 
to look at my fingers, 
at my nails which have moons 
setting behind them 
and think, yes, 
I too could be Mayan. 
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Eric Slavin 

Elegy on the Death of Sara Stein 1908-1988 

Elegy on the Death of Sara Stein 1908-1988 

The painting on my wall shows a purple man 
in bathing trunks, perhaps my grandfather, 
coming out of the surf, beads of salt dripping 
from his chest pressed up 
against her chest, she, kissing his neck 
because they are in love again 
on Coney Island beach 
and have left their towels and basket behind 
to return to the ocean. 
And I remember 
watching her face in the Gardens 
beneath the gazebo with wisteria 
and mimosa and petunias 
in full bloom again 
reflected against the reflecting pool 
her face flushed pink again 
speaking the last w'ords I ever heard her say: 
“It’s an artist’s dream.” 

A dream? 
With w'axed eyebrow’s and the w'rong make-up, 
this is the face that must answer, 
this blackened mouth pow’dered grey 
these eyes buried in shallow' graves, 
the swirl of gazes 
like a vacuum 
steals my w'orld 
letting me 
into her 
less 
what I am 
the heirloom 
solitaire 
the times 
w'e discussed ourselves 
playing gin, 
w'hat nostalgia 
can succor the absence? 

the merry-go-round 
at the carnival of the dead 
a hand on my shoulder 
a clop of soil, 
skeletons dragged on the ground 
lift and are spun 
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around and around on the merry-go-round 
kicking up the dirt and the wind 
like cotton candy or wrappers 
or like the old lover Francesca 
(won’t you sit with me and read a poem? 
so utterly ashamed of myself, 
promise I will change my ways) 

What did you say? 
I can not hear you from this side. Only the 
the Only wise stones know which way the 
wall goes, take my hand and we will stop 
this thing, quickly before I dig 
deeper 
deeper into my 
What? 
Come again 
I can’t hear you the wind 
carves through my 
rib cage, breathless as I 
am I spiral off 
the carousel and out 
onto the moors, the trace of the mare 
and the mane unfurling, my sickle 
streaking behind me, 
hooded horseman galloping 
off over the stones and the 
hedges, tunic wavering behind 
like the shadow of a flag, 
the hedges are not thorn- 
bushes, the reins, 
if you will take them, 
have fresh hides, 
good gloves, 
Giddy-up cowboy 
and we shall ride, 
me the pony with the gold vignette 
on the hoofs, and you 
with a pole 
around and around and 
(ring around the rosie 
pocket full of posies ashes, ashes 
we all fall) 

swooning under 
even deeper 
down and around 
another round 
in the heart 
in the heart of heart 
of silence 
stricken in the pit 
struck dumb 
you with a pole in the pelvis 
bone. 
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Rob Odom 

Smoke 1 

Smoke 1 

They keep the window clean as a dry sheet, but they will not touch the hive that is 
wedged in the space between the shutter and the glass. I have told them twice I want it down. 
I told the woman who changes the linens, but she only nodded. She kept her back to me and 
smoothed the sheets with her hands. If I only lie quiet, it will be gone by late summer. It 
will drop from the wall, and she has promised to bring it into me once it has fallen. I have 
gone to the window. I have seen it. It will be light and dry as crust. Smooth and rough, all 
sugar and ash. Still, I have told them that I want it down. 

I am going to tell them about my father and the days in late summer when he 
walked the yard and marked the hollows whole hives were likely under. He pressed back 
the grass and fingered each hole. He sent me to get the can he kept in the shed far back but 
near the mower. When I got back, he’d found a bottle. He held his cigarette in one hand 
and splashed kerosene down the hole with the other. Then he overturned the bottle. We 
watched the wasps rise from the hole one by one while my father smoked. They crawled 
hugely beneath the thick glass, moving always upward against the slow drag that pulled 
them down. 

My mother was out near the side of the house bent low under the white azaleas. She 
did not see. There was no sound. The sheet she spread before her billowed out over the 
grass, and the head of the rake she leaned upon bent in a little. If she smelled kerosene in 
his hands that evening after the day had gone cool, she said no word to me or him. Still, she 
avoided the brown patch of the yard that remembered him, his secret violence, all that 
summer and long after leaves had covered the whole of it and needed raking. 

Now there are wasps settling outside the window. At night I search for them along 
the walls. I go to the window and set a hand against each cool pane. I can feel them 
crawling, striking the dumb glass. There is a hive in the corner of the window that you can 
see if you press your cheek flat against the wall and near the floor. I have told them twice I 
want it down. Where is my father? I want to ask them. The smell of his tobacco is in the 
sheets and in the cracks in the floor. And who is the man who drags himself after me in 
dreams pace for pace down a chalky road raising the dust like smoke? 
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Lucy Hochman 

The Kinder-Garten 

The Kinder-Garten 

You must begin an acquaintance, as I choose to call it, in a sunny room with 
windows. I have a room with windows airport-large, longer than high, but higher than 
ever. These overlook my garden which unfolds from a clearing in the spare forest. I have 
torn out trees and pulled this garden from the acidic soil. Through the window you can see 
the sun through leaves like stained glass. Of course I have a job. It’s in an office. Once I 
work an acquaintance into understanding near the brilliance of the window, (this is not, I 
know, difficult to imagine, you have read newspapers, logistics are not an issue) I can 
sometimes have them in the garden. 

Seeing a lush place of growth is like flying. You must keep a garden free of 
parasites, garden worms. The way to kill garden worms is in ajar of kerosene. You must 
go out after dark and collect them from the undersides of your vegetables, looking with a 
candle-lantern. They are gray and wrinkled like dead toes. They look as if they are 
covered in a shell, like a cicada or a lobster even, but actually they are soft and rubbery. 
You need only enough kerosene to cover the shallow hill in the bottom of the jar. You can 
put many worms in there together, and they will curl up like split chives in water until they 
are like snail shells and don’t squirm one bit. I am not saying a worm is like a child, I am 
only saying. 

After the window room I can sometimes bring them into the garden. Being outdoors 
as it darkens displays their trust in a way comforting to me. In the shafts of light their 
faces can seem almost without strain. The leaves are larger than my hands and bob in the 
air like puppets. I talk to them. A child once said, “you don’t talk like a suit,” and I said 
“who is to say which talking will match a suit?” and this little girl, for a moment, 
understood. 

Intimacy so bound with growth and cultivation is better than flying. It is like being 
dropped from an airplane and landing back tip-toe on the delicate, springy earth. I don’t 
tape mouths, I don’t prune tongues or private flowers. You must see how little difference 
there is between any-things. You must insert your own lines and planes. I say you must, 
and can almost hear from here your protests, but this, in your deepest parts, is as simple as 
a circle, and as basic as blood. 
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Eric Martin 

Untitled 

The guy across the street was wondering what it feels like to sleep with a gun under your 
pillow. I told him. It feels good. He was wondering, so I told him. I didn’t go into detail, 
didn’t wax poetic about how it feels when your hand slides up and brushes against the 
trigger and envision a sleepy nightmare, unsure of whether the safety’s on or not. No 
matter how much attention you pay, you’re never sure about the safety until you actually 
touch it. I’d think he’d appreciate the irony: a lazy stretch, a careless twist, a bullet through 
the pillow, the sheets, the temple, the ceiling. He might get a kick out of that. I thought he’d 
turn it into one of those blues songs he’s always making up or playing over there. 

One time I done got the blues so bad 
I dreamed a bullet right up through my head 

I thought he’d do something like that, at least, instead of just sitting and asking quietly for 
another cigarette. Too much wondering and not enough doing, I’d say. If he knew the real 
of it, I’m sure he’d smile and quick find his sense of humor back. If he thought about the 
possibilities. About when you’re rolling in bed with a first night girl, with her skirt and 
your socks dangling from the reading lamp, tickling and wrestling and tossing around, 
when you realize what might happen if the pillows (if the pillow) go tossled with you. What 
would her face look like? I almost want to do it sometime, to see which ones play it cool. Is 
the safety on? Usually you don’t know her well enough to break the mood like that, to excuse 
and explain. I’m having fun, and she’s having fun, and there’s nothing wrong with that, 
even if during our hours or words together I already know her well enough, well enough to 
know that it might not seem so right in the morning. 

If there is sleeping to be done (not a great first night, I guess), I have to wait until she is 
completely motionless and her breath is pulsing steadily with the fan and then slowly 
smuggle it back. Sometimes I give them a little caress just to see if they’ll wake up. I put it 
against their cheek of thigh because I know that’s got to feel good. They sigh or moan and 
roll towards me, reaching, and I’ll jerk it back quick (is the safety on) and away. Just 
under my pillow. I just can’t sleep unless I feel it outlined through the pillow. I don’t know 
what I did before. 

I almost got into trouble once. I was out stone cold with someone when I wake up to find 
she’s got me pushed almost off the bed. She was pretty, but kind of big. Anyway, she’d been 
sleeping on her stomach with the pillows above her head, and she must have found it. I 
wake up and she’s sitting there. Her face was like a kid at Christmas time. She went crazy 
over it. It was nice, but she was a weirdo, really. She was a weird girl. 

I told him he should try it and he should. That must have seemed a little freaky to him, a bit 
on the freaky side; he didn’t say anything but sucked so hard on this Camel I thought he 
was going to swallow the damn thing. I have to laugh. In bed, in my bed, I want to feel like 
there are no limits. Like I’m totally free. If a guy can’t feel free in his own bed, where 
then? He needs to be able to say what he wants, think, dream, whatever he wants. Laws 
can’t give you that ultimate freedom. Only the laws of nature. The fittest and all that. In 
my bed I gotta be the fittest, because if not there, then where? I used to sleep with this girl 
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once, back before I got it, and it sucked. She would tell me what we should do, and could do, 
and we would worry about it so there were all sorts of dams, all over the place, holding back 
this and that. And the water would just build up. Dams in my bed. We fucked a few times, 
but in this very limited way, not the way a bed should be. Your bed is your castle. She must 
have had me pretty hooked, though, or something. That was worse, because it would build 
up and one night when she kept stopping me I just grabbed her and told her exactly what I 
was thinking and that. In so many words. After she left, I burned the clothes she’d left, 
and it felt like the world just opened wide. That’s when I decided the bed was a sanctuary, 
where you shouldn’t have to deal with walls or limits. One of the only places where they 
break down. While I’m thinking all this, this girl’s boyfriend (who supposedly had an 
‘agreement’) comes busting through the door. All over my case about stepping over lines, 
what kind of friend wTas I, etc., etc. I explained to him about there being no lines anymore, 
not in my bed, how I had banished lines, and how he should get the fuck out of my kingdom. 
He was supposedly this very liberal guy but he beat me up pretty bad, I guess. 

I didn’t tell him it’s for everybody. It’s a mature thing, in a way, not for children really. 
For when you’re really ready to be free. You need to be confident when you sleep, at least. I 
don’t know how he could live without that. I feel so very comfortable. I know I’m in my 
castle and I can speak my mind. I can be genuine. Whatever comes to mind, I say it. 
Only the truth. Maybe the girl's friend could back sometime and lecture me again. I’d sit 
tight in bed and listen. They could both come over, and once I’d blown his liberal balls off 
I’d get her input. Then we could be genuine together. 

It’s not like I’ve joined the NRA. I just sleep and fuck without walls. That’s an 
accomplishment, I think, I told the guy across the street. How often, I asked him, how often 
do you enjoy life completely without fear. I’d lend him mine, just for the night so he could 
see, but I wouldn’t sleep a wink without the thing. 
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Miriam Angress 

Shiva 

Shiva 

When my son said “Look, the baby bulldozers,” I was not paying attention. I had 
just been lectured at length by Nicky’s nursery school teacher because he had hit another 
child over the head with a building block. Nicky is not prone to violence. He pats all of our 
goats on their noses before he leaves for school in the morning—he pats and strokes 
everyone goodbye, in fact. When the cat has kittens we tend to be late wherever we go. But 
gentle Nicky had struck another child and I was feeling a mixture of concern that 
something might be brewing in him that I hadn’t noticed and annoyance that I was going to 
have to examine his behavior until I figured out what was wrong with him. If anything. So 
I said “Yeah, Nicky, bulldozers.” They were parked by the Randolphs’ front drive, which 
was certainly weird, but as I said, I was distracted by my inner workings and I didn’t 
really focus. Later Nicky was making brrumm-brrumm noises and Jess asked him what 
brrumm-brrumm was and Nicky yelled, “I’m a baby bulldozerer” and I remembered. 
Bulldozers. Jess nodded when I asked him. He wouldn’t meet my eyes, which is a bad 
sign. What he feels is usually on his face and in his eyes plain to see with no head 
averting, except when something is going to upset me. So I was nervous. I stood there 
cutting onions into smaller and smaller pieces until Jess finally said: “The field between 
us and the Randolphs’ is a goner.” I said: “You mean they’re going to put in another 
garden back there?” The Randolphs are an elderly couple whose property adjoins ours. 
They are both quiet with sweet smiles and few teeth. When Nicky and I walk past on our 
way back from a swim at the pond they’ll talk about us as we go by. “He’s a wet one, ain’t he 
Sally.” “He’s my baby, aren’t you, hon.” And Nicky will go up and pat them like he pats 
the kittens and I’ll smile at them and he’ll smile gently, shyly back at me and then we’ll 
walk on home. It always makes me happy to see them, but we never have a conversation, 
exactly. The Randolphs have lavished energy on every crevice of land they own except for 
their back field. They have landscaped everywhere else with a festive mixture of 
geraniums, big banks of lettuce and broccoli, plastic ducks and little windmills, laboring 
daily with their worn, slow joints. But the enormous field behind their house, and behind 
ours, has always been untouched, with tall, waving grass and poppies and big patches of 
soft moss. I go there often—sometimes with Nicky to play in the grass, sometimes by 
myself, sometimes with Jess for more grown up games. When the moon is full or there’s a 
good breeze, Jess and I will sit out on the moss and make out or make love or make up, 
depending on what’s been going on. I love this field and it means a lot to me. I was not 
prepared to hear what Jess said next: “Tract housing.” I said, “I beg your pardon?” “Tract 
housing in the field, honey; they’re gonna root her up and put down a bunch of little 
houses.” I began cursing, “Shit, shit, shit, godamn it.” I stared at my son defiantly, 
refusing to shield him from my mood or my profanity. He picked up a kitten and said shit 
very softly into its little face. I turned my rear to my family and fried the onions. Jess kept 
talking to my back: “The Randolphs sold it last week, I heard. The old man has something 
wrong—it’s going to be a lot of hospital bills and that field’ll cover them.” So there it was. 
My kingdom for a field, but I had no kingdom or I would have funded Mr. Randolph’s 
hospitalization and held the little houses at bay. I felt sharp grief for the Randolphs, that 
their peace was being ravaged. I glared at Jess, who had brought me bad news. I cursed 
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change and God and tract houses. Silently this time. But when I looked at my son he was 
still muttering curses to the kitten, so I took his hand and walked out into our field that 
wasn’t really ours except that we loved it. I said, “Nicky, we’re going to say goodbye to the 
field.” So we walked through the grass and we sat down whenever we felt like it. Nicky 
said, “Goodbye, field” a lot. I picked flowers and caressed the bottoms of my feet with the 
moss. We lay on our backs and watched the clouds. Nicky has very strong opinions about 
cloud formations; he thinks they are telling him stories. Him personally. He explained to 
me that this story was about a wizard and a fireman who live in a house that will be in our 
field and how they make friends with him and take him riding on the firetruck and show 
him how to walk like an Indian and how to fly. It got dusky and Nicky was yawning 
enormous yawns so we went in and I put him to bed and then I cried for a long time. Jess 
came up. He let me finish crying and then he made me stand up on the waterbed and slow 
dance with him. That’s what he does when he wants to cheer me up, except not ever before 
on the waterbed. We danced very slowly because otherwise we would have lost our balance 
on the shifting, wavering mattress, and Jess hummed jukebox tunes in my ear. 
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Rob Odom 

The Tunnel 

The Tunnel 

We have been hidden away from the world. They have tucked us away in secret and 
bricked us up behind walls. Every day, they watch us grow thinner, watch us nervously 
trace the pattern of our ribs on our chests. There is a rot within each one of us that is eating 
away the muscle and the fat that layer our bones. We are not in ourselves enough to stop the 
dying. I can say, I know you. I can touch another man’s hand. I can grip his shoulder and 
shake him, but I cannot tell him that the world has not forgotten him. We are alone and 
without comfort. One day we will sink into the cold earth where we lie and leave no trace or 
word behind. It’s all very neat and tidy. The brick walls will stand as they stood before we 
came here. There will be new men to bend the wooden slats of the cots where we slept. It’s 
all very humane. Our keepers must be very pleased. They need not lift a hand against us. 
Shut us away, safe. Feed us flat bread from the kitchen. Cart off the refuse come morning. 

I’m writing it down now, though. I’m leaving these words in the dirt where I scrape 
them out with my fingernail and in the wood where I carve them out with the foot of a metal 
cross they left me. I’m tracing them into the walls with my thumb. I’m summoning letters 
out of the cracks in the mortar and fitting them together so that they read what I intend. I’m 
writing it down so that the bricks will remember me. The men who follow me will read our 
history in the dirt and in the wood. They will unravel the path I traced in the air like a thin 
thread and discover the marks I left them. They will know me. This room will remember 
me when I am gone. 

It is colder. When our door is opened, I can see that the sky is pale and the trees are bare. I 
asked Tyler, who is the oldest and knows such things, what it meant to us. He said only 
that winter was coming on and that we must find the cracks in the brick walls that face out 
and stop them with dirt and mud. Hours passed before he thought to tell the others. Aaron, 
who is tall and young and whose wrists are marked with mean scars, set about it almost at 
once. He ran his hands over the bricks and mortar and asked twice if any of us know their 
origin. Our cell, old beyond reckoning, is stained black in places as if from fire, and the 
floor is covered with dirt. Brodie said the space makes up a room of a large manor house 
that was burned and suffered occupation by soldiers and then their prisoners. How did he 
know? A young guard told him. Gregor, a thick man with a red face and a hairy chest, told 
him he spoke nonsense. A smokehouse, he said. He’d seen them often before. And there 
are hooks in the ceiling where they’d have hung the salted meats to dry. That set us out 
back, apart from the main building, which we knew we rightly were. I nodded at Gregor, 
who came from a large town and who should know such things. The last man, Lawrence, 
was quiet all day. 

We finished patching the outer wall today. The cells behind the other walls will serve well 
enough to keep away the cold. We hear no sound from our neighbors, though we have often 
tried to reach them. Who are they? Are they like us? Do they suffer the rot? Now and again 
there is light through the hairline cracks in the walls. I am not the only one who sees it. 
There are men imprisoned around us, I feel sure. They wait as we wait. Only they wait in 
silence and will not allow us to comfort them as we would. 
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The guard who took us the bread today was young and nervous. Could he have known 
somehow what he had really brought us? I saw only that his cheeks were too white, which 
could have been from the cold, and that the gun hung too limp and heavy in his hand. And 
he spoke, which I have never heard any of them do. 

There’s bread, he told us and dropped the stuff beside a pail he’d filled with water. 
The checkered cloth broke open when it hit the floor, and the flat loaves rolled out in twos. 
He left us then, when we’d seen he’d told the truth, and locked the door solid behind him. 

We ate the bread silently, breaking it up in our hands and passing it around with 
the water. I’d eaten my portion and was lying on my back when I heard Brodie begin to 
choke. When I’d got myself up on my elbows, Gregor already had his forearms gripped 
across the man’s abdomen and was lifting him off his feet. Brodie choked loud twice and 
hacked up a lump of bread onto the floor. I bent down beside them both and fished up a white 
slip of paper from the center of the mess. It was only as long as the last third of my thumb, 
and it was brown around the edges from the baking. I held it up for them to see. Lawrence 
came up behind me and whispered low so as I could barely hear. What is it, what? Old 
Tyler shook his head and approached me with caution. I squinted at the ink blurred across 
the paper. Mosby? Aaron stared at me from where he sat crouched and tense beside the 
door. His big voice faltered a moment as I stared. What is it, Mosby? Tunnel. Tunnel. 
I’m writing it into the walls. I’m tracing it into the place where I lie at night to sleep. 
Tunnel, it says. Who can explain it?: Aaron has it now. Brodie is wary of it, as is old 
Tyler. Lawrence asked me what it meant. I didn’t answer. Gregor is silent and brooding 
and keeps his own counsel. 

An older guard who didn’t speak brought the bread today. When he had left, we ripped open 
all the loaves until we found what we were looking for. It was like the other one. One word 
scrawled in ink on burnt paper. West, it said. We did not understand. West. West. 
Aaron matched it with the one before but couldn’t make sense from it. Lawrence repeated 
the word to himself again and again and would not answer us when we spoke to him. 
Brodie and I shared dark looks with Old Tyler. He has never known anything like this 
before, and he is the oldest among us and would know such things. Gregor snorted once 
loudly, clenching and unclenching his hands. After a time, we ate the bread. 

Wall is the last. Wall. Wall. Unlike the others, this last one we understand. We know 
walls. Brick walls, dark and stained, mortar crumbling that hold fast against you and 
keep you in. And then there is the one wall that lies beyond. It is cement and concrete, tall 
and unscalable. Ten yards thick and crowned with a curling mass of barbed wire and 
steel. Wall. It is the one wall, and it surrounds us. Wall. Wall. 

Aaron is all about now, running his hands over the bricks, searching out a crack 
here and there and picking at it with his thumbnail. A way, he says, we must find a way. 

A way, a wall, a way, a wall. I’m beating it into the ground with my fist, Aaron has 
taught me the rhythm. Then there is Brodie behind us, muttering all the while. It makes 
no sense. What does it mean, Tyler? Where is the tunnel? Does it breach the wall? 

Yes, a hiss in the corner where Lawrence is rocking and scratching at the mortar. 
We’ll try it, Aaron tells us in a whisper, rubbing his scarred wrists. If there is a 

way, we will try it. 
A way, a wall, a way. 
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No. Gregor has said it. It thumps on the floor like a round lead weight. No. They’d 
shoot you, he tells us simply. They’d find you, and they’d shoot you. 

Tyler is nodding. He has seen it. He is old here in the camp, and he has seen it. 
There is no way. You hold lies in your hands. No one can tunnel under that wall without 
them knowing. He has his face in his hands, and he is shaking. You are a fool if you 
think they could. 

Brodie, who had been considering the papers for hours, brings them now before 
Aaron. What do they mean? 

Aaron who is young, no more than twenty, does not answer. 

No word today. The bread has been left uneaten. No one will touch it where it lies, 
scattered about the floor in torn white clumps. Gregor is angry. Waste. He repeated the 
word over to each of us as he fingers a lump of the soiled food. Waste. Damn us for our 
foolish waste. Then he gave Aaron such an ugly look, I thought for a moment he would 
strangle him where he stood. 

Lawrence is silent again and will not speak. He only rocks himself now and then 
where he sits and rubs his hands over his thighs. 

Brodie comforts old Tyler, who took ill in the night. He is thinner than any of us, 
and his face is blue around the eyes. Eat some of this. Brodie has offered him the bread. 
You need this, to look at you. Tyler will have none of it, though. I feel that if he does not eat, 
he will die. The rot is old within him. His skin sags over his bones, and he does not sleep. 

I was home last night. Momma was waiting on the porch. She felt my arms and told me I 
was thin. She’d have to get some food into me, she said. So she led me into the kitchen and 
sat me down next to a dark man who was my father, who looked me up and down once and 
said nothing. She brought out thick steaming slabs of ham, chunks of salted pork, hot 
collard greens, peas, and there were long yeasty loaves of bread and squares of soft white 
cheese. 

Gregor was beside me, cutting the ham up into little ribbons and curling them about 
his fork. He nodded solemnly to me as he swallowed. Brodie across the table was smiling 
and asking pleasant questions of Mamma. He asked her about her health. She said she 
had a cough she couldn’t seem to lose, but she was well, thank you. 

Lawrence fingered Momma’s starched white apron, and she smiled at him and 
gave him some potatoes. 

I asked Gregor, Where is Aaron? 
I killed him, he said as he swallowed down a bit of bread. I hung him on the 

doorjamb. 
I looked to where he pointed. Aaron hung from a tight thin cord about his neck. His 

head tipped drunkenly over on his shoulder. His arms were outstretched and bare. Purple 
swollen scars marked his wrists. His feet dangled. 

I heard the clinking of coins. 

One more word came in the bread tonight. Escape. Like a promise. Escape. Escape. 
Aaron put it away with the others as we ate the bread. Brodie brought a bit of it to Tyler who 
has lain quiet all day suffering sweats, but again he would not eat. Aaron came to him 
once to tell him the word. Escape, it says tonight. We will escape this place, do you hear? 
Tyler nodded and held Aaron’s arm through a little pain that came and left him. The boy 
pulled away when he could and set his back against the wall. Brodie remains with Tyler. 
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Gregor is brooding in the corner. He eats the bread and watches Tyler. When 
Brodie looks at him, he nods. 

Lawrence is digging in the dirt near the door. What is he thinking? When he has 
made a hole as big as his fist, he bends over it and whispers. 

Escape. I’m tracing the word over my skin. What does it mean? Where? When? 
A way, a wall, a tunnel for escape. I scratch it into my skin over my thigh. Escape. I watch 
Aaron, who is arranging the papers on the floor in the corner, and wait. 

When the guard brought the bread today, Brodie approached him, which we know we are not 
to do, and spoke. The old man is sick. He needs a doctor. Will you take him? 

The guard held the rifle to him tighter and dropped the bread beside the water. 
There it is, he said. 

Brodie, shaking, looked for a moment as if he would cry or shout. The guard 
turned. Brodie moved and touched the man’s shoulder. He’s dying, and you’ll do nothing 
for him. He spit the words through his teeth. 

The guard swung about on his heels and brought the back of the rifle down hard on 
Brodie’s shoulder, knocking him to the floor. A man shouted loud. Damn you. Damn you. 
It was Gregor. His voice pounded against the walls as he grabbed for the guard. 

He did not reach the man before he was shot down by another who stood in the door. 
Sinking slowly to the floor, the thick man made no sound. He had been hit square in the 
chest. His face rocked for a moment in the dirt. We knew he was dead. 

They took him and left Tyler with us. When they where gone, Brodie went and lay 
with the old man. His cheeks were wet with tears or sweat. Tiny droplets glistened in his 
beard. The old man, thick and blind with fever, could not have felt him there. 

Aaron was breaking up the bread in the floor. He tore it violently, ripping it apart 
in his hands. There it was then. Small, white browned around the edges. Tonight, it said 
when Aaron brought it to me. Mosby, it says tonight. I stared at the boy. He was mad with 
it. Blood had rushed into his cheeks and sweat beaded on his brow. 

Gregor is dead, I told him. Dead. Dead. The word was not as strong as those that 
had come in the bread. It did not sway him. He spoke to Lawrence and then to Brodie. We 
were in a stupor, but we heard him. Escape, he breathed. There is a tunnel in the west 
section of the wall. We will use it tonight. Do you understand? He faced me strongly so 
that I could only see his eyes. They were weak and milky, like those of the blind. Do you 
hear me, Mosby? 

I nodded, and agreed to do as he asked if he would only let me be a moment. He 
moved to the others and spoke the word to each of them in their turn. Escape, he whispered 
until they forgot Gregor, forgot what he had told them. Escape. We would leave Tyler. We 
could not carry him, and they would not hurt him. Escape, Brodie. There is a tunnel. I can 
get you away if you will have faith in me. 

We tried the door. It has been left open, but Aaron does not question. The one who 
sent the bread arranged it. There is no doubt. So we ready ourselves. Brodie comes with 
us, as does Lawrence. We do not think of Gregor. Tyler no longer moves. He may be 
dead, but we will not go near him. 

We ready ourselves. It is night. The moon is bright in the sky, and there is a scattering of 
stars. Staring through the cracked door, I saw a soldier pass in the distance across a field 
of trees. He was very pale, and the way the light hit his face, I thought him made of marble. 
The brass buttons on his uniform winked as he walked. Moonlight slid down the barrel of 
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his rifle and over his white hands. Behind him, the wall loomed dark and terrible, 
dwarfing his image and undermining the surety of his step. I bit my lip, fearing I would 
betray us and cry out. 

We ready ourselves. We leave this place. I write it into the dirt. There is a tunnel 
under the wall. Aaron has found it, and he will lead us. Lawrence follows first, then 
Brodie close behind. I leave this place. Tyler lies still in the cot, and bits of old bread litter 
the floor. 
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Melissa Brown 

The Summer People’s Daughter 

The Summer People’s Daughter 

My son is married and he’s the weatherman on the evening news. You can see him 
on Channel 4, any night you please. When he went off to college, saying he wanted to be a 
meteorologist, I thought he was gonna study the stars and the heavens. Thought he’d study 
rocks that fell from space. I took him out on my boat since he was a kid and showed him 
what was what in the sky. How to pick a star to steer by, so you’d never get lost. I taught him 
how to smell a storm coming miles away. Seems like maybe he always had a calling for 
the weather. He’d sit in the boat in the middle of all the fish and nets and put his nose to the 
wind like a dog. He’d sniff, sniff, then lick a finger and hold it up to the wind. Couldn’t 
have been more than six years old when he smelled Hurricane Angela coming a good day 
before she got here. We could have lost the house to that storm. 

The hurricane hurt the summer people real bad though. They never seem to know 
when trouble’s coming. Build their big houses right up on the sand like nature’s gonna 
stand still, especially for them. But I can’t complain. Patching up those houses after they 
take a beating got our people through some tough times. Of this Rosa reminds me when I 
don’t think I have it in me to dump sand on the Farmsworth beach for the eleventh year in a 
row. I guess as long as Mr. F. don’t give up, I won’t either. 

My son went and married a daughter of the summer people. She’s a bit of a thing, 
all silver-like, used to bat her eyelashes at the sturdy Portuguese boys who parked the cars 
at the big club. I saw how Tavo looked at girls like her, like he wanted them so bad he 
couldn’t breathe. And it wasn’t like the other boys getting hot in the pants for something 
pale and blond and sweet-smelling. It was like it hurt him that he wasn’t one of them. He 
wanted to belong to them and now he does. The days I’m talking about are when he still 
belonged to me. 

He never showed his hurt to them. He wore his car-park jacket like it was a fancy 
suit and walked himself like a king. And those summer people ate it up. They loved the 
straight shoulders, the handsome face, those crazy blue eyes and the smile that lied and 
said it was just for you. It was like maybe they thought the fairies had taken one of their 
own and given him to us, to the help, the island people, the Portuguese. 

I remember when Tavo was seventeen, Mr. Crane said to me, “Manuel, that boy is 
going some place. Mark my words. I’m keeping my eye on him.” Then he slapped me on 
the back, like I was doing some kind of business with him. I wanted to ask Mr. Crane what 
was wrong with Tavo staying here like a good son. I think Mr. Crane should have kept a 
closer eye though, because my boy went and married his daughter, and I know that his 
house was not one of the places Mr. Crane had in mind for Tavo to go. 

But I knew then and always, Tavo was leaving. He’d been leaving in his heart 
every day since he could think and breathe for himself. You could see it when he helped 
pull the nets onto the boat. The shiny fat black fish filled up my insides with a satisfaction 
like I was gonna bust. Tavo never had it. He did the work, never complained, but his eyes 
were always clouded-up and looking out at the sea. He listened careful when I told him 
how many generations of Dacostas had been fishermen and how proud he could be of that, 
but it was like he was doing a duty. Like he was thinking, “I hear you, Pop, I’ve heard 
every stinking word, and I don’t want none of it.” But he never said nothing like that to 
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me. His eyes just stayed dry and dull and that about killed me worse than him going 
away. 

The funniest thing is he got that girl squirrelled away here on the island year 
round. He comes in from Boston some weekends and days off. Says he likes to get away to 
Farber’s Island. So Sydney, that’s her name, she rattles around in the big Crane place like 
a warm-weather bird who forgot to fly south. Sometimes she comes by our place real beat, 
like a dog dragging her tail between her legs. She knows Rosa don’t want none of her. 
Rosa makes it clear she thinks the girl is useless because she hasn’t given Tavo a child. 
To Rosa, that’s the worst, even worse than her not being religious. I don’t know whether 
Sydney’s grateful or maybe she just likes the fact that I don’t say nothing, but she’ll come by 
and sit with me on the porch in the evenings while I have my smoke. She comes around the 
house, through the weeds so she don’t have to go through Rosa’s warm kitchen. When she 
looks at the hot light coming from the window, I see her shrink back into the dark as if Rosa 
could see through the wall and was frowning at her. 

When she comes to sit with me she looks pale and worn out, like the effort of trying 
is pulling her down. We are the only two in the family who don’t watch the news. Like 
traitors or something, we sit on my porch and look at the sea while it turns grey, then black. 
Rosa cranks up the sound so we can be reminded of what we’re missing. Usually it’s just 
noise, kinda blurry in the background, behind the sound of crickets and birds. Some days 
one of us will give a jump when we hear his voice, maybe only one word, forecast, sunny, or 
storm watch, clear as if he was sitting right there with us. We don’t look at each other when 
this happens. 

I think about her as a little girl, with hair so light it was silver and a smile for 
everybody. Then her as a teenager, shameless, flirting with everybody all the time, 
useless and happy, what she was made to be. I wonder how Tavo can’t see how sad she is, 
how she’s stumbling under the load, loving him. I understand her problem. But I don’t say 
it. I go by her place though, every Sunday after my family goes to church and has dinner. 

Sydney’s always in the garden she started. She decided she didn’t want no help 
from our cousins the Miranos who always did the Crane gardens. She lets them keep up the 
grass while she digs and pushes at the dirt. To me she looks like a little girl playing in the 
mud. She don’t have the arms for digging. She’s not doing too well. Nothing’s growing, 
and she’s been at it two seasons now, since right after she came here for good. One time it’s 
the bugs that get her, then she’s planting tomatoes when she should be planting snap peas. 
Tavo brings her fancy gardening books from the city but they’re no help. She could ask for 
Rosa’s advice and she’d be fixed up in no time, but I figure Sydney’d die first. She’s got 
pride, that girl, though it seems like she sprung a leak and something is spilling out of her 
somewhere. 

I remember when she’d come down to the dock to watch Tavo, Stefano, and me 
unloading the fish from the boat. The kids were maybe nine or ten years old and sharp as 
whips. She’d yell things at my boys and at me too, half-flirting, half-trying to make us 
mad. Soon as I said they could go, the boys would take off, chasing Sydney, racing all the 
way up to the gates of the big club. They’d all run hard, but it was really all about her and 
Tavo. And Tavo, he was good, but she was always a little better, and you could tell by the set 
of her mouth that she knew it but good. Every time she’d get there first and slam the gate in 
their faces. I don’t know what they would have done if they’d caught her. 

Lately I’ve been taking her out on the sailboat Tavo bought. I’m trying to accustom 
her because Tavo, he likes to sail now. The girl had a bad sailing accident when she was a 
kid, maybe seven or eight years old. I remember the Cranes were about fifty yards out from 
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their mooring and it was a rough day. The waves were high enough to rock even a big sloop 
like theirs. Sydney just kind of slipped off, quiet and easy, right over the side. She went 
under a long time and everyone was just standing on the dock and we couldn’t do nothing 
but watch them doing nothing. Then one of the summer people, some idiot blond kid, 
jumped right in the water after her. But the boy was lucky. She fought him at first but he got 
her up, holding her real tight. 

When they finally pulled her onto the dock she was dripping and pale and dead¬ 
looking. My other boy, Stefano, he saved her life. Wouldn’t give up, even when the 
summer people started to turn their faces away, close their eyes like it was all over. He 
gave her the mouth to mouth he learned in lifeguard school. He kept talking to her and 
blowing and blowing. He shook her, prayed, and willed her back. Stefano was about 
sixteen, a kid himself, but he acted like a man. A good son. He was always a good son. 
You’d think the summer people might treat him special after he saved their daughter’s life, 
but he wasn’t charmed like Tavo. He was one of us. They treated that blond lunatic kid 
like a big hero and gave Stefano a nice tip and that was all. 

Tavo loves to go out on boats now. Doesn’t do nothing, just sails around and around 
under the hot sun. For “recreation and relaxation” as he says. In my life, I never used a 
boat to relax, got more respect for boats than that. And Tavo, he’s got the sea in his blood, 
seems to me this is his way of coming back to it, so I don’t say nothing. Anyway, now 
Tavo’s into this boat racing. It wasn’t enough that they finally let him into the big club. 
Now he’s gotta go beat them all. 

He wants Sydney to be in his crew, so they can spend time together. Doesn’t seem to 
care that the girl’s miserable the whole time. Maybe he doesn’t notice. Or maybe she hides 
it better with him. I’ve seen them walking out to the landing, her lagging behind, dragging 
it out. Not wanting to get on that boat. Then he smiles at her and I see how she kinda goes 
soft. I wonder how many women sit in their bedrooms at night and think about that smile 
of his. How many think of taking him into their beds. When they got married, many a 
single girl shed a tear, told Sydney what a lucky girl she was. But now those girls who 
watch him read the weather on TV, they don’t know it, but he belongs to them, good as if each 
and every one of them had a ring on her finger. 

The first time I took Sydney out on the boat she was all wound up and scared. I saw 
she was sweating, little beads were broken out all over her lip, and this is a girl who don’t 
sweat, a girl who wakes up looking ironed. And she was talking a blue streak, hysterical. 
She told me about their honeymoon in Greece. About how they went to see the Knossos 
palace on Crete. They were just some famous old ruins, but the guide told them about how a 
tidal wave came in ancient times. A wave so big it washed over the whole island and wiped 
it out, men, women, and children, all gone. Sydney kept saying how she couldn’t stop 
thinking about that tidal wave the whole trip. Had nightmares about it, about seeing that 
wave coming, rising tall and dark against the sky, and there being nowhere to go. Said 
Tavo explained how it was a “rare meteorological occurrence,” explained the science of it 
over and over. I didn’t tell her that I knew about that kind of dream. The nights I’d been at 
sea with thirty foot waves when we were tossed like a toy boat. I’m like her, I got respect for 
the weather. I think maybe Tavo’s forgot how to live in a storm. 

Yesterday I went to the Crane place to take her out on the boat and she was ready, not 
fixing things up to waste time. She looked real tired but like she decided to try to be a good 
sport. I saw she had some of her art books opened up on the kitchen table. She’s trying to 
teach herself something about modem art. I went over to look at some of the pictures. They 
looked like something a kid could do, colored shapes, not real pictures exactly. I asked her 
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what they’re trying to show and she said she didn’t know. But she had those books in piles, 
ordered and organized, and it looked like she’d been doing a lot of arranging. 

On the way to the landing she told me Tavo was supposed to come out that night but 
cancelled. She didn’t look at me when she said, “I almost think he’s seeing someone else.” 
I told her how stupid that was and I meant it, in a way. He’s got something else, but not 
desire another woman could fill up. 

It was real rough yesterday, the seas were choppy and dark. I didn’t need any 
weatherman to tell me a storm was waiting, wanting to hit. The wind was blowing her 
hair all around her head, whipping it in her eyes. I told her to put it up out of the way and she 
did it with no argument. I decided fast it was gonna be a short sail. I saw how tight the skin 
was over her face. Her knuckles were white from holding onto the boom line so hard. She 
was frozen-like, looking far out to sea. She wasn’t listening when we came about, fast and 
sharp because of those crazy winds. The boom knocked her good on the back of the head and 
she went over the side, so quiet. I knew bad aloneness when I saw her go down. I threw her 
the ring and kept yelling for her to take it. I did what I was supposed to do. I yelled and 
prayed and cursed and kept coming about and coming about and I waited forever. Then I 
saw her, and she was holding on, bobbing up and down pale and bright in the black. I 
pulled her in and grabbed her arm and she took my hand. When she raised her head up to 
me she had a look on her face I can’t get out of my head, a look that said she wished I had 
just let her go down. 
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Patrick Denker 

The Big Yard 

The Big Yard 

Come on, let me in. It’s cold out here. I’m gonna put my nose on the window. Lemme find 
a clean spot. 

Sam, a big black labrador with a fine square jaw and brown eyes, paced in front of 
the wade living room window. A little patch of steam pulsed where he pressed his wet nose 
to the glass. The floodlights under the eaves of the house were cold and dark; still, the long 
front yard was clear in the glow of the urban night, reflected against the hazy underbelly of 
smog that hung over the city like a mirror. 

The grass, pale grey under low clouds, sloped down to a trickling creek, barely 
pushing its way through cement culverts and between close-cropped lawns. Twisted trees 
and wild bushes huddled in its bed, a last stand. The rest of the yard was organized with 
such an even hand that it seemed static, almost unnatural. Along the raked gravel 
driveway, someone had laid down a strip of thornless holly bushes, their tops squared off to 
edges, neat and sharp. The few trees, straight, and spaced propitiously, were thinned from 
pruning to let in light on tight circles of flower beds, erased around their roots. The turf 
was clipped close to the root—not too close, or it would bum under the hot Texas sun. Silver 
sprinkler heads, in a neat grid, had been stuck into the ground like thumbtacks, each 
protected by a small halo where a weedeater had carefully whipped away the encroaching 
grass. 

In front of the patio, two huge trees framed the warm-lit living room window. On 
the left stood an old red oak; it had split low to the ground during the Depression. One half, 
leaning precariously over the roof, was restrained with a chain strung between the listing 
trunks of the tree. At one time, the links had seemed almost to bite into the oak’s brown 
skin; now, rusted, they were buried inches deep, with no more than a scar in the bark to 
mark them. 

On the right grew a scraggly live oak, the younger by some twenty years, but with 
the attitude of the bitterest backwoods coot. In the summer, it grasped clumps of tiny round 
leaves, like pennies, in its crooked branches. Now that it had turned cold, the tree would 
stuff handfuls of them into the rain gutters until, clogged and heavy with stagnating 
autumn water, they sagged, tugging at the long nails that held them to the eaves of the 
house. The sprawling red oak, meanwhile, methodically let fiy a steady drizzle of bright 
leaves, sailing to the ground like paper airplanes, until the patio and the front yard were 
thick with a mat of them, and all the sweeping and mowing and raking in the world could 
never staunch the patient trickle. 

Between these columns, in front of the great glowing window, Sam was pacing. He 
stopped and stared into the well-decorated living room as if he were watching it on 
television, noting every move of the middle-aged couple inside. He saw them, dimly lit by 
flickering TV blue, as they ate their dinner from elegant hardwood TV trays and watched 
a movie. The boy was there too. 

Sam cared nothing for the African masks on the wall (though they did smell good), 
nor for the unused mahogany piano; nor for the lamps, vases, decorative bowls, crystal 
dishes, crimson floral upholstery, and framed paintings; he only knew he was cold and 
wanted to be let into the house, a carnival of things wonderful and weird for a big dog with 
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dirty feet. Hardwood floors: slippery. No running! Oriental rug: good for sleep. Not as 
soft as the carpet in Art’s room. And the monolithic fireplace, which rose like a huge brick 
pilaster to the ceiling: too hot. The polished stone floor of the den. Nice and cool. 

Hey! Eating dinner and watching TV. Go ahead, act like you don’t hear me. I 
want to rub my nose in the soft carpet and stick my nose in your crotch and slide on the 
hardwood floors. Lemme in. I don’t wanna sleep in my house. Dad put stuff in there. 
“These cedar shavings ought to keep those fleas off you.” Hmph. Makes me sneeze. 

“Sam wants in,” said Art to his parents, interrupting the movie. 
“He’s got fleas,” said Edward, to the television as much as to his son. 
“We’ll let him in when it gets cold enough to kill the fleas,” said Nan, wife, mother. 
“This is a .44 Magnum, the most powerful handgun in the world,” said Clint 

Eastwood to everyone in the family but Sam. “And it could blow your head clean off.” 
The dog’s haunches were cold from sitting on the brick patio. He padded over to the 

straw mat in front of the door. The tags on his thick red collar tinkled against each other 
as he tried to scratch his neck. One, a tarnished aluminum heart, had stamped on it: 
RABIES VACC. CITY OF DALLAS DEC 1989. The other was new polished steel: HELLO 
MY NAME IS SAM PROPERTY OF MR & MRS EDWARD RIDENOR 2213 RIDGEMONT 
DALLAS TX 75229. 

Edward Ridenhour had been raking leaves in the front yard earlier that week when his 
wife walked around the side of the house, mail in hand, a slim brown package on top. 

“The dog tag came! Here’s the pliers!” Nan sighed as she sat down in a wrought 
iron patio chair; her obsessive gardening was becoming more exhausting as the years 
passed. Laying the envelope from the specialty catalog on the table, she fished for a pair of 
pliers in the pocket of her dirt-stained apron. “Edward! Did you hear me?” 

He looked up from his raking in the far comer of the yard. 
“Come put the dog tag on.” 
“Hah?” he barked back, peeved. 
“Come put the dog tag on!” Nan wiped the sweat from her forehead with the back of 

her arm and began to wrestle open a letter from their son. 
Edward leaned the rake against the chain link fence and walked across the lawn. 

“Sam! Here boy!” He pulled a small pair of pruning shears from his back pocket and 
snipped open the slender package. The dog trotted around the comer of the house, where he 
had worn a path into the grass. “You need to put some more hay on that bald spot.” He 
turned the tag over in his wrinkled red palm. “Nancy—they spelled our name wrong.” 

“O-R?” she asked absently. The envelope from her son gave way with a final tug, 
and a handful of leaves and wilted flowers tumbled out with the letter and a snapshot. For 
as long as she could remember, the drugstore had spelled her name on all her prescriptions 
ANN RIDENOR. “Did they get the the address right?” 

He squinted. “Yes. Yes, it’s right. But they spelled our name wrong.” He stood on 
the grass in front of the patio, looking expectantly at his preoccupied wife. 

“So?” Nan pinched a half-dried maple leaf between her bony fingers. “You said the 
address was right.” 

“What if he gets lost?” 
She began to read the letter. “Are you going to send it back?” 
Edward picked up the pliers and called the dog, sniffing in the flower bed at the foot 

of the red oak. “Hey! Get outta there! It’s that bone meal he smells. He’s gonna dig up 
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those bulbs.” He slapped his thigh, harder this time. “SAM! HERE!” Sam slinked to his 
side and received a sharp slap on the nose. “NO!” 

Nan looked up from the letter. “I’ll dig the bone meal out as soon as I finish the day 
lilies by the creek.” 

Edward pulled Sam’s collar off over his felt-smooth ears, and sat down to work. He 
fought to pry open the closure on the tag. “I sent them fifteen dollars and spelled our name 
out twice.” The tag popped out of the pliers’ grip and clattered on the brick. He leaned over 
to pick it up and a long wisp of greying hair fell down over his face. “You’d think they 
could get our name right.” 

“Do you want me to send it back?” Nan read the inscription on the back of the 
snapshot. CHEOAH BALD ELEV. 5068. FOREST IS SPECTACULAR. On the front 
grinned Art, his glasses fogged up from exhaustion, his face flushed. He was leaning 
against a tree with a sign nailed to it; it bore the same inscription as the back of the photo, 
but the elevation was cut off. He could have written ELEV. 50068 and his parents would 
have been no more impressed. 

Edward stopped fumbling with the collar to run his hand over his thinning hair. 
“Is that the letter from Arthur?” 

“Yes. He looks wonderful. Here.” She held the picture out to her husband. 
He did not take it. “Well Jesus, it’s about time. Does he say when he’ll be getting 

in?” He wiped his sweaty hands with a white handkerchief from his shirt pocket. 
She read from the letter. “Greetings from the Nantahala Outdoor Center, in 

Nantahala, North Carolina, on the Nantahala River, in the Nantahala National Forest, 
located in the scenic Nantahala mountains.’” 

“When’s it dated?” 
“December twelve.” 
“That was four days ago! Where the hell is he now?” 
“Somewhere between here and North Carolina, I guess.” 
“Nancy, he’s been on the road a week. It’s a two-day drive if you don’t stop. I 

figured he could take four days to get here, at the very most.” 
Nan set the letter in front of her husband and got up to leave. “I’m sure he’ll be home 

soon enough.” 
“If he calls and I’m at the office, you tell him no more stops. Tell him he can spend 

one night between wherever he is and here, and tell him to drive on the interstate, and only 
during daylight hours. I gave him permission to make a few stops, and to drive on scenic 
highways—” Edward put Sam’s collar back on and pulled it tight. “—but this camping and 
screwing around is something that we did not discuss.” 

Sam scooted to the end of the patio and pawed at the collar cinched around his neck. 
“Tell him yourself. He’ll call when he knows we’re both home.” Nan stooped and 

shook the dust from the straw mat in front of the kitchen door. 
“He’s going to get home too close to Christmas, and he’s not going to have adequate 

time to line up a summer job.” 
Nan laid the mat back into place and opened the kitchen door. “I’m going to need 

you to carry some peat moss from the garage for me in a few minutes.” 
“I’ll be out here. Bring leaf bags when you come back.” Edward picked up the torn 

envelope and squinted at the postmark. 
“I don’t know where they are.” 
“They’re in the paint cabinet, on the bottom shelf. Bring the box.” 
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Nan went inside. Sam made for the open door, but was too late. He turned and 
looked expectantly at the man. “Throw an acorn? “Bryson City, North Carolina,” 
muttered Edward, and dropped the envelope on the table. He checked for dirt under his 
carefully-filed fingernails, got up, and looked around for his rake. A brisk gust of wind, 
heralding the coming of the late Texas winter, swept Art’s letter onto the patio, and mussed 
Edward’s hair again. The discomfited man trudged across the lawn, back to his rake, 
combing what was left of his hair as he walked. Sam trotted after the letter and caught it 
under his paw. 

I know this smell. He read the letter. “December 12. Ma and Pa: Greetings from 
the Nantahala Outdoor Center, in Nantahala, North Carolina, on the Nantahala River, in 
the Nantahala National Forest, located in the scenic Nantahala mountains. Live, on 
location, from the Appalachian Trail, atop Cheoah Bald, elev. 5068. Will send picture. 
Drive so far very nice—NC definitely Pepsi country. Beautiful sunset over hwy. 
Aggregate in asphalt caught the light like driving over firepit. (No such poetry on ugly 
cement hwy) Spent night in Weaverville @ Log Cabin Court and wound up Blue Ridge 
Pkwy to Nantahala next morning. Appalachian Trail runs right by here, so I pulled out 
the backpack (just happened to have it in trunk, ha ha) and hit the famous trail. Winter 
packing extraordinary—forest is very severe. Will mail this from Nantahala when 1 get 
back down. W/ love, your wandering wonderson, Art.” He’s coming home, I know this 
smell. 

Sam looked up, his tongue lolling foolishly. Unobserved, the dog sniffed the letter 
again and then, with a wag, ate it. He’s coming home. He trotted down to the creekbed and 
sniffed out a softball-sized piece of limestone. Yum. Carrying the rock in his jaws, the dog 
weaved into the tangled undergrowth. At the base of a leaning old cedar tree, a hollow had 
been made in the bushes, and encircled with a few stones. Sam curled up in the boyhood 
fort, and began to chew on the rock. 

Me and Art, watching birds. “Look Sam, a chickadee. Look.” He gave me tennis 
balls. Dad said no. “The mower hits them—” Squirrel! Love to chase those squirrels. 
Tennis balls that throw themselves. 

Sam watched through the brambles as a huge, domesticated duck waddled down the 
lawn across the creek, its belly dragging between its feet. The wild mallards were prettier, 
but Edward and Nan had decided on the domesticated kind, which couldn’t fly away. They 
told Art it was genetic, but Sam knew that the bird was just too fat and stupid. “All they do is 
eat and shit,” Art had protested. The duck hesitated on the bank and flopped into the water, 
its head tilted to one side. “They’re so stupid,” Art had said. He’s coming home. 

The sun broke through the grey winter clouds. Shifting, spackled light splattered 
over the dog, hidden in the hollow in the brush. Sam heard Art’s voice, reading aloud, 
faintly. He rested his head on his paws, and closed his eyes. He saw the young man, dirty, 
ruffled, with a smoke-stained bandanna wrapped around his head. He saw the boy sitting 
crosslegged on the bank of a wide shimmering river, squinting in the sun at a writing 
tablet in his lap. He was very far away. Behind him were dark shadows. His lips were 
moving—he was reading—Sam strained to hear the boy’s voice. The clouds over the dog 
recaptured the sun; the vision faded. Sam opened his eyes, and watched the duck, snapping 
at invisible insects in the water. 

Art looked up from his letter at the immense limestone bluffs rising up across the river. 
They were a creamy white, smeared with gray, and spotted with running pockets of rusted 
fool’s gold. A water snake was sunning itself on a flat rock which pushed a few inches 
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above the surface of the green river. ‘Tell me if this sounds O.K,” he shouted to the snake. 
He was ashamed of the brash echo in the valley, but read from the letter nonetheless, just to 
hear the sound of his own voice in the vast quiet of the riverbottom. 

“The wandering wonderson strikes again, this time from the Buffalo National 
River in the Ozark Mountains. I’ve been hiking upriver for two days now—I’m 
somewhere in the middle of the Ponca wilderness area. No paths, no signs, nothing. And 
no noise. Very strange. You get so used to it I guess. You sit here on the riverbank. You 
can almost hear all these sounds you think must be there—cars on the highway, 
machinery, planes—like they’re just barely beyond your range, and if you just listen a 
little harder...” He looked across the water at the languid black snake that watched him 
with polished eyes. 

“But there’s nothing for miles, not a factory, not even a dirt road or a telephone line. 
It must be what’s already in your ears, like they’re ringing from all the noise you’re used 
to. You never realize how loud it is. But then you hike out to the middle of nowhere, and it’s 
like you can hear your ears ringing. I don’t think I like it.” 

The snake flicked its tail. 
“I think I’m ready to come home.” He stopped reading. He had hiked since early 

that morning, and did not pitch camp until the sun had passed its zenith. The Ozarks were 
low mountains, and preserved their chaotic tangle of poison green vines and scrubby river 
trees well into January. A few patches of irritated skin had already appeared on his shins 
and thighs. Faint breezes wandered through the valley and whispered behind his shirtless 
back. When he turned around, they were gone, and he was left staring uneasily off 
between the giant river oaks that walled him in on his stony strip of ground. He stepped to 
the river’s edge and rubbed cold water on his aching face. The snake watched him with 
eyes black as onyx. 

“I think this vacation came just in time,” he continued. The letter shook in his 
hand. “I think I’ve been on the road alone too long. Maybe I miss my friends from school. 
I don’t think it’s that. It’s strange out here like this. Maybe I’ll tell you. I don’t think so. 
Love to Sam.” The snake seemed uninterested. ‘That’s my dog.” 

The shadow of a hawk fluttered along the surface of the river. Behind him was the 
thick of the forest, lush and still in the late afternoon. The river slid by without rush of 
water or chuckle over stones, a slow, seamless motion. 

There was not a sound, save the ringing—the hum of machines, the drone of the 
imaginary highway. The boy saw the snake, painted on the rock, and his own white toes in 
the shallow water, and felt that he was not supposed to be there. 

The snake was looking right at him. He paced up and down the bank. The snake’s 
eyes followed him, he was sure. He tossed a stone into the river. The snake did not move. 
“What do you think?” He absently scratched at the poison ivy blister spreading on his 
thigh. “I mean about my letter.” The snake did not respond. “I don’t have to send it. I 
didn’t really say anything.” He took a step into the river, feeling the cold water on his 
blistered feet. 

The snake shifted its head. The boy, pale and soft, fidgeted in the shallows. 
Art stared helplessly at the animal. “My name’s Arthur.” Still no response. 
“Have you ever been downriver?” He squinted at the snake. His glasses lay on top 

of the writing tablet, on the shore behind him. “Down by the washed-out tracks?” The 
snake’s eyes held him, beads sighted on a quivering rabbit. “You didn’t look very 
impressed by my letter—” Art waded into the river until the water reached his waist. 
“—so I’m gonna tell you a story.” 
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The snake moved to a warmer spot on the rock. 
“I don’t guess you’ve seen much of railroads, so why don’t I tell you a railroad 

story.” 
The boy stepped deeper into the current. “This is not your average story about 

famous locomotives and heroic engineers. In fact, there’s no trains at all in this story. Just 
tracks.” The river oaks held a breeze, released it, lofting a hawk high up over the bluffs. 

“I parked downstream. I left the lot on an old footpath. I walked for an hour or so, 
and came across some rusted railroad tracks, nailed to the ground. An old mine spur. 
There was a big jumble of rocks, overgrown with poison oak, where the entrance had caved 
in.” 

Curious perch drew near Art’s shivering legs. A shadow flickered down the length 
of the gorge. 

“There was tar, and gravel under the rotting wood, and rust, everywhere, running 
over the ties, seeping into the earth. The dirt underneath was black, like a bum, and eaten 
away on one side, where the river used to run.” 

Bottle glass green water seeped into his pockets— 
“The steel rails were as wide as my hand. I sat down between them, and I put my 

ear to one, like you do to see if there’s a train coming. It was rusted, you understand. I just 
did it for kicks. But you never know.” 

—chilled him, sliding up past his hips— 
“I closed my eyes, to hear better, and I felt this wind, like I was moving down the 

line, you know, I was imagining flying between the tracks, going back to the parking lot. I 
sped up, and I felt the wind, so I just held on, going along the track, plowing along the edge 
of the river. I could feel the rust seeping into the water. And then whoosh! Out of the trees. 
Asphalt.” 

—arms waving, making little eddies in the water as it crawled from rib to rib— 
“The parking lot. Right where I’d been a little while back. I’m going up along the 

edge, up the bluffs. I look down: there’s my car, parked off in the corner. There’d been a 
big red truck there too, but it was gone now. And then whoosh! back into the trees.” 

—stopped now, water to his chest. His foot blindly searched for a hold, but the water 
was deeper here, and he stayed. 

“I’m in the forest again. I haven’t seen any of this, I’m thinking, and then out of the 
trees again, a tin shed by the tracks, all in shambles. And it’s gone, and I’m looking down 
the track at this curve coming up, and swing around it. Boom,', right into the main line.” 

A step, a misstep. He righted himself and paused for a moment; the letter was still 
in his hand, the corner tracing along the river’s skin. He let it go. 

“I’m at the junction. Tracks going off in both directions. What do you think 
happens? C’mon, you’re dyin to know.” 

He laughed nervously. He could not feel his thin legs shivering in the cold river. 
The snake was looking at him, right at him, he must have been listening. 

“Split! Both ways at once. Like I’m riding two trains in different directions. I’m 
seeing all this stuff, all at once—rail yards, junctions—and at every junction I split off 
another piece, boom, boom, so I’m goin out in all directions.” 

Art gestured wildly. His shouting echoed between the bluffs, piling on itself. “I 
don’t have to go up there to double check it! I was there. With the speed and the wind and the 
boom boom boom, and this steel rail under my hands the whole time, the whole fucking 
thing, the weight of this giant steel web stretching out in every direction, until boom!— 
everything stops. And I’m sitting there, looking out over two oceans, from about ten 
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thousand different places—” His hands dropped to his sides. He exhaled slowly, through 
pursed lips. 

“I opened my eyes. No more wind. But I could still hear it—I looked around, and I 
figured, it’s the pine needles, it’s the wind in the trees.” 

The river slid around him, deeper now, and faster. 
“So what was it? I don’t know. Just this sound, a hiss, like breathing in, like 

sucking in air through your teeth. And then it stopped. I’m sitting there—on the tracks—in 
the dirt—the trees are still—everything’s still—and then, it just—sighed. The whole 
fucking earth. Once. Ahhhhhhhhhhh....” His voice trailed off. His hands dropped; he 
did not feel the splash on his shoulders. 

The snake slipped from the rock. Art relaxed and slipped under the water’s algae- 
green skin. The slow current smoothed over the ripples where he had stood. Below, the 
river played with the boy, scraping his stomach with its rocks, knocking him against its 
larger ones. Finally, it released him. He floundered to the shore, choking and shivering, 
and fell to his knees on the stony bank. Down the length of the river fluttered a shadow, 
larger now. 

Edward carried the last black plastic leaf bag around the comer of the house, on his way out 
to the alley. Nan stood in the garage, her apron draped across the hood of her blue Cadillac, 
picking the dirt from the grooves in her gold wedding band. She stopped her husband when 
she heard him close the gate to the yard. “Have you seen Art’s letter?” 

Edward, exhausted, set the bag full of bright red and yellow leaves on the gravel. “I 
left it on the patio table.” 

“It’s not there.” 
He picked a leaf out of his sweater and hefted his bag. ‘There’s one more bag out 

front.” 
“I was going to go inside and call the Slaters to see what time they want us tonight.” 

Nancy was already making for the back door. 
“Nan.... Nancy!” He paused, making sure he had her attention. “I won’t be in for 

another half hour. I have to go down to the station to get gas for the mower.” 
“It’s already past six.” 
“You should have come and gotten me earlier.” 
Nancy wiped her hands on a towel hanging by the door, took off her muddy work 

shoes, and walked through the house. 
Sam, still curled up in the fort at the far end of the yard, was awakened by the slam 

of the patio door. He stumbled out of the underbrush and made for the house. Nan was 
stooping to pick up the snapshot of her son when he trotted up. He gave her behind a 
perfunctory sniff and trotted to the door. 

Let’s go in. 
“Hey, Sam-O” crooned Nan. “Where’s Art’s letter, Sam? Hmm?” 
I ate it. Eyes smiling, he wagged his tail as he waited by the door. 
The woman gave up her search. “Maybe I took it in with the rest of the mail.” She 

pushed the dog back with her leg. “Not today, Sam. Wait ’til you get a nice flea dip.” Sam 
ran to the big window and watched her intently as she walked through the living room and 
disappeared down the hall. 

Edward fetched the last bag of leaves from the front yard, the dog tagging at his 
heels. The grass in front of the porch was already sprinkled with what would be, the next 
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day, a fresh red and brown carpet. He would work on the leaves tomorrow, too, but 
tomorrow was Sunday, the day of mowing. 

Sam, wagging at the gate shut in his face, watched Edward through the chain link 
fence as he backed out of the garage in his old black Seville. He made the obligatory chase 
down the driveway, along the path worn into the grass there, and back again when the man 
returned. Sam watched him hurry through his living room; he watched the couple fix 
drinks in styrofoam cups; he chased them as they drove away. It was his primary form of 
exercise, running from window to window, watching the man and wife, like fish in an 
aquarium. 

They had gone, leaving the floodlights to post guard against the urban half-night at 
each comer of the house. Strips of clouds papered the sky, blown like trash before an 
eastbound front. The moon flashed through a ragged hole. For a moment, as before, the 
dog could see the boy by the river. He was lying face-down on the rocks, his twisted body 
colorless in the moonlight. His swimming trunks, still wet, clung to his skin. Sam 
whined, but the boy was in Arkansas, and did not hear him. He was lying very still. Sam 
barked, but the clutter of clouds obscured the moon, the boy vanished, and Sam was left with 
nothing more to bark at than a distant burglar alarm. 

Art awoke, startled by the howling of the bobcats upstream. His face burned with fever; his 
legs, with the poison ivy that had spread to his crotch. The moon shone weakly through the 
fog that settled itself between the bluffs. He sat up, shivering on the river bank. He could 
feel the stare of the shifting forest on his back. A second bobcat howled, not far 
downstream. Art jumped, bolted along the river’s edge, across the rocks, to his tent, 
bruising his bare feet, and dove into the security of the nylon taffeta walls. 

He slipped into his sleeping bag and zipped it up with a trembling white hand. He 
emptied his pack, searching frantically for his candle lantern. He found it in a side 
pocket, with a crushed box of matches. Through the mesh of the tent’s door he could see the 
silent black swath of the river. He broke five matchsticks before managing, finally, to 
strike one. The sulphur head flared; the interior of the tent was illuminated, suddenly, 
and the half-moon of the tent’s door faded to flat, threatening black. He shook out the match 
hastily and waited for his eyes to readjust. That night, he dreamt that the earth was 
twitching beneath his tent, like a dog’s skin under a flea. But there was not the sound of a 
scratch—only the tireless ringing of the machines that were not there, punctuated by the 
sighs of land groaning under the weight of steel. 

The next morning, Sam, curled in his dog house, was awakened by the sudden roar of the 
air conditioning unit nearby. Nan awoke to a familiar flush from the next room. And 
Arthur, in his tent, awoke to face the last leg of his trip home. 

A trapped mosquito bumbled silently along the inside of the tent. The poison ivy on the 
boy’s legs no longer burned, and his fever had dissipated, though his throat was still sore. 
All this he registered with modest pleasure as he drifted out of sleep. He lay on his back for 
a while, staring at the crisscrossed poles that held up the roof of his tent. They looked very 
peculiar. He felt as if he were not really there, as if he were watching a television with the 
volume turned down. Suddenly he was very much awake; something was wrong. It 
wasn’t until he yelped in surprise that he realized that he had somehow left his hearing in 
his sleep behind him. 
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At first, he felt little more than puzzlement. He let his breath go, and had to 
concentrate on the sensation in his chest to be sure that he was indeed drawing air. He 
rubbed his face, boxed his ears, but there was no rustle, no slap of flesh. 

I doubt Dad’s going to let me take another road trip after this, he thought to himself, 
and laughed, only to catch himself in his levity. His laugh was nothing more than a funny 
shaking in his chest, and it occurred to him that his situation might be serious. He broke 
camp and packed in silent wonderment, facing up, by degrees, to something far beyond his 
ability to understand. By the time he slipped his pack onto his back, he was crying the 
uncontrollable tears of a frightened boy. 

I won’t call them, he thought. He’ll kill me. Probably just a temporary thing. If I 
call them, and I get better on the drive home...shit. Stupid. Damn it. If only I hadn’t— 
what? What did I do? What the fuck happened? 

He stopped short in a huge clearing. Far to both sides, the stark bluffs rose up out of 
the river bed. The morning sun was rising over the neck of the valley, illuminating the 
diffuse fog. Art slipped off his heavy pack. He put his glasses in a side pocket and wiped 
his sniffling nose on his sleeve. Well, this sucks, he thought. How can I call home, I can’t 
even hear. 

The sun climbed over the boy’s head; his tears had been replaced by resigned sweat. 
He was thinking of the stories he would tell when he got better. His stride broke. When? 
The snake laughed at his presumption from somewhere in the back of his mind. It doesn’t 
just happen, he thought, and sneezed. “Hi Dad,” he said aloud, “I’m in Arkansas. Oh, by 
the way, I seem to have gone deaf.” The words felt strange in his throat. “Hi Mom!” he 
shouted, “how ya doin’? Me? Oh, great! Just a little deaf, that’s all!” He was running now. 
“What’s that, Dad? Speak up a little!” Nettles tugged at his jeans. “NO DAD, I DON’T 
THINK IT WAS FROM LISTENING TO MUSIC TOO LOUD!” An overhanging branch 
scraped his face as he tumbled through the brush. It’s all fun and games until someone gets 
their eye poked out. He broke into open space, the trees in a line behind him, fading off to 
both sides. The next thing he knew, he was falling. He landed hard on sharp gravel. The 
weight of his pack slammed into his his back a second after he hit the ground. 

He lay across the tracks, his elbow bleeding on the tar-splattered rocks, and began 
to laugh. 

“It could be worse,” he giggled to the rusted steel rail that had caught his foot. “It 
could be raining.” He picked himself up and followed the old railroad spur back to the 
parking lot. His knuckles were white on the walking stick in his hand as he smacked at 
the ties, his mind racing ahead of him over familiar ground. 

The giant ride-around mower snarled, somewhere out of sight, down at the end of the yard. 
Nan, screwing the top onto the mayonnaise, looked out the window and waited for her 
husband to ride back up the yard, on another circuit. Every Sunday, he looped around the 
yard, perched on the machine, tracing a shifting figure eight across the yard, down one 
side, up the middle, down the other, until the grass was cut, fence to flowerbed. Then the 
push-mower, in all the places where it was too narrow for the John Deere to go. He would put 
the finishing touches on the yard with the gas-powered weedeater, its tiny motor whining 
like a hornet. Under the lip of the patio, around the trees, and each sprinkler head. Nan put 
the mayonnaise in the refrigerator, with half a tomato, lettuce, a bowl of tuna fish, and ajar 
of pickles, all cradled precariously under her arm. The mower rumbled just outside the 
kitchen window, and she hurried out onto the patio. 
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Edward’s polyester sport shirt stuck with sweat to his wide back. He had already 
swung around and was headed back down the sloping yard when his wife caught up with 
him and tapped him on the shoulder. He jerked around, startled, and the sharp steel blade 
bit into the turf. “Goddamnit!” 

“Lunch!” she shouted over the mower. 
He looked at his watch. “Too late!” 
“They may not serve until late tonight!” 
He scowled. “I’ll be in in a minute.” He turned around and forced the machine 

into drive, and growled off towards the far fence. 
Ten minutes later, he entered the kitchen through the back door, face flushed, his 

back speckled with grass that he hadn’t been able to brush off. Nan was on the phone. 
“—no, it’s not that. Margaret, it sounds wonderful. But tonight’s a school night, you 

know, and we need to stay home.” 
Edward stepped over the phone cord and began to wash his hands in the stainless 

aluminum sink. 
“Yes...Yes, that’d be fabulous. Let me ask Edward, he’s right here.” She put the 

phone in her lap. “Edward, Margaret invited us to dinner tonight,” she dropped her voice to 
a whisper, “but we’ve got the Marcus’ bon voyage party—I told her next Sunday would be 
better.” 

He dried his hands on a linen dishtowel, folded it, and hung it back on its brass 
rack. “We shouldn’t go to either one. We went out last night.” 

“Edward, what about next Sunday?” 
He sighed laboriously and made as if he were considering his schedule. “You 

know I don’t like going out on Sundays.” 
“I’m sorry, that’s when she asked us for.” 
“Well, it doesn’t matter. I have to drive to Plano Monday morning for a business 

meeting.” 
“It’s Christmas vacation, for heaven’s sake.” 
“Not for everyone. Anyway, it’s only one day.” 
“How about Saturday night?” 
“I thought she only asked us for Sunday.” 
“Well, I can suggest, if you want to see them.” 
“It’s your deal.” He went to the refrigerator for the jar of pickles. 
“I’m telling her we’d like to try Saturday. We can bring Arthur. They like him.” 
“Not if he hasn’t gotten his hair cut.” 
Nan put the phone back to her ear. “Margaret—hello? Margaret?” She looked at the 

phone quizzically, white plastic in her hand. It began to beep angrily. 
“What happened to Margaret?” Nan held the phone out to her husband. 
“You probably hung up on her.” 
“No, I didn’t.” 
‘Wes, you did, Nancy, when you put it in your lap. The hang-up button is there, on 

the bottom of the phone.” He picked up his plate and carried it to his place at the breakfast 
table. 

Nancy punched the button a few times, but the phone remained silent. “I can’t get a 
dial tone.” 

“You probably broke it.” 
“I did not.” 
“You can pay for the new one,” he teased, deadpan, and bit the end off a pickle. 
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“She probably thinks you told me to hang up on her.” 
“Here, give me the phone.” Edward set it on the table. “Now leave it for a minute.” 

The phone rang. “See?” He picked it up and handed it to her. “You just have to be patient.” 
“Thanks.” Nan spoke into the phone. “Margaret? I’m sorry, I—hello? Who is 

this?” 
Edward looked up at his wife, her ear violently pressed to the phone. The color 

drained from her thin face. 
“Arthur?” 
Edward put the pickle, half-eaten, back on his plate. 
“Art? What is it? What’s wrong?” She motioned frantically to her husband. 
He threw his napkin on the table. “Give me the phone.” 
Stunned, Nan passed it to him. “He says he’s deaf.” 
“Let me talk to him.” Holding the phone, Edward registered his wife’s fear, out of 

place and unattractive to his eye. He put the muttering phone to his ear and addressed his 
son. 

“Arthur, where are you?” He glared at his wife. “He isn’t saying anything. Are 
you sure it’s him?” 

“Yes—” 
“Art—tell me where you are. Damn it, Arthur, I gave you an order. Do you hear 

me?” 

Dad. 
The line was silent. The voice spoke again. “Arthur, where are you calling from? 

We haven’t heard from you in days. Your mother’s worried. Where are you?” 
Behind the boy, the wire door of the general store snapped closed with a loud crack. 

Art jumped, startled, and banged his elbow on the door of the phone booth. A huge woman, 
shoehorned into a flimsy polyester floral gown, lumbered across the gravel lot to her car, 
plastic sandals crunching on the dusty rocks, three bulging grocery sacks churning in her 
arms like unruly children. “Answer me, Art.” An eighteen-wheeler roared by the 
woman, close enough to shave an inch or two from her behind, thrust into the roadway as 
she bent to unlock her car door. She spun around and shouted, “Ass-mother-fucker!” after 
the truck, her finger high in the air. One child fell to the ground and burst open with a 
crash, spilling pinto beans and jars of pigs’ feet in the gravel. She howled in anguish. His 
father spoke again. 

“Arthur, I’m speaking to you.” 
“Dad?” 
The man sighed, a martyr for patience. “You were supposed to be home a few days 

ago, Arthur.” 
“What the hell is going on?” 
“Excuse me?” 
“Sorry—I mean—it was just—I’m coming—I was in the forest. I went camping, I 

just—just for a few days—I’m in Ponca, I’m coming—” 
“Ponca, where? When will you be home?” Edward replaced his napkin in his lap. 
“Jesus, this is insane.” 
“What state are you in, Arthur?” His voice was edgy now. 
“A better one than a minute ago. This is unreal.” Arthur, shouting, began to hop up 

and down in front of the pay phone. The fat woman eyed him suspiciously as she collected 
her jars of jellied red pork from the ground. “Did you just pick the phone up?” 
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“That was your mother who answered the phone.” 
“Did she say anything? What’d did she tell you? Let me talk to Mom for a sec.” He 

slipped his calling card into his wallet and stuffed it into his back pocket. 
“Your Mother’s fine. Where are you calling from, Arthur?” 
“Oh! I’m in Ponca, Ponca Arkansas, in the Ozark Mountains. I’m coming home.” 
“You’re goddamn right, you’re coming home. You haven’t called for days, we’ve 

had no idea where you were, or if you’d had a wreck—I gave you a little leniency, and 
you’ve been totally irresponsible—” 

“I know, Dad, I’m sorry. It’s only a—I figure it’s a seven hour drive, maybe eight. 
Three down to—” 

“You’re coming in tonight?” 
“Well, I’ve been on the road for a week. I thought you wanted me to come home.” 
“Just because you were fucking around doesn’t mean you can compensate for it by 

being irresponsible now.” 
“I got a good night’s sleep last night, Dad—ah. Well I’ll be home around midnight, 

anyway.” 
“I don’t want you driving after dark.” 
“I’ll be fine. I got a good night’s sleep. You wouldn’t believe it. Really peaceful. I 

hiked out all day so I could be home tonight.” 
“Take the interstate.” 
“Sure. I should get in around midnight. I said that—” 
“Your mother and I are going to a party tonight,” he cast an annoyed glance at his 

wife, “so we may get home a little late. If you get home before us, just go to bed. If you get 
home late, wake us up and let us know you’re home. We’ll talk tomorrow morning. Don’t 
make plans.” 

“I don’t have any, Dad.” 
“Good.” 
Edward got up and placed the phone by by the toaster, carefully coiling up the cord. 

He turned to his wife. “What the hell was all that about?” 
Art slammed the phone onto the hook, and it bounced off, and hung, swinging 

behind him as he kicked at the gravel. “Son of a bitch! How’s that for an adventure.” He 
flopped into the open door of his car. He fished the compact disc player from underneath the 
seat and loaded up the loudest disc he could find. He caterwauled along with the music, 
thrilled by the sound of his voice and the thunder of the synthetic drums. His hysterical 
singing—the whoosh of air from the vents—the motor under his foot, heavy on the 
accelerator—tires humming on the pavement—the roar of the wind outside—the sounds 
swept him up in a storm of noise, terrible and comforting, driving anxiety from his mind, 
which was racing now, faster than the flashing yellow lines outside his window. 

Somewhere behind him, a huge hand grasped the highway and was pulling it out 
from under him. And Dallas, a craggy glass blister at the end, hurtled towards him over 
the curve of the impatient earth. 

Day’s end, finally, for the dog. He shared the afternoon anxiety of the man and woman 
without knowing why. In his house, sniffling nose buried in cedar, he napped, dreaming of 
cars. Too many to chase them all. Then he was sitting by the fence, panting, surrounded 
by hundreds of squirrels. Too many. 

Heavy tires ground on the driveway. The dog stumbled out of his house, covered 
with shavings, and made for the back gate; by the time he got there, the Cadillac was 
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rounding the comer of the house. He dashed to the front, chased the car down the driveway, 
and sat barking as the sound pulled away. 

“Did you put straw on the bald spots?” asked Edward, winding slowly through the 
neighborhood. 

“I was digging that bone meal out.” 
“If we don’t cover them, the grass won’t grow there.” 
“All right, Edward.” Nan smoothed her black skirt and gazed out the window at the 

streets oozing by. “We have to be there in five minutes.” 
‘"You should have been ready sooner.” He pushed a preset station button, and 

elevator music drooled from the door speakers. 
Nan tugged at the seat belt strap across her chest. “Remember that Fuller fellow is 

bringing Sally Peterson. And don’t say anything about her Robin. I heard now she’s 
worried the school won’t ask her back next year.” 

“Don’t you say anything about what Arthur’s been doing.” 
“Edward, if Dick O’Toole brings up the law internship, of course I’m going to. He’s 

always been into that nature business; he’d be charmed.” 
“It’s embarrassing.” 
“It’s fascinating.” 
The car slid through a light turning red. “Nancy, he’s coming home late, he didn’t 

call, he obviously hasn’t been getting any sleep—this afternoon was ridiculous. Make an 
appointment for him tomorrow morning at the barber shop. I’m not going to have a repeat 
performance of Thanksgiving. This is my vacation too, and I don’t want to be harassed.” 

“He looked messy for Thanksgiving, Edward, I agree, but—” 
“Nancy.” He calmly piloted the car onto the freeway. 
“What?” 
“Shut up.” 
Silent, the woman burned in the leather bucket seat the rest of the way to the party. 

At the club, Nan headed straight to the ladies’ room to fix her mascara. Edward made for 
the bar. Scotch and water for himself, gin and tonic for his wife. They lost themselves in 
the party, and chatted pleasantly on the drive home, remarking mostly on how tired they 
both were, and didn’t the Slaters’ plans sound wonderful. Art was not home when they got 
there. 

Sam did not hear the car when the couple pulled in. He had been dreaming about 
Art, throwing tennis balls in the front yard. Then Art was a giant squirrel, big as a man. 
He was digging up tennis balls, like nuts, all over the yard. Then Sam heard the mower, 
hitting each one, chuck chuck chuck. They shot out from the blade and shattered the 
windows of the house. Then Dad was standing on the patio, loading the four-ten they kept 
by the back door for squirrels and stray dogs. He lifted the shotgun to his shoulder. Sam 
growled in his sleep. 

Art bolted down the superhighway, across the East Texas plains, flat as a tabletop, dust-grey 
under the waning moon. He pumped the stereo with music, loud and cheap, to keep himself 
awake. His hands were cold and bloodless on the steering wheel, his eyelids were heavy, 
and his vision moved in and out of focus like fog. 

Edward and Nancy Ridenhour dressed for bed in silence. It was almost ten, too late to 
shower. “Have to get up early,” he mumbled as he activated the burglar alarm. “Big day 
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tomorrow.” Nan, her face shiny with moisturizer, rolled over to face the pleated oriental 
curtains, and gripped the cotton sheet in her fist. 

LBJ freeway past the car lots and shopping malls, to the Marsh Lane exit. Not a red light, 
the whole way home. The hedge would be trimmed, the grass fresh-mowed. Arthur pulled 
in slowly over the noisy gravel, and got out of the car before pulling into the garage. He 
opened the gate to the yard, quietly calling his dog. Dark shadows hid under the ribbon of 
trees and bushes in the bed of the slimy creek. “Sam.... C’mere Sam.” He approached the 
doghouse quietly. “It’s awful cold for a big puppy to be outside. Wanna come in?” 

Something sleepy snarled from within. He called again. A black nose poked out 
into the city’s unnatural nighttime twilight, and sniffed. He’s coming home. 

They rolled in the grass. Art disarmed the alarm and they walked through the 
dimly-lit house, the boy holding Sam’s tags so they wouldn’t jingle. Having stowed Sam 
safely next to his bed, Arthur slipped into his parents’ room and reactivated the alarm, 
covering the blinking green light with his hand. “Pssst. Hey. I’m home.” 

“Mmmm. O.K.,” mumbled Nan. She stirred, but the shadow of an arm reached out 
of her dream and pulled her back, not finished. 

In the next room, Sam was rubbing his nose in the carpet, relieved that Art was not a 
giant squirrel after all. 

The boy raised his blinds and opened his windows before collapsing into his old 
bed, the sheets stretched tight across the mattress. Have to close them before Dad comes in, 
he thought, drifting in the shallows of sleep. “You’re letting all the air conditioning out.” 
Warm, filtered air lazed out the windows. He floated out with it, curling under the eaves of 
the house, out and up into the pink haze of the Dallas night sky, lifted on a stagnant wind. 
The house receded, dissolved into the blur of the neighborhood, laced with a grid of streets 
glowing like fiber optic threads. Cars shriveled below to pinpricks of light, like electrons 
pulsing along the pavement web. The threads thickened downtown, wrapped among tall 
glass buildings, reflecting off each other. The city’s center shone shallow on the dark 
land, a scab of light, a knot of electric burning twine. Who spins the twine, he dreamed, 
unraveling, serenely breathing noxious fumes, glowing pink and rotten cherry brown. 
Where does it come from? The dark plains yawned wide around him, a black sea of 
collapsed farmhouses and dry stock tanks, suffering the buoyant, brilliant city. Nowhere. 
The faint voice of his high school Physics teacher chided him, nothing from nothing. 
What was he saying? Fenceposts pricking, the land sighed, nothing from nothing. The 
snake uncoiled into the river, winding along the bluffs, obscured in the fog, black under 
the waning moon, and he slept, heavy in his familiar bed, with no more dreams to mark 
his presence. 

“Just a couple of days, I don’t remember, two or three. You got my letter from Bryson City, 
didn’t you?” Steam rose from Arthur’s breakfast as it sat before him, leaching wet heat into 
the morning air. “Mom? Leaves, a picture I think—” 

“How many exactly?” Father was settled back in his chair, his plate empty as his 
coffee cup beside it. “I want to know how many days you were in Nantahala, and where you 
stayed—” 

“I stayed in a tent.” 
“—and how many days you were at the next place.” 
“Let’s say two.” The boy twisted his napkin beneath the white table’s polished face. 
“Is that how many it was?” 
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Art whined, perplexed and frustrated. “What difference does it make?” 
“Why can’t you just give me an itinerary?” 
“Why?” He thought of how his father used to ask him where he was going as he 

walked from room to room. To the fucking kitchen, he would finally shout, or I’m going to 
fucking North Dakota. “What have you got there?” was another one, every time his Dad 
saw him carrying food back to his room. Dad would be sitting on the sofa in the den, 
watching Wide World of Sports, or college football. Without looking up, what have you got 
there, where are you going, what are you doing. 

“Because if you’re ever going to handle responsibility, you’re going to have to be 
able to schedule, and make plans.” 

“I didn’t want to! That wasn’t the plan.” 
“There was no plan.” 
“Exactly!” 
“If you’re going to start shouting at me, then this conversation is over,” warned his 

father. “It’s my Christmas vacation as much as yours. Neither one of us wants to be 
harassed.” 

“If I’m not being harassed, I don’t know what’s going on here.” 
Nan poured the last of the hot coffee into her husband’s china cup. 
‘That,” proclaimed Dad, “is the end of this conversation. I want an account of 

where you were each night, in writing, with hotel fees for when you stayed in them, and a 
total, and I’ll look over it and reimburse you. Leave it on my dresser. And you can leave 
my gas card with it.” 

“What about the drive back?” 
“Maybe you should leave the car at home.” 
Art was well-acquainted with the threat. Just drop it, he thought. 
Nan, loading the dishwasher, protested across the blue tiles of the counter. 

“Edward, there’s—” 
“—now I have work to do in the yard, so if you’re going to go off with your mother—” 
“Dad, I said I’d help you this afternoon—” 
“I’m leaving now, and your mother has a lot of work to do too, so don’t keep her all 

day.” He closed the garage door carefully behind him. 
“Art,” said Mom, “finish your breakfast, so we can go.” She put her son’s coffee in 

the microwave. 
“Twenty seconds or so,” said Art, as he shoveled congealed scrambled eggs into his 

mouth. His mother sat down in the chair next to him and listened as he recounted his 
breakfast experience at the Lake Ocoee Inn, on the Carolina-Tennessee border, where three 
old polyester ladies were driving around the area, visiting old friends in local cemeteries. 

Out behind the house, the push-mower gurgled gasoline, thirsty and expectant. As 
Art and his mother backed out of the garage, they waved at Dad, wiping fuel from his hands 
with a white handkerchief. 

Art yawned, sank into the soft leather seat, and brushed the dust from the dashboard 
in front of him. What more could you want, he thought, than to take a vacation, so you can 
catch up on all that mowing you’ve always wanted to do. “It’s nice to ride for once.” The 
barking dog chased them as they glided down the driveway. “I’ll dip Sam when we get 
home.” 

“He’ll still bring fleas into the house. We haven’t had a freeze yet.” 
“It’s too cold for him to sleep outside.” 
“He’s a labrador, Art, I’m sure he can handle it.” 
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“I want him in my room.” 
Nan pulled her sunglasses from the visor and slipped them on. “You better do your 

chores for Dad first.” 
“If he leaves me any.” 
“You can help me plant a tree across the creek if he doesn’t.” 
“I don’t do gardening.” 
“It’s not gardening, it’s a tree, and I can’t carry the tree across the creek myself, 

much less dig the hole. It’ll only take fifteen minutes.” 
Art pressed a button, and his window slid silently open. “Well, O.K. One tree.” 
“And I need one of those fifty-pound bags of manure down by the lower dam.” 
“Mom!” 
“Art!” she mimicked. 
“One tree, one bag of peat moss. But no weeding.” 
“Deal.” She turned the corner out of the neighborhood. “The AC’s on,” she said 

pointedly, as they picked up speed. Edward pushed the mower back and forth across the face 
of the hill, Sam chewing on a rock and watching him from the patio, back and forth, until 
his head disappeared below the crest of the hill. 

I wonder if he’s still there. The dog sauntered across the yard to affirm that he was, 
and lay down in a pile of oak leaves. 

That night found the family sitting in the den, silent, two faces turned toward the 
chattering icon in the comer, one pair of eyes wandering listlessly around the room. Clint 
Eastwood was chasing punks and shooting his .44 Magnum, the most powerful handgun in 
the world. 

Art interrupted the movie. “Sam wants in.” 
“He’s got fleas,” mumbled Edward into a leaf-thin glass, and finished the last of 

the bottle of wine. 
‘We’ll let him in when it gets cold enough to kill the fleas.” said Nan, leaning to 

catch her son’s eye. 
‘This is a .44 Magnum, the most powerful handgun in the world...” said Clint 

Eastwood. Art turned back to the box. “...and it could blow your head clean off.” 
The boy protested to his baked potato. “I dipped him today.” 
Edward touched the remote control, snuggled beside him on the sofa, and the voice 

of the icon welled in the room. 
“In all that confusion, I don’t remember whether I fired five shots or six.” 
Let me in. 
Art swallowed a wad of cold meat. “He doesn’t have any fleas, I dipped him.” 
Edward paused, the empty bottle of wine poised over his glass. “I can hear him 

scratching.” Grapeskin dregs collected at the bottle’s lip, but refused to drop. “Finish your 
dinner so we can have dessert.” He turned the volume louder still. 

‘THE QUESTION IS, DO YOU FEEL LUCKY? WELL, DO YOU, PUNK?” 
I can see you. 
Edward shook the bottle over his glass. It was a commercial. He’d taped it last 

Thursday. He’d finished his wine. It was time for dessert. It was a commercial. 
“Arthur—would you fast forward it please.” 

Art pushed his tray away and approached the VCR. It was an archaic machine, one 
of the earliest models released, and it made a strange cranking noise as it dragged the tape 
across the head. 
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There was no more wine. It was time for dessert. It was a commercial. “Do you 
want to fast forward it, or are we going to watch the commercials?” 

It was a car commercial. Very slick. Art placed his finger on the STOP button, but 
something in the commercial caught his attention. Something was wrong. The car, sporty 
and red, zipped along downtown streets, precariously tilted. It looked like it would slide 
down into the corner of the screen. Glassy buildings leaned over the car like giant 
mirrors. The car stopped. The door opened, a black sock, dress shoe on wet pavement. 
Somewhere in the distance, over the din of the TV, still chattering much too loud, he thought 
he heard his father shout, fast forward it goddamnit, and a crash, breaking glass on the 
brick floor. That TV table must have collapsed again, he thought, I must fill the hole with 
plastic wood and set the screw tighter. Why was the pavement wet? The lights of the 
building and neon signs glinted off the street, as if the cement had been painted with light. 
That must have been expensive. Steam rose out of a grating in the street. Cold. He closed 
his eyes and thought of Sam. He saw the dog, sitting outside on the patio, his nose against 
the window. A patch of steam pulsed on the glass as he panted. Out over the yard, a hazy 
underbelly of smog hung grimy in the sky, reflecting the florescent stench of the plastic 
city. Buildings leaning, the squared-off hedge, sharp enough to cut. The slimy creek, 
black as tar, slithered through the neighborhood, swelling with sewer runoff, stinking with 
gasoline and shit. 

Edward siezed his son’s shoulder and spun him around, barking into his face with 
rage and spit. “Goddamnit—I gave you an order.” Fat fingers slid through the boy’s hair 
and snagged like fishhooks, slammed him against the fireplace and pounded the red brick 
with his son’s head, back and forth, as he would beat the crooked mower blade when it 
struck a rock. “I GAVE YOU AN ORDER!” Nan’s bony hands clutched at the man’s arm, 
pumping like a piston. He repelled his wife with a shove, knocking the wind from her 
slight frame. Back and forth, pounding, the icon howling over the scene, cars sliding up 
and down, steam and smoke and lights in the street, until the hysterical woman managed 
to pull her flailing husband away off the boy. 

They stood in the middle of the room, son, father, and wife behind him. Art 
weighed the heaviness in his fist, hanging by his side, as he stared at his panting father. “I 
told you to fast forward it.” 

Arthur relaxed his arm, and touched the back of his head. “It’s all right, Mom.” He 
reached over to the machine and pressed STOP. “Forget it,” he said, and walked out of the 
room. “I’m going for a drive.” 

“Hold it—you’re home tonight—” 
Nan slapped at her husband’s arm. He turned on her, slowly, like a preponderous 

animal, but she was gone, slipping down the hall to get ready for bed. She would take her 
son’s advice. 

Edward considered following his son when he heard the patio door slam. He looked 
at the capsized table, at the broken crystal glinting on the floor, at the empty wine bottle on 
the table by the TV guide. He wiped the sweat from his face and felt his hand shake against 
his forehead. He knelt and began picking up the shards of glass. 

Art hugged Sam’s furry neck as they sat in the fort, looking out through the thick 
bushes. Gothic scenes of retribution raged in his head. He saw the family splayed before 
him as a triptych: father, disembowled on a cross; mother looking up and wringing her 
hands; and himself, standing to one side, his back turned. Sam pawded at him. 

He looked blankly at the dog, his head a silhouette against the patchwork of 
branches. He wanted to lean back, but could not rest his spinning head on the ground. He 
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felt sick with an unspecific rage that galled him worse than any beating. He closed his 
eyes, tried to breathe deeply, but the dizziness was strong, and he gave himself over to it. 
The underbrush grew out over the yard, consuming the flowerbeds and sprinkler heads, 
over the house and out across the neighborhood, dousing the forest fire of electric light. His 
father’s shout rattled in his head, along with the pain, and the ringing in his boxed ears 
jangled somewhere underneath it all. The moon hung helpless overhead, smeared brown. 
He felt the fog sleeping between the bluffs, the wall of the forest, the motionless river 
slithering through the valley. 

He saw himself in his car, lurching out of the garage. Did he leave deep ruts in the 
gravel? Have to get up early and rake them over. Then on the expressway, speeding 
downtown. Streetlights flashed on the wet pavement. Perhaps he was there now, in the 
heart of the city, sliding down some slanted street. Perhaps he slid into the corner of the 
screen, and crashed through the wall of a shiny glass tower, only to find that it was dark as 
night inside, office machines dead to the sleeping city. He had been there a thousand 
times, had driven the city streets at night, not knowing enough to look for anything, 
finding significance in sputtering neon signs and lighted fountains. Did those silt-black 
shadows, pouring out of the jagged hole at the tower’s base, smear the street? Was it tar, or 
asphalt, that flowed down the city block and eddied around the bases of buildings like a 
lava floe? He imagined he could hear a dying sigh as the last lights were submerged. It 
might have been like one he’d heard before. Upset, lying on his back in his fort, he could 
not be sure. But the immediate silence was one he recognized in the pit of his stomach. 
Sam, crouched next to him, scratched his neck. 

If I stayed in the house, I’d never even have fleas. 
The dog’s tags tapped soundlessly against each other. It seemed that even the 

incessant hum of the machines of metropolitan Dallas had been absorbed by the darkness 
surrounding the boy and the dog. Art snapped his fingers, close to his ear, just to be sure, 
and sighed. Nothing. “Twice in a weekend, Sam,” he sighed, the words strange in his 
throat. “Has my luck run out?” Shadows crisscrossed the boy’s upturned face like 
electrician’s tape. He got up and carefully threaded his way out of the bushes, the dog 
padding along behind him. 

They stepped onto the patio and stood in front of the living room window, looking in 
at the lamps, the rugs, the dustless tables. The blue light from the television flickered 
against the wall. No one had turned it off. 

He didn’t know how to break the grip of silence, but he doubted that wishing it away 
would work any better now than before. And this time, it seemed unlikely that it would be 
penetrated by any paternal order, no matter how loud. The living room looked strange, 
like he was watching it in a movie; the silence removed it from him completely. He knew 
he would go back inside, but could not on his life think why, or how long he would stay. 
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Lucy Hochman 

Last Above Water 

Last Above Water 

Moths came through the screenless window at night. 
The tile walls were humid so the moths 
Landed flat against them. The dust-mud patterns stuck. 

Lizards slid down the bathtub at night. They licked soap 
And left a trail when they’d crossed a razor and out 
The window. I could hear them while I was sleeping. 

Morning, and the track’s fine topping was 
Damp like a layer of pie until the horses 
Tossed through and the dust went pink in the sunrise. 

Eddie had heroin eyes like yolk and white run 
Into each other. He let me on the calm filly 
While he cooled her out. He said this filly’s owner 

Was some drunk Indian who’d run her brother 
To death in the Everglades. Riding, he said, was for 
Kids like me with hands a colt could trust. 

When I’d scrubbed away the dust I was pink myself 
In my bathroom mirror. A long way off that colt 
Lay like a fallen elephant, reeds coming up 

Through his legs and tail hairs, some drunk Indian 
Waving sticks at the alligators. I would have him 
Thinking of his ancient brothers who wished themselves 

To death when captured. I’d have him want to know 
Who to thank for the death of this animal, what part to wear 
In reverence. He would think that, not bump home to his 

Cigarette booth, not kick his son for bringing weed 
In the kitchen. A lizard dropped its tail in the toilet. 
A moth left angel-patterns on the tile and fell 

Like a paint chip. The colt’s ribs were last above water. 
They were like Florida. I thought the Indian 
Might simply lift his boot to the slab and push it under. 
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Eric Slavin 

To Abelard Her Lord Who Art in Heaven, 
Heloise His Beloved Sister in Christ 

To Abelard Her Lord Who Art in Heaven, 
Heloise His Beloved Sister in Christ 

I marvel, my all, that the flowers of my garden 
have not ceased to bloom, that with thou lost 
their pink lips part even farther as if to sing praise 
to thine enemies or discourse on Porphyry’s sacred science. 
When their fragrance permeates the night air 
and the moon swells to the time of monthly purgation 
I shall anoint my own feet with that unholy schism 
in such libations as would be utterly shunned by thy 
accursed rhetoric. My skin quails beneath these woollen 
cowls as I give myself to the memory of things earthly, 
O my magister, those nightly vigils in the canon’s den 
in which thou didst touch my breasts oftener than the book 
and didst gaze into my eyes lest reading keep them 
on the poet’s text, recall, my poor knight-errant, 
the night thou didst seduce me in my chambers 
and didst under my white coverlets draw woman’s blood. 
How our cupidity fed upon itself and so consumed us 
that our appetites rarely met with satiety. 

And how easy to forget when lecturing on things divine. 
Astralabe was the name of our bastard son, whom, for the 
sake of thy renown in Paris as a man of continence, we 
hid by stealth from the canon and abandoned to your sister. 
To think the feebler members of my body could have 
wreaked upon thee such cruel torture, such ignominy 
in the schools. How the clerics didst flock to console thee 
for the affliction in the organ by which thee had sinned, 
how of a sudden didst thou turn thine eyes (and mine) 
towards the Lord. To confess my sins was a facile gesture, 
to receive the religious habit and bear the bridle of monastic life 
easier still, but never, amid such praise of my chastity, 
shall I learn to hate the sweetness that together 
we have tasted nor shall I ever chase from memory 
what thou didst implore me to undertake in my intention. 
I have devoured thine epistles for lack of thy presence 
have immolated my soul, mortified my flesh unto thee, 
And what fruit comes of my prayer but a grief harder 
to bear than any death? Sooner should I follow thee 
to the grave than recite one refrain, nay one verse 
in supplication to your Lord who art in your heaven. 
You, my all, reign the only master of my heart, 
and so, if there be powers as thee profess, 
shall the heavens crash upon me 
and 
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Eric Slavin 

Dad 

Dad 

Though I have 
courteously given Christmas presents 
on Hannukah costing me weltschmertz 
and a week’s pay and have 
more than adequately marveled over the additions 
to the sun room and bedroom and to your life 
and to my life (God forbid I should leave that out) 
and have switched to wheat bread and tahini 
with no complaints and have not only let 
but invited some of the wealthiest, most established hippies 
sleep together and get high together 
in what is to my mind 
the only sacred place there is in this house 
and have until now kept silent about this 
not to sneak up on you with old problems or anything 
because the thought of mindlessly tripping you up 
trips me up, for when I see you 
going through one door and never looking back 
I can see myself following behind and shutting it 
like newborn ducks only with fathers. 

But whether in sickness or in health 
the echoes which haunt this house 
that is always half-way my house 
can never seem to reach you. 
So, in a poetic kind of way, I hope one day 
between the slamming and unslamming of doors 
in and out of your life, that you might 
pause quizzically on a spoonful of oats 
or on a plate of bran steak I don’t know 
but I hope that you pause long enough 
for the silence to sound different 
so you kind of turtle out your head and look around 
like you would out of a thick fog 
saying “Where’s Eric?” 
so that you might, by some stroke, see me 
the only other head for miles, 
asking the same question. 
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Shona Simpson 

17 Mayville Gardens East 

17 Mayville Gardens East 

If you follow the stairs 
the house twists like a shell 
two flights up to the attic. 
Burst open the door 
to a surge of light 
from the sea 
at the bottom of the hill. 
From the window you can see the world— 
Hold wide your arms 
and the narrow plots of garden 
will fall green into your lap. 
The gardens give you raspberries 
to eat up here in secret. 
This is the place for secrets 
with its slanted ceiling and scraps of carpet 
patchwork on white boards. 
Boxes in the corners 
yield toy trains and tubes of glue. 
My mother takes the trains 
and now they sit in honor on the shelves at home, 
out of place amidst the teak and smoky glass. 
We would think this pillage, 
but there are other boxes here— 
perhaps we’d find the trains again 
if we would only open them. 
But in the light which slides off the ceiling 
ghosts are hard to find. 
My sister wanders down 
to play outside. 
Above the bed a school picture hangs; 
if you know where to look, 
you can see my dad in the back row of boys. 
I fall asleep looking at it. 
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Shona Simpson 

The Bat 

The Bat 

Sometimes when the ground darkens quicker than the sky 
the magnolia tree will loom larger than day, 
its back against the light. 

The top leaves gleam a little, tapping in a breeze they only know, 
caught in between the day and night like children 
playing who suddenly shiver and realize it’s dark. 

We pause, the tree and I, and hold our breaths 
as if we were waiting without really knowing why, 
as if we were afraid the next tick might not sound 

from the clock in the hall 
and we would be left mid-stride, 
suspended in the silence which falls between seconds. 

The stillness condenses to a moving point 
against the unraveling sky. 
The way it falls faster than my sight 

I know it is a bat. 
It must have slept all day head down 
in the top of the magnolia tree. 

I can imagine no more glorious bower, 
golden spindrift off the gleaming leaf. 
But now it starts awake 

and takes to flight, 
and I watch in envy of this creature. 
He cannot see the tree; 

instead, he hears it— 
hears the echoes of the glowing leaves, 
the infinitude of evening, 

And, blind, he draws the darkness with him as he rises 
until it too spreads its wings 
and seeps at last to seal the sky to earth. 

There is no gentler sound. 
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Erin Sullivan 

What gets passed down 

What gets passed down 

My mother told the taxi driver 
that I wanted only to shop 
in Chicago and then dragged 
for twelve and one fourth hours 
my warping feet through Marshal Fields 
and Saks Fifth Avenue. 

That night when my father, moved 
by a rare and vivid light, told 
of the tenement where he grew old 
until he was eight years 
and the complete with holsters 
cowboy suit he got with the measles 
and the University that made him awkward 
because he did not fit right, my mother 
said it wasn’t really like that, 
memories blur. 

I am her ally in a family of men 
who she discusses 
like amateur paintings showing promise, 
shaping seamless lives for them in an afternoon, 
and believing they will become 
what she has imagined. 
Sometimes she stays in bed all morning, 
adrift in tears, and I hold her eggshell hands 
because she is tired of doing everything. 

She brings plants and special juices 
to my apartment, pointing out 
that I am milking her dry of cash 
and energy. She is engrossed 
this week in Birds and God. 
My brothers do not 
cost as much as I do, she says. 

Over salad she tells me 
I am her smartest 
child. I can pass through life 
like a carefully threaded needle 
if only I am more thoughtful, 
less changeable, less young. 
No one’s life is a real romance, 
she says. 
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Christine Kemper 

Early Morning Bus Ride 

Early Morning Bus Ride 

Fat fog drips 
from the gaping mouth of a mountain 
draped over the Virginia landscape 

the trees are like grey and grim wraiths rising 
from the sidelines of naked fields 

the morning mists 
tenderly raise themselves off the withered bodies 
of molding cornstalks 

the rattling hum of a bus engine 
penetrates the cold cartilage of a jaw 
restlessly lain upon a metal window-rim 

The visions are seen through wet, 
cold glass, and starchy, bloodshot eyes 

the effort of lifting a head to distinguish 
the shape of a perhaps-man, 
hovering among the milky wraiths, 
is too great 

It will dwell stronger in memory, 
a wavering shadow, 

an odd twisted tree-stump 
a bent farmer in overalls, pitchfork in hand 
a naturalist lamenting the fact of the highway 

not simply a shape 
recognized and discarded, labelled and filed 

Miles behind now, 
the moment of contemplation faded 
too quickly into distance, 
the risen sun has burned away the shadows, 
the mists, and the half-life of pre-dawn imagination 

The mountain’s maw resolves itself into 
a familiar looming on the horizon, 

the moist windows 
show city-shapes rising on the roadsides 

the yellow light, and muttered voices 
lift the uncomforted head, 
and the starchy eyes 
try to focus and comprehend 

The bus moans as the brakes hiss, 
and the long miles are dissolved by 
the arching bridge 
of a yellow-and-orange restaurant sign. 

But the perhaps-man 
lingers like a fragment 
from an early morning dream. 
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Christine Kemper 

Arranging Flowers 

Arranging Flowers 

The arrangement is built 
by women’s fingers, 
gentle tips poking and tucking 
bud by bud, 
a wandering arch of arborvitae, 
a stalk of perfectly bent grass 
a living architecture 
carved in air 
colors dashed into form 
like an egg hitting rock, 
dropped from the careful beak 
of two painted nails. 
A pillar of goldenrod wavers 
behind green stemmed lilies, 
a milkweed pod cracks into 
a million white birds. 
They poise upon a branch, 
gather like geese in winter. 
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Bryan Morgan 

A Letter to Guarantee Sex 

A Letter to Guarantee Sex 

Thank you for sodomizing my Christmas, for making 
me feel myself whole while opening presents 
and passing gifts to my mother, sister, and 
father. As I am somewhat a traditionalist in 
these matters, the presents I am giving here are in 
green and red, sometimes plaid or plain brown 
shipping paper; always with a solid-color bow, 
about half the time with ribbon. I prefer to sit 
on the floor, as I do with you, so I 
feel a definite position. On a sofa 
or bed, you can lean more, and lean 
lazily when you do. I favor deliberation, 
as I know you do too, at least from what I can glean 
so far: from how our conversations turn (on what), 
from how you move (toward me), from how I 
imagine you stirring gin & tonics in 
the kitchen of your father and step-mother’s 
expensive new wood home. You are there. 
I’m here, wishing I could lick 
your neck and thinking of how I can 
still feel you, both in and out, oozing my 
name through your ultra-white teeth. My 
parents think I’m smiling for them, because 
I’m happy to be here; my sister doesn’t 
pay attention—just rips and drops, rips 
and drops it all on the floor. But, as you and I 
are on the same plane, you and I know what I am 
smiling for, and I hope to see you soon, 
share a few drinks and show you the hand-knit 
sweaters and practical gift certificates. 
Sincerely, X. 
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Rima Fand 

Wang Li 

Wang Li 

I am painting now the waterfall. It is, I think, almost morning. I want to finish 
before the monkeys come in. 

I would prefer, build the waterfall from ropes hanging down from fly-bar, blue and 
silver. But fabrics, very expensive. Small budget for this project. So I paint design on flat, 
with door added. 

Door is functional. The Monkey King jumps through the door. The monkeys have 
followed the river to find the source, and they see the waterfall in front. They want to know, 
what is behind the waterfall, but they are afraid. But Monkey King jumps through. He 
discovers the Mountain of Fruit and Flowers and the Cave of the Water Curtain. That is 
how he becomes king. He does not even get wet. 

I always know this story. One week ago they ask me, teach it to American students. 
They say, is wonderful story. Yes, is funny. Is strange. 

I hear a door open. Soon, will be time for rehearsal. They come in, make howling 
noise with voices. They stand with feet wide apart, fall down slowly, pull up slowly. There 
is a word. Exercises. 

Ma go to exercises in China. Ma Li, my wife. I go sometimes. When I was in 
China. Very early morning, more early than is here, and outdoors. Very little light, stand 
feet wide apart, same, but wind blows skirt around the legs. No voices. Is very quiet. 

I make call to Ma on Sunday. Is very expensive, call. Last time she tell me Xiu- 
ying speak first word. Xiu-ying, our daughter. Was raining very hard, rain season in 
China. Very late, after midnight, thunder, Ma hear Xiu-ying cry. Xiu-ying has big eyes, 
Ma tell me, she lift up her arms and say Up! Very loud. Is funny. 

Ma take Xiu-ying into bed with her, Xiu-ying afraid alone. 
Is very funny story, I think. 

I finish now the waterfall, will come back later, tonight, for the floor. I go to wash 
brushes. 

I am walking, there is a monkey in my path. I wait behind, but the monkey does not 
move. Takes off mask. It is a girl’s face, with red mouth. Why red mouth underneath a 
monkey mask? 

I look to the side but she is talking to me, very fast, puffs of air. She tell me, story of 
Monkey King is exciting. I say, is a very popular story. She ask me, where did I learn it? I 
say, someone told it to me, and then I design it at the opera. The Peking Opera? Peking 
Opera, yes. She say, that is very exciting. She say, Wow, big puff. I am ready to go to the 
sink. She say, she like the Monkey King better than Midsummer Night’s Dream. She say, 
would rather be a monkey than a fairy. 

I see there is sweat around her neck, from hairy costume. Ends of her hair are wet. 
There is a smell, sweet. 

She say, she like the characters of the Monkey King better than Shakespeare. I say, 
the Monkey King is more powerful than Punk. I mean Puck. 

The paint on my brushes is drying. I must go to the sink. 
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There is another small monkey boy outside my door, looking at my picture. I put on 
there a drawing of a monkey, mouth talking, I print words, No More Monkey Around. Boy 
is laughing, good. 

Is another sign, above the door, I put there several month ago. Drawing of two 
figure, Chinese writing. Valley of Escape. No. There is a word. Valley of Seclusion. 

The students do not ask me about the sign. Perhaps, do not think it is writing. 
Perhaps, think is drawing of bushes. Bushes and two old Chinese man. Perhaps, they 
think I am old Chinese man. 

There are seven more orange square to paint on the floor. When they are dry, I will 
paint the fourteen, fifteen green. 

Perhaps I should sleep here tonight, while the orange is drying. I prefer to finish 
floor and trees and mountain before morning. I can sleep several hour only, finish, go 
home tomorrow, leave only touches on the following day. Yes. Is very simple project. 

There is a bench behind door in the waterfall. I lie down on it. There is only work 
light, blue. I look up at the trees. 

In China, bamboo grows in garden. We sleep outside sometimes in the summer. 
Angles on trees are good, but branches are too fat. Is not what I prefer. 
Change in design, happen four day past. Technical director, I go to him. His hand 

runs over and over the desk. 

— Wang, hello, come in, sit down. I wanted to ask you a few 
quick things. Is this an OK time? Is it important for the trees 
to be climbed? 
Yes, Monkey King climbs up tree, looks down over wall into 
garden of Taoist teacher. 
Oh, he does eh? 
Yes. 
Well, in that case, we may need to strengthen the limbs. 
Maybe 4x4’s instead of 3x3’s? And add some supports? So 
we’re sure they’re strong enough for the kids to climb on? 
Will that be a problem for you? I’m just a little worried — 

From the Office of the First Secretary 

To the honorable Wang Li, 
Due to unavoidable pressures, of which I am certain 

you are aware, there must be changes in the upcoming 
event. It is no longer to be called the Fashion Concert, 
but the Four Seasons Concert. This will entail changes in 
costume (as there will be no contracts with the Paris or 
New York clothing companies). The dress will be 
traditional Chinese. The design and color scheme must 
match the dress. I regret the short notice. I beg your 
understanding. 

— so we’ve got to think safety. And, unfortunately, we’ve also got to think budget. 
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We’ll need to simplify. Maybe just two trees? 

Seems, should be fine. OK. 

I pull off my pants, wet from paint. My legs are thin and hairy. 
My daughter’s first word was, Up. She has strong nature, I think. 
Ma and Xiu-ying will come in four month, in springtime. I believe. I believe, 

trouble has settled in China. For now, at least. Perhaps in several year, will be — but you 
cannot know the future. You cannot know the future. I believe they will come. 

I scratch my ankle on edge of bench. Hard bed. 
The Monkey King slept on a stone bed. When he jumped through the waterfall, 

discovered another world, everything made of stone. In the Cave, stone couches and stone 
beds, stone seats, stone tables with stone bowls and cups. 

But beautiful to Monkey King, because Monkey King was born from a stone. Stone 
become magically pregnant, open up. Out come happy stone monkey. 

Is Paradise sleeping in the place of being bom? 

I have waked myself from three hour of sleep, as I wanted. I go for green paint. 
Very nice paint, very glossy, for Monkey King’s trees and mountain. 

I see splashes on the side. It has been already opened? This paint has been used by 
someone. They did not ask. I am very, disappointed. There is a word. 

Why do they touch what is mine? I would not mind if they would talk, if they would 
speak to me. Ask me, I will answer! 

I went to first art school in China. Only eight people selected from the nation. 
Those eight were the best. I receive an offer from Hu Yaobang. The First Secretary in 
China. Big offer, big honor. And I refuse, because he change name of project at last 
moment, kill my ideas. Propaganda. I refuse him, no matter how big. 

I look at paint can. I see that one third of the paint is gone. There will be enough for 
trees, but not for mountain. I must finish mountain tomorrow. 

I am almost scraping the bottom of the can. I am putting touches on trees. 
I hear a door open. It is too early for rehearsal, I think? Someone comes behind, I 

look. Is monkey girl with red mouth. Is too early. I paint. She ask, have you always 
painted, since you were little? I say, yes. I paint on her shadow until it goes away. 

There was one time I did not paint. I go to call Ma Li, I cannot get through. I call 
again, I cannot. I go from telephone to television. I see the news. I see tanks, I see so many 
people running, so much red, cloths and blood. I feel awful. I feel, so awful. 

I had new paint, many new color, to paint Xiu-ying. I always paint Xiu-ying, once 
a week, because I never have seen her. I paint her full size. Ma Li tell me, now her hand 
same size as egg, now same size as small tea cup. I paint her growing. Ma tell me she 
wear new yellow dress. I buy new color, summer color. 

I cannot paint. I look at television, I do not leave. I do not sleep. 
One day, I see television, someone say come to Washington D.C., come to protest. I 

mix all my color into red brown. I take sheet from my bed. I paint banner. I look at 
television. I paint many banner. 

STAND AGAINST MURDEROUS TYRANNY 
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I paint until all my paint is gone. Was eleven day before I could use telephone 
again. 

I have more paint now. I am painting the Mountain of the Two Frontier. 
The Monkey King was trapped, was waiting, under a mountain for five hundred 

year before he was freed by the Buddhist monk. 
The monkeys scream, too loud. Is only fantasy, I want to say. 
I make big splashes of green and brown. This is not delicate work. Large color, 

very flat. Soon it will be finished. 
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Lucy Hochman 

Paying the Band and All That Food 

Paying the Band and All That Food 

Matthew Fisher’s mother, who looked like Ben Franklin, spent the day keeping the 
family and the caterers out of the front room. To get in and out of the house, everyone had to 
use the side doors or go through the garden. Sharp-boned boys tromped in a line, wearing 
tuxedos. Like a line of ants, they went to and from the catering vans and around the house 
with their silver trays. Matthew’s father lost interest by mid-morning and spent the day 
paddling his canoe around the swimming pool. Celia, the live-in girl, went in and out of 
bathrooms adjusting her uniform. She was eighteen and had been with them for three 
years. “It feels tight through here, Matt,” she said, drawing a line across her chest. 
Matthew was fifteen. He and Celia had a sort of silent comraderie. “I don’t think it’s 
decent,” she said. “I didn’t think housekeeping ladies wore these anymore. I think Mrs. 
Fisher’s gone overboard, so to speak.” 

Matthew’s mother stopped feather-dusting the living room to come over and pull at 
the uniform’s puff sleeves. “It’s lovely,” she said. “Celia, you could model, honestly, it’s 
lovely. Matthew, what do you think?” 

Matthew pulled at a patch on his knee. 
“Are you on drugs?” she said. “What do you think? And take that cigarette 

outside.” 
“I’m on drugs,” he said. 
Celia excused herself. The bow on her dress was drooping. 
Mrs. Fisher put her hands on his shoulders. “Matthew, it’s my party,” she said. 

“And I invite you as my son and as my friend. Please do come and enjoy yourself. 
Otherwise kindly take yourself upstairs and mope, if you want to be adolescent. All right, 
dear?” 

They were standing by the glass veranda doors. Mr. Fisher paddled by, waving. 

Guests were not to enter through the front door. Boys ushered them around the house 
to the veranda where thin rod iron tables were scattered among paper lanterns and 
flowering potted bushes. The French doors swung open to the grand living room. Mrs. 
Fisher had rigged a red velvet curtain at the far end. A rope draw-cord dangled on one 
side, gold, with a tassel, like a lion’s tail. Matthew settled on the floor in a comer of the 
living room next to the fern-tree. He rolled himself a cigarette, lit it, smoked, flicked 
ashes into the plant, and watched guests move past the window to the veranda, collect 
drinks, arrange themselves around the pool, pose at little tables, lounge in doorframes. He 
decided to smoke a cigarette for everything stupid about this night he could count. 

Mr. Fisher was self-appointed bartender until guests began to correct him and he 
got confused. He wandered into the living room to play with the fireplace. It was getting 
toward fall and evenings could turn chilly. 

“Fire,” Mr. Fisher said. He had not made it through his Ph. D. and by the time he 
was thirty had resigned himself to being old money. The lanterns had been his idea. 
Matthew watched him gesture to the fireplace with the iron poker. “Fire is Man’s oldest 
desire. It is no accident when words rhyme. When we singe and then consume, that is, 
eat, red meat, for instance, we sing to our deepest, primal desires.” He twisted newspapers 
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and made a teepee of twigs around them. When the fire grew high and golden he brushed 
some of the ashes from his vest, took up his cane, and joined the guests outside. Matthew 
rolled himself a cigarette of cloves. 

By the time the guests migrated inside and pulled closed the French doors, much of 
the twitter concerned Mrs. Fisher’s surprise. Mr. Hollifield slapped his thighs, spilled his 
drink, and boomed more than once, “pay no attention to the man behind the curtain.” Mrs. 
Tanning kept requiring assistance from the handsome catering boys, what exactly was the 
kind of baby hot dog, what was exactly in beer batter mushrooms, were any hooks coming 
off her dress, could the lines in her stockings be any crookeder. Penny Hatmann had 
caught a heel between bricks on the patio and broke the other to match. She clopped around 
showing how it was like wearing toe shoes. Celia went to and from the kitchen for fresh 
spill-towels. She tugged at her uniform. By the fireplace, Matthew’s father explained the 
difference between marriage and jail to Mr. Banks, whose wife had made him wear a 
sequined cummerbund. Mr. Fisher gestured with his cane at an imaginary chart in the 
fireplace. “Scotch brings out the lucidity in me,” he said. When the cane finally caught 
fire, he simply tossed it in. Mr. Banks disengaged himself and went back to the bar. 
Matthew smoked. His father squatted on the hearth, watching the brass duck head of the 
cane go black. 

The all-girl band arrived at ten, too stoned to play, but by then Mrs. Fisher had 
forgotten they were supposed to be coming. The girls latched on to various men’s back 
pockets and let their shoulder straps slip. Celia gave up on the spills. She wiped the cap 
from her head. She slipped behind the fern-tree and let herself sink down the wall, put her 
head on Matthew’s shoulder. She took a little bag of catnip from her apron pocket, saying, 
“I got it for Misha, but she hates it.” They rolled it into cigarettes and when they’d smoked 
these away, rolled dry fern fronds. Some of Celia’s curls came loose from the bobbie pins 
and the smoke twisted in with them. She and Matthew leaned shoulder to shoulder like 
limp dolls. The tree was like a jungle to look through. The party was people dressed as 
leopards and pythons, clumsy in expensive skins. Matthew wasn’t smoking out of 
vengeance anymore. He started wondering about the curtain. 

At midnight Mrs. Fisher got up on a wooden stepladder next to the pull-tassel. She 
fixed her spectacles to her nose, clearing her throat and lifting her hands like a conductor. 
She tapped her wine glass with a shishkabob spear. “It is time, friends, for my surprise,” 
she said, and drew the curtain. The front room looked much larger than it ever had. On 
the Bakarha was a thick glass fishbowl, five feet high and wide and round. Inside swam 
three fish, the kind called silver dollar fish. They looked like silver dollars but had been 
bred as large as they could get, the size of the lug-nut covers on a car. They were so flat they 
nearly disappeared when swimming head on or away. The three flashed like slow strobes. 

“We will have teams of the boys against the girls,” she said. “I will demonstrate.” 
Mrs. Fisher climbed down from the ladder and set it next to the fishbowl. She fixed a 
shishkabob spear to the end of a wooden rod. “Thomas,” she said, and one of the catering 
boys entered with a bucket of gasoline. She dipped the spear and climbed back up the 
ladder. She brought a cigarette lighter from the bosom of her dress, lit it, thrust the burning 
spear into the water. Hiss, black steam, flash of silver fish scattering, clearing, spear 
falling like a feather to bottom of glass, clink. The three fish resume strobing, jaws drop, 
ladies’ ankles sag over heels. 

Behind the fern, Celia slipped one hand under Matthew’s shirt, pulling the last of 
the bobbie pins from her hair with the other, and Matthew pictured her with the curtain 
shrunk and wrapped around like a towel. 
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‘Two out of three wins,” said Mrs. Fisher. Thomas retrieved the spear with giant 
tongs and returned it to her. She blew the end like a gunslinger. 

Someone called, “How’d you get it in here?” 
‘The fishbowl? I drug it in,” Mrs. Fisher laughed merrily. “That is, I dragged it 

in.” Mouths regained composure. 
“And what if it breaks?” someone asked. 
“Honestly, the water’s too deep, the glass too thick. What are we, stuck-in-the- 

muds?” 
People chuckled, nudged each other. The game began. 

Celia held one of Matthew’s wrists and ran his hand up and down her thigh. “Your 
mother sure is an organizer,” she said, “with paying the band and all that food. Look, the 
lanterns are dimming.” Matthew took Celia’s hand and led her to the veranda. He pulled 
his father’s canoe to the edge and stepped in. “You look really nice tonight,” he said, “but 
that uniform doesn’t do you justice.” 

‘You don’t have to get dumb on me,” she said. They sat facing each other, and 
Matthew wondered why he’d never really looked at her before. She had light green eyes 
and tiny, unobtrusive freckles. Her lips were small and even. 

“What did you do before you came here?” he asked. 
“I was in Nevada. I worked in a place called The Cactus Dog.” 
“In a what?” 
“It was a gas station, too, in the middle of the desert, between Salt Lake City and Las 

Vegas. On the outside it was a plastic cactus. Inside it was just regular. Hot dogs and fries 
for the hungry gambler. I liked it all right. I didn’t have to cook. Nobody bugged me.” 

“How’d you get here? What about your parents?” 
“Matthew, three years and you never asked anything but my measurements.” 
“I never asked—” 
‘Your eyes, Matthew, with your eyes,” she said. She let her hand trail in the water. 

“We can have sex if you want, you know.” 

One to nothing, the girls were winning. They began victory dances after each 
throw. The boys elbowed each other in the gut, stumbling for more bourbon. Matthew tried 
to picture his mother wandering out to the pool while he was in the boat losing his virginity. 
She’d see the boat move in the dark, she’d shriek, break her glass, and run back in to tell 
her guests of the poltergeist. Celia was talking through the whole thing. He could see right 
down her mouth. “I used to want to be skinny enough for the knobs in my back to show 
through my shirt,” she said. “I wanted to be like Michelle Pfeiffer in Scarface. I thought 
that was the sexiest.” I’m coming of age, Matthew thought, I’m conquesting. “I promised 
myself I’d lose the weight and then get a tattoo,” said Celia, “a snake weaving in and out the 
knobs on my back and its tongue on my neck.” Matthew thought, if I was her it’d be 
statutory rape. “I lost fourteen pounds that way,” she said. A round of cheering rose from 
the house. 

Later, Misha the cat ran by. She was black and wore a bell. She dashed around the 
house and Celia and Matt left the boat to follow. Misha scratched at the front door and they 
hid between the hedge and a window. Inside, the boys’ team was tying it up. Mr. 
Harrington was showing off his Russian jig. The second silver fish lay in a silver platter 
that Mr. Fisher, slumped in a chair, held in his lap. The third fish tilted around the bowl 
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with a tom fin. The cat scratched and yowled at the door. Thomas, the catering boy, let it 
in. 

“Your Mom’s not all that bad, you know,” Celia said. The Fishers had bought the 
house when Matthew was six. His mother had led him up to it. The front door stretched 
toward the sky. He was level with the doorknob and his face in it gave him nightmares. 
What could Celia say next, he wondered. She’s so inventive. She has an imagination. 
“She took me in. It wasn’t even legal. Honestly, Matthew, some of the people I’ve met. You 
should see my mother.” 

“Oh, great,” he said. “Bad here, worse there.” 
Celia kissed Matthew’s cheek and stepped in place to keep warm. Inside, the cat 

stretched its body on the bowl, yowling. It paced a figure eight, then went back and put its 
claws in and out against the glass. As it watched the fish the people became still, watching 
the cat. They looked at each other. Celia’s hands went around Matthew from behind. 
When he was six he’d thought there was something about a house like this that made people 
into cartoon monsters. Through the window, he watched the people and dropped his 
cigarette because Celia’s hands were making him shiver. He didn’t feel any older. 
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Jim Thomas 

Listening to Owls Call 

Listening to Owls Call 

This was the first summer that Isaac didn’t drive the wagon in the hot afternoons. 
He sat on the front porch of the store watching the boys next door wrestle, pushing and 
rolling in the grass. With his long knife he worked a piece of wood and greeted those he 
knew who passed by. He had watched the street outside the store become more crowded and 
the faces become less and less familiar. So he sat and whittled and talked to whoever 
would listen. For most of his life Isaac had delivered the large blocks of ice which sit at the 
bottom of ice boxes, keeping meat and milk fresh for days. For years he had manipulated 
the heavy tongs and carried the large blocks in to each house. Even now, as he worked his 
wood on the porch, his forearms bunched and knotted underneath his dry, loose skin. But 
at the end of the last summer he had promised April he would quit. She had wanted him to 
do so for a long time, saying that the work was too hard. He had resisted for several years, 
enjoying the work which used his arms and chest and back. But as the people stopped 
recognizing him by name he finally gave in, retreating to his wife’s store. He cut into his 
piece of wood and breathed in the busy, hot odors of the town, the musty smell of the sweating 
horses and the dry dirt they kicked up from the road. Listening and watching and talking, 
he waited for evening to come. 

After dinner, the young men who had lived all their lives in the town gathered on 
the porch outside the store and brought out their pipes. Isaac would put away his wood and 
tell stories of the times before the railroad came, when his arms were strong enough to 
throw the ice blocks around. 

“I could’ve killed a man, then, ” he told them. The younger men nodded and pulled 
on their pipes. April walked among them, bringing whatever they needed. April was the 
kind of woman who filled in the empty spaces. It was she who took care of the store, 
stocking the shelves, taking inventory, working the cash register. She was tall and quiet, 
with a long, narrow face. She wasn’t considered pretty, but she could speak well with the 
children when they came with their allowance money for licorice, telling them of the sea 
where she had lived as a child, and the strange animals she had known of there. In the 
evening, she passed among the men after cleaning up, touching them on the shoulder and 
saying a soft word before she went up to bed. They nodded their thankyou’s and 
goodnight’s. As she turned to pass Isaac, her skirt swinging gently and brushing the floor, 
he reached out and touched her hand in passing, not pausing in his talk but looking up at 
her as she passed. She dropped her eyes as she went by, and some of the men noticed and 
smiled as they looked away. Afterwards, at night and in bed, they would whisper of it to 
their wives. 

“I could’ve killed a man,” Isaac said later, moving around the dark bedroom. He 
buttoned his pajama tops and smoothed his thin hair in the mirror. 

April waited for him in bed and looked up at the ceiling, her grey hair neatly spread 
out on the pillow beneath her head. “Do you remember when you first started driving the 
wagon yourself, after your father died?” she asked. She was thinking of how she had 
watched him from her window as he came around the side of the house. His hair lay damp 
against his neck and forehead, his shirt heavy against his chest and arms as he squeezed 
the clear ice between the tongs. 
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“Yes.” He sat at the foot of the bed, looking out the open window. It was high 
summer, and the slow breeze coming in through the window was warm and humid. 
Already his pajamas were clinging to his shoulders, showing the large bones beneath 
them. He thought of the cool inside the ice wagon and the hot, glaring fist of the sun which 
pounded down on his back as he hooked in the ice pick and swung the block down. Each 
motion, the jab and the squeezing, was practice. He had gone over it with each swing, 
manipulating the heavy metal ice pick, sharp at both ends. It would be easy to do, he used to 
think, swing the pick high over his head and bring it down at the base of a man’s head, or 
push one sharpened tip through the soft part of a man’s neck and squeeze. He thought of this 
and moved with a certain ease as he made his deliveries. 

The women of the houses held open their kitchen doors, smiling with relief as he 
trundled, wide legged, down the back walk. Their sun dresses would be dark with sweat at 
the shoulders and waist and would hang heavy against their legs. He would smile and 
shrug as though the ice weighed nothing and take it to the ice box. He knew where 
everyone’s was. Then, quick, to the next house. It was like this for every summer, every 
summer but this one. 

Far off Isaac heard the low hooting of an owl, and then an answer, closer by. He 
turned his head a bit, listening. 

“There are still owls,” he said. “I’d have thought with the train and all the new 
houses, we’d have driven them off.” April listened with him, watching his rounded back as 
he sat at her feet. 

“In a town this old, there will always be mice for them to catch, ” she said. He 
chuckled and patted her leg, under the sheet. She moved her foot over and touched his back. 
“Come to bed,” she said. 

Isaac stretched himself out, pushing his hands up to his pillow and turning onto his 
back. As he brought down his arms he let out a long, windy sigh, and it seemed to April that 
if he had been wearing nothing, she could have seen clear through his body to the other side. 
She turned to him and lightly stroked his arm. He raised it around her shoulders, and she 
pushed up next to him, resting her head in the space between his arm and chest. She 
reached out and touched his other hand and brought it to the warm spot between their bodies. 
She thought how large his hand was, but how it had no weight, as though it were only an 
outer casing, empty on the inside. She pressed in next to his side and watched him look out 
the window. They lay still, listening as the owls called to one another from between the 
trees. 
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J. D. Humphreys 

Fat America 

Fat America 

Just before Joel cut out for Cuba with his suntan oil tied around his neck, making no 
splash at all when he dove in and not saying where he kept the stuff he stole that summer, he 
told me this: “It’s everybody.” He was standing at the edge of the water when he said it, 
looking down at his feet. The wind was coming off the water, blowing his hair all over his 
face, but his voice was clear. Then he walked out past the knee deep part to the sand bar and 
on past that to where the water was up to his waist. There were gulls huddling along the 
sand, and when he went in, I expected them to fly up or follow him or do something, but he 
didn’t make a splash and they stayed huddled in the wind. He started into a choppy half 
stroke, stroking and bobbing in the waves and not once pulling up for air, and that’s how he 
went, swimming off to Cuba. 

We’d decided to go to the beach because my dad had a thing with a Florida law firm 
and he said it’d probably be the only week and a half we’d get that summer so we might as 
well take it. He said we’d get to stay right on the beach, with the condo and the food and the 
drinks all paid for by the firm. There’d be a jacuzzi and two heated pools and twelve tennis 
courts and a club house where they served free drinks to guests and the parents of TV stars 
sat around telling stories about their kids. My mom was all for it. 

But when we got to the highway that ran along the beach I thought we’d end up 
turning back. Most of the places we went by were right next to beach shops and food stores 
and parking lots filled with four wheel drives and No Vacancy signs. My mom sat 
smoking and waiting for our place to turn out like one of those places, telling my dad that if 
it was he’d have to settle for a vacation in town without the twelve tennis courts. She said 
she hadn’t come from DC to Florida to stay in some motel with sand in the carpet. 

The place ended up pretty much like my dad said except one of the pools was heated 
and one was outdoors, which didn’t matter since nobody in our family could swim. My dad 
let us off at the lobby with the bags and told us he was going to look for some place to park the 
car where it wouldn’t get corrosion from the sea salt in the air. I asked him if I could go 
and help out, maybe even ride back with him if we could find a cab, but he said he could do it 
himself. 

Our condo had a kitchen with a microwave and free microwave popcorn. It had a 
TV in the living room and another one built into a kitchen cabinet with a remote you could 
use to control both of them at the same time. There was a balcony beyond the glass sliding 
doors and I went out to have a look. Out on the ocean, two sailboats were going along 
together, both of them raised up on one side so they looked like they might tip over. 

When my mom finished unpacking we went down to get something for dinner at 
the bar by the outdoor pool. While we ate, a couple of men came up and started talking to my 
mom. They bought her a drink and me a soda and asked her if she wanted to go hear a steel 
band play by the pool at seven o’clock. My mom drank her drink and said we had to finish 
unpacking and that she was expecting my dad back any time now. They said they’d see us 
around. 
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Afterwards, we checked the room but my dad wasn’t back and my mom said she 
thought he might be having trouble getting a cab in a place like this. She told me she was 
going to do her face and nails and that I should go exploring, but to be back by ten. 

Down by the pool, the steel band was setting up. There were people standing around, 
waiting in their swimsuits and T-shirts, most of them holding drinks and talking and 
going back and forth to the bar. I hung around and looked for somebody my age who might 
be interested in exploring, but after a while nobody showed up and I headed out to the beach. 

They’d built a wood walkway that led from the pool down to the sand. Along the way 
there were places to store things and places where you could shower off. Except for the beach 
patrol taking in the umbrellas and chair cushions, there was nobody around. To the right, 
way down the beach, there was a broken down pier. Behind that was the sunset. 

I cut out toward the pier but about halfway there I saw a group of sea gulls hanging 
around somebody by the water. They were fluttering and crying out and going up and 
down right over him. Every once in a while he’d toss something up in the air and they’d 
come crying down at it. 

I sat in the sand and watched him from a distance. When the gulls moved down the 
beach, he started throwing things out at the water, making splashes in the waves. After a 
couple of throws I realized he was skipping stones off the waves, right against the ocean 
current. He’d lean in with a side arm and there’d be three or four splashes right in a row. 
On some of them he was getting a good six or seven skips, making it almost out to the sand 
bar. I’d never seen anything like it. 

When he ran out of stones, he started back up the beach in my direction, looking out 
at the water. He was about my size but brown all over, with visible ribs and bones, his hair 
cut like a dutch boy, the same length around the front, hanging in his eyes, and then the 
same length around the back. He was wearing a bottle of suntan oil on a string around his 
neck. 

When he got up to where I was sitting he looked down at his feet. 
“I’m Joel,” he said. 
I didn’t know what to say to that and waited for him to look up, but he didn’t. 
Then he said, “It’s better if you go barefoot.” 
“I just got here. I didn’t know what to do with my shoes.” 
There was another pause, but he still didn’t look up. 
“You from around here?” 
“I’m from DC. My parents are taking their vacation.” 
“How long’ve you been sitting here?” 
“Not long. I was up by the pool. There’s a steel band getting set up.” 
“They never quit. How long are you here for?” 
“A week and a half. Something like that. My dad’s got meetings and then we go 

back.” 
“Did you bring any oil?” 
“I don’t know.” 
“You should get some. You’ll get burned.” 
Joel went down to the water and walked out a ways. He started looking down for 

something. 
I watched him looking and then I yelled out to him. 
“Were you skipping those rocks or just throwing them?” 
“Mostly I was skipping. The rest were sinking.” 
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Joel splashed around and then ran down the beach to where he’d been and got a net 
and a jelly jar. When he came back, he went a few steps out in the water. He was looking 
down for something again. 

“You ever see a red butterfly fish?” 
“I don’t think so.” 
‘You don’t have to get wet. I’ll show you what a small one looks like.” 
He went out toward the sand bar. It was almost dark, and from the beach I could just 

see his outline over the water, bent down with the net in one hand and the jar full of water in 
the other, like he was waiting for a sign. 

Then in one move he splashed down the net and brought it up again, high stepping 
the waves to the shore. When he got to me, he had something in the jar. 

“It’s a red butterfly fish. When they get big they live in deep water and glow in the 
dark.” 

Inside the jar was a fish about the size of my two thumbnails put together, with a red 
head and a yellow tail and stripes going from its back to its belly. It was hanging there in 
the middle of the jar, pumping its gills and its mouth. I looked at it hard, but without 
bending over. Besides TV, I’d never seen a live fish before, and I didn’t want it to show. 

“You have to wait until it’s almost dark to catch them. They’re too fast in the light.” 
“Did you ever catch one that glows?” 
“I used to have one in a tank back home. The biggest ones are supposed to live 

around Cuba.” 
“You live around here?” 
“Not too far.” 
When I was done looking, he put the jar in the water and let the fish swim away. 

Then he told me he’d see me around and cut off down the beach for the pier. After a while, 
he was just another outline in the dark. I could hear the steel band starting up by the pool 
and I decided to head back. 

My mom was doing her toenails when I woke up the next morning, but by the time I 
was done in the bathroom she’d left for the bar. There was a note that said she’d be down 
there all morning if I needed her and to meet her there for lunch at one o’clock. Next to the 
note, she’d left me one of her magazines to read on the beach. So I grabbed some suntan oil 
and my new towel and my comic books and the magazine just in case and went down. 

Outside it was glaring and steamy. It hurt so bad to walk on the pavement that I ran 
just to get to the boardwalk. Without my shoes and socks on, the sand felt hot and squishy. 
When I got to the chair with our room number on it, I took down the umbrella so I’d get some 
sun. I put on oil and started into my comics, reading them straight through, then going 
back to read the good ones twice. When I was done, I put on more oil and looked around at 
the people on the beach. 

Mostly everybody was either a hairy man or an ugly woman. They were all lousy 
to look at. There was one man who was losing his hair, sitting in the chair next to mine 
about ten feet down the beach. Every minute or so he’d touch the top of his head with his 
palm, I guess to see if anything was still there. Then he’d look around and do it again. A 
ways up the beach there was a man by himself lying down between two radios, one on each 
side of his head. He kept switching channels at the same time, so he must’ve been listening 
to the same station on both of them. Later a man walked by drinking diet soda and eating 
candy bars. As he walked, he chucked a wrapper into the water, where it washed up and 
was found by two little kids. 
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After a while I decided to check out the magazine my mom had left me. It was her 
Glamour , and pretty much the only interesting looking thing in it was an article called 
“Do You Think about Sex?” On the cover it had one box that said “Yes” and one box that said 
“Oh Yes” and you were supposed to check one, but the article inside was stupid. So instead, I 
cut out down the beach for a walk. I was headed for the pier to see if I could get up on it and 
look out on the water when I saw Joel and two other guys standing around something in the 
sand. By the time I got close, they’d picked it up on the end of a stick. I could tell right off it 
was a pair of suspenders. 

When I got there, Joel held them so I could get a good look. They were dried and 
salty and faded from burgundy to yellow-green in spots. The brass parts were crusty but I 
could still tell they were suspenders, the kind with top stitching and buttons instead of 
clamps, just like my dad bought. 

Joel didn’t say anything. He knotted them around his waist like a belt. With his 
oil around his neck and the suspenders around his waist, he looked like he was wearing 
some kind of outfit. 

He introduced me to the two other guys. The shorter one was called Tim and the one 
with glasses was called John David. John David was even paler than me and didn’t say 
much. Both of them were staying with their parents at the condominium. 

Joel told me how Tim had seen the suspenders first and thought they might be a dead 
sea snake, the kind that can kill you just from touching its skin. He guessed somebody 
had chucked them, probably off a boat. While Joel was talking we went down to the water, 
walking along where the sand was wet, going toward the pier. 

A lady jogged past us and Joel picked up the pace to keep us just close enough behind 
her not to be obvious. She was big, with her stomach coming over the bottom part of her two 
piece, not too hard to keep up with. Joel watched her the whole way. She was doing a half jog 
that wasn’t really a jog at all but more of a fast walk. She had a pack of cigarettes tucked 
into the bottom strap of her two-piece, and she was smoking as she went. Once Joel said 
something about her being Richard Simmons the way she jogged. He kept walking and 
watching her pack of cigarettes, but there was something about his face that made me 
uneasy. 

Joel quit following her when we got to where the water came in around the bottom of 
the pier. Tim and John David splashed in and started kicking around at the schools of 
pencil-looking fish. I went in too, and the water was warm like in a jacuzzi. 

I was kicking, trying to run fish up on the sand, when I noticed Joel wasn’t around. 
Up the beach, a man was lying face down next to a lady with her bikini strap undone. Joel 
had walked up right beside them, but they hadn’t moved. Without kicking sand or 
anything he bent down and I saw him take three pairs of sunglasses and a tape player. 
Then he reached over and got the man’s wallet, so that the only things left were their towels. 
With everything in hand he turned back, his dutch boy hair blowing in his eyes and his oil 
swinging around his neck and the suspenders around his waist like a belt. That was when 
John David told us he had to get back for lunch and I thought maybe it’d be better if I had to 
go too. 

Joel came back and showed us what he’d got. I could tell the sunglasses were all 
Ray Bans and the wallet was a Guy Laroche but the tape player was some kind I’d never 
seen before. Joel looked around in the wallet, showing us eighty dollars and some credit 
cards. Then he said, “The fat ones are easiest.” 
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He played with the tape player and I watched. Tim was going through the wallet. 
Finally I said something. 

“What happens if they catch you?” 
“They won’t catch me.” 
“What about the money?” 
Joel stopped playing with the tape player. He was looking at his feet. 
“It’s not about the money, but I’m not stupid either.” 
Joel and Tim went back to chasing fish in the pools. I wanted to stay, but something 

about the wallet made me unsure. When Joel wanted me to hang around to see if the lady’s 
bikini top came off when she sat up, I told him I had to meet my mom for lunch and I cut out. 

I didn’t see Joel again until two days later, and even then it was just from a 
distance and I wasn’t involved. I was sitting on our beach chair reading the rest of my 
comics, putting on oil after each one so I wouldn’t get burned, when I saw Joel sitting on the 
dunes among the sea oats. He was wearing his oil and the suspenders, watching a lady 
and her kids down by the water. Every once in a while she’d toss something in the trash 
barrel. One time it was soda cans and once it was a raft her kid had popped and another 
time it looked like a regular sand pail. Every time, Joel would wait for her to get back 
down to the water. Then he’d get whatever it was she’d tossed out and look it over. If it was 
any good he’d keep it and dump it off behind the sea oats. 

A while later, Tim showed up and Joel took him back to see the stuff he’d got. The 
lady was reading a magazine, watching her kids, and hadn’t tossed anything in a while. 

Joel and Tim sat watching the lady, waiting. I sat watching Joel. After a while, 
she got up to go out in the water and that was when Joel went for it. He didn’t mess with her 
towels or her purse or anything but went right for her magazine. Then he was back up on 
the dunes and gone down the beach with his stuff. 

When the lady got back she looked around a while but gave up. She turned over to 
sun her back. 

Tim was still up by the dunes. He had a sea oat and was poking around at sand 
crab holes. I thought Joel might be back for more, so I put on oil and went over. Tim saw me 
right off, but he didn’t say anything. So I picked a sea oat and started poking too. Tim 
stopped poking as soon as I started. 

“You’re not supposed to pick the sea oats. It’s against the law. They’ll arrest you if 
they catch you.” 

“How do you know?” 
“Joel said so.” 
“I only picked one.” 
“Joel says they hold the dunes together. It only takes one from everybody to make 

the dunes blow away.” 
“So how come you picked one?” 
“Mine was already picked.” 
I stopped poking around and stood there. I couldn’t think of what to say. 
Finally, I said, “Where’d Joel go?” 
“He’s putting away his stuff.” 
“What’s he doing with it?” 
“I don’t know. Putting it with the rest. He doesn’t like leaving it around for 

everybody to see.” 
“Where’s he keep it all?” 
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“He’s got a place.” 
“You ever been there?” 
Tim told me how one time Joel had taken him down to his place past the pier. It was 

a house that used to belong to a boys camp but Joel had filled it with all sorts of things he’d 
found. There was a table some people left from a picnic and forgotten beach chairs and a 
complete set of plastic dishes one lady had thrown away after they got sand on them. He 
had a closet filled with aluminum cans and another one filled with everything paper. 
There was a shelf made of bricks and boards where he put books he’d found. On top of that 
were magazines. All along one room he had hand nets hung in a row on the wall. Below 
them he had jars and jugs and huge plastic bowls filled with water where he kept the fish 
he’d caught. Tim said Joel fed them peanut butter and pencil fish. Inside one bowl was 
supposed to be a sea bass as big as both of Tim’s hands put together. And out back there was 
a whole wind surfer he’d dragged home after some men had left it at the inlet. They’d 
never come back. 

We went on like this the whole way over to my chair, with me asking him things 
and him answering when he felt like it or when he could think of things to say. I asked 
him where Joel’s place was and how to get to it, but he said he wasn’t sure anymore and that 
anyway Joel only took people there he liked. I wanted him to tell me more about Joel’s fish 
and where his folks were and who took him places like when he needed to get his hair cut 
and who did things with him when he was bored or lonely, but Tim said he couldn’t 
remember. 

During our whole vacation my dad was leaving for meetings before we got up and 
getting home so late that I pretty much never saw him except for before bed. But that was 
only for a few minutes when he was taking off his tie or getting luncheon stains out of his 
shirt before he went to find my mom at the bar, and even then he really didn’t say much. 
My mom was doing her face and nails in the morning and then taking me with her down 
to the bar where she smoked and ordered drinks and talked with people she’d met. 

The next time I saw Joel he was down the boardwalk, sitting and looking at a jar 
full of water. He was still wearing the suspenders but his oil was gone, used up, I guessed. 

I wanted to see what he was doing, but I wasn’t sure about just going over there. 
Finally, he noticed me and waved and I went over. 

We dangled our legs off the side of the boardwalk and looked at people on the beach. 
Joel had a fish in his jar. He said it was a dwarf top butterfly fish and that he’d 
accidentally fed it bad food and now it had consumption and was probably dying. He said 
he was afraid to let it go because it’d get eaten by other fish and at least this way it had a 
chance. He said he was watching it for a sign. 

I asked him if I could look and he gave me the jar. The fish was in there, tilted up 
against the glass with its gills going in and out and its mouth opening and closing and its 
tail clamped. It had swollen up from the consumption until its scales pointed out from its 
body. 

I tapped on the glass but nothing happened. 
“What’d you feed it?” 
“Some fish I found. They were dead when I found them.” 
“How come it’s called consumption?” 
“That’s just what I call it. It happens when they eat too much bad food too quick.” 
“Can’t you do anything?” 
“I don’t know.” 
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“Are there any more like it?” 
“I’ll try and get another one if it dies.” 
We sat some more and dangled our feet. Joel kept checking to see if his fish was 

dead. People passed us on the walkway on their way to the beach but no one stopped to ask 
what was in the jar or what we were looking at. Eventually I decided on it and said, “How 
come you took that magazine?” 

“She was tossing out everything else.” 
“Don’t you feel bad about it?” 
“Not with her.” 
I thought about my mom and dad and how they’d act if they got stuff stolen, and I 

thought my dad would probably miss things, but except for his car I couldn’t think of what. 
Joel and I looked at the people out on the beach and up by the pool. Most of them were 

fat in one way or another, their stomachs or necks or legs or arms, or in other places like 
their fingers where I’d never noticed before. There was one family sitting at an umbrella 
table having drinks and eating in quick bites, a man and a lady and two daughters, all of 
them in tight swimsuits and sandals, all of them fat. 

“What did you do with the stuff you took?” 
“It’s back at my place.” 
“What’s it for? What’re you doing with it?” 
“Using it. Some of it.” 
‘What about the other stuff?” 
“I don’t know. I’m waiting.” 
Joel looked out at the beach, settling the jar on his knee. It balanced there, rocking 

back and forth, hanging over the sand below. Water splashed over the rim. Joel didn’t 
once look down. 

“Don’t you ever get bored out there?” I said. 
“Only sometimes.” 
“Don’t you miss everybody?” 
“Not really. Not really anybody.” 
“I’d like to see your place sometime. Up close.” 
Joel looked at the people by the pool. He looked at the people eating at the tables, over 

to the people on the beach and then down at his feet. 
“You wouldn’t think it’s so hot,” he said. 

For the next two days I stayed out on the beach looking for Joel, but all I saw were the 
same lousy-looking families. I thought about getting Joel some new oil for the next time I 
ran into him, but at the beach shop I couldn’t find his kind and ended up not getting 
anything. Both nights I went to dinner with my mom and we ate with a woman who wore 
green plastic glasses. They talked past dinner, saying things like “really a lot” and “very 
very very.” Later on, a piano player came out and sang. I told my mom I wasn’t feeling so 
hot and she let me go upstairs to rest. For a while, I tried to think of something to do. I 
looked at comics I’d already read but nothing was very interesting. I put a sports special on 
both TV1 s to see what it would be like in stereo but it was no big deal. 

When it was dark, I went out on the balcony to look at the lights from the boats out on 
the water. Some people were having a party on one and I got out the binoculars and watched 
them. There were some men with drinks and a couple of ladies kept going down below and 
coming up again. Once one of them came up with no clothes on but went back down before 
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anything happened. While I was watching them I kept wondering if they were the same 
people who’d thrown the suspenders overboard, but there was no way to tell. 

That morning I woke up early so I could go down to the beach before my mom caught 
me on her way to the bar. My dad had said we’d be leaving before noon so that he could get 
back in time for work the next day. He’d be picking up the car on his way back from his 
meeting, so I knew that would be it. 

Outside it was cool even for morning. There was nobody by the pool when I went out 
and the boardwalk was bare like it had been the first night we’d got there. The wind was 
blowing off the water and up over the sand and the boardwalk past the buildings. It was so 
early that the beach patrol hadn’t set up the umbrellas and the beach was empty without 
them. 

I could see Joel down by the pier, standing at the edge of the water where the tide 
came in. He was standing with the wind blowing his dutch boy hair all over his face, 
looking at his feet and not moving. 

I walked along the sand to where he was but he didn’t move or say anything until I 
got right next to him, and even then he was looking at his feet when he said it. 

“You leaving today?” 
“Pretty soon.” 
“Same with me.” 
“Where’re you going?” 
“I don’t know. Maybe Cuba.” 
“How come Cuba?” 
“I don’t know. There’s supposed to be good fish around there.” 
I had my oil with me like always and I wanted to give it to him, but he had a new 

bottle around his neck. The suspenders were gone and there was nothing but him and his 
swim trunks and his oil on a string around his neck. 

Then he said, “Look after my stuff until I get back. Let my fish go before you 
leave.” 

I told him I would, but I didn’t know where any of it was, or even if I found out, what 
to do with it. The wind picked up and we stood there and he looked at his feet and I looked at 
him and I started to get dizzy. And that was when you said it. You checked your oil and 
fixed your swim trunks and never once looked at me. “It’s everybody,” you said, and that 
was it. And now I spend nights in my room with the door locked, looking in the mirror and 
checking, waiting for my parents to decide on another vacation so I can get out of the car 
and go down to the beach and see you down there by the water staring at your feet. I’ve 
started saving cans. I wonder about your place and your fish and who remembers you. I 
spend time waiting, listening when the forecast comes on, looking for Cuba, listening for 
your name on the news and TV and radio and in the paper. I try telling how it was. I tell 
about the red butterfly fish and the skipping stones and the wind surfer complete and in one 
piece. I tell about your dutch boy haircut, your oil around your neck, suspenders, dwarf top 
butterfly fish, the sunglasses, tape player, about a complete set of dishes, green plastic 
glasses, fat families having drinks, and consumption. I try telling what it’s about. I’ve 
looked and I’ve waited but you’ve never turned up. There’s never been a sign. 
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Melissa Brown 

Affection 

Affection 

And so the lawyers are telling him to get up there and talk about how she shaved her legs in 
the sink, and how those inconsiderate little black hairs just about drove him crazy. And 
maybe he could add something about how she hit the kids sometimes. Not for him to make 
anything up, mind you, but hadn’t he said that she smacked Tess repeatedly at the circus? 
When the kid was hysterical. Yes, it was five years ago, but there were other things he 
could, would tell. 

They want him to reveal all the little horrors of intimacy. There was the fact that 
she turned her back to him on the coldest nights. That she didn’t keep dinner warm. 
Didn’t massage him between his shoulders or lean on his arm rubbing the soft hairs when 
he told stories at parties. He is supposed to get up there and publicly declare that his wife 
doesn’t want him anymore. That he repulses her. 

And somehow money is involved; who got, gets, whatwhenandhow. They tell him 
that she is asking for his mother’s mahogany dining room set and they make him see that 
this is crucial. There is no goddamn way she should get his mother’s table. 

Nor is she getting his kids. He will explain that she is often sharp with them and 
cooks them macaroni and cheese instead of the four food groups. This will somehow prove 
she is unbalanced, in some way unfit. Perhaps he can think of ways she neglected them. 
She forgot to pick up Sam at the Tucker’s a couple months ago. He would describe how the 
child was crying, in detail. The details of a marriage are important, mind you. 

He would not tell that the particulars of the kids’ faces were becoming blurry to him. 
He told the lawyers he was having a recurring dream that the children were the otters in 
that big oil spill up in Alaska. He could see their heads bobbing up and down. They were 
slowly suffocating in the muck. The lawyers have told him not to use it. Yes, it might 
make the jury sympathetic but it might make him look culpable, too. As if he were at fault. 
It would emphasize the suffering. And it occurs to him that this marriage will always be 
there trailing behind him, like the odd embarrassing piece of toilet paper that, on occasion, 
has stuck to his shoe when he leaves the bathroom, telling tales about exactly where he’s 
been. 

Someone has suggested that maybe he should try to be vulnerable. The lawyers are 
considering this strategy. Tell about all the good, generous things you did for her, they 
suggest. This will show what an allaroundgoodguy he is. All he can think of, specifically, 
is a joke he and his wife had when they first got married. They saw a movie about a sick, 
abusive relationship and for a long time after it, she would laugh during tender moments 
and say, “Yeah you’re so good to me. I mean, you don’t kick me in the side when I’m lying 
on the ground crying.” And he’d add, “Yeah, really, you don’t see me throwing you through 
glass doors and or tying you up in the basement.” “Yeah,” she’d agree. The joke would 
escalate until they broke up laughing or one of them described him killing her in some 
inventive, painful way. The lawyers don’t think it’s funny, not at all. They don’t get it. 

His friends are advising him to stick it to her. The lawyers will help him drive it 
in deep and twist. They help him to see it is somehow pleasurable, like picking a scab. 
There are things he cannot say, mind you, no matter how important they feel. He mustn’t 
tell the court about the sweaty perverse dreams he has about her. He will not describe the 
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angles at which his mind arranges her limbs, sounds, sweat, blood, how the things they do 
to each other seem literary, somehow explanatory in the fog of waking. In the mornings, 
lying in bed, he often thinks he’d like to let them all see these dreams, but by noon they 
seem merely pornographic. Even sadistic. 

Maybe there are better things to emphasize. Be clear and concrete. Remember all 
times she looked away when the kids were playing near the pool. Dates and times. Credit 
card receipts are important. What of his was she spending on what. Who did she see and 
when and why. The lawyers point out that there are things she was probably doing. Most 
likely, in cases like these. Practically definitely. So what he should not do is get up there 
and tell the court that this marriage, and this past, this life of his has become like a pathetic 
dog following after him, demanding a sharp kick in the side, if not affection. 
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Bowman Garrett 

i’m laughing enough for the both of us 

i’m laughing enough for the both of us 

“A wall is a pit. Your front is your back,” I said. 

Twenty one fucks, a bottle of fermented mirth, and I guess the day had some merits. 
It strikes me now how all consuming the present is, baiting you with itself, trying to land 
you like a trophy fish, promising at times the orgasmic bliss of never returning to the past, 
welcomely fettering our innate tendency to frolic in tomorrows. No, no, no, I am being too 
callous. Laugh and reduce banal sludging to its proper perspective. No more grandiose 
dreams and hallucinations of what the present should or the past meant or the future might. 
Make an exercise of creative fact finding— what really happens. Am I honestly 
glorifying my envisioned garden? Sometimes I dream, or at least absentmindedly 
speculate, about looking up and seeing sky, looking around and finding obstacles formed 
only by seeds and possibly the eternal shifting of terrain. Other moods are visions of four 
small walls, a begging, starving cat, containers full of dirty shirts, books, describing god 
or loss of hope , insights crayoned on the ceiling. I stand in a circle, a web, in the center of 
roads crossing like hairs. I think that leaving this spot is surrender, loss of potentiality, so 
I remain inert, stagnant, fascinated, bored. There is so much to notice, I have decided to 
make it a profession, like law. Sleep is for sheep. 

She wanted to go no further in the conversation, but I concocted a face of distaste and 
vague misery and made her ask. “It is just that it seems to me that there might be a 
communication problem when I mention trust and you laugh,” I said. 

“You’re being silly.” 
“No. No. No, I am not being silly, this means something, and you want to treat it 

like a cartoon. This is the most highly relevant point, a tremendous theatrical display of 
metaphor encapsulated in the course of our conversation.” 

“You’re not making any sense. You’re being totally ridiculous.” 
And for a second or two I glimpsed my own absurdity, leaping over chasms of 

reality with a grand abstraction from laughter to trust to truth. But dammit, I wanted her to 
understand. “Don’t you see,” I said, “this is a central issue to me. The more I try to explain 
it, the more you ridicule. The more you ridicule, the greater I feel the gap in our 
communication grows. As it gets wider, our capacity to share diminishes. Trust 
evaporates. It’s a cycle I would not like to fall into.” Admittedly, my logic may have been 
flawed. 

“Look, I don’t think you are ridiculous. I don’t think what you think is ridiculous. I 
just think that this is a ridiculous thing to worry over. You evaluate our trust based on the 
fact that sometimes I am moody and can’t explain it, or maybe that I harbor some 
mysterious dark side that I am afraid to let out in your presence. Those aren’t things. 
You’re making all of this up. You’re being silly about nothing.” 

“Okay,” I said, half frustrated and half glad at having been removed from my lofty 
perch of righteous understanding, overstating. 

“Trust becomes dust. Trust is a must. Must trust dust? Dust must trust,” I said. 
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Goodness, where have I been? She says to me why do you choose to spend time with 
me and I think I remember grabbing her around the waist and pulling her to me with great 
dramatic flair and saying in a guttural French-Italian accent, “Because you have such 
beautiful calves.” Now I try to visualize her calves and all I can see is a tree I once watched 
for a few hours. It had only a few leaves left and the wind was blowing hard. I would watch 
a leaf thinking it would be the next to go, but just outside of my focus a different leaf would 
loose itself and whip the sky, not knowing how to fly, and while I watched it butterfly 
around another would depart. A few days later all the leaves had gone and I never saw one 
leave; only watched them go. Would she have understood or cared if I had answered her 
with a story about a childhood tree, I think she does not know when I am telling her the 
truth. She laughed about the calves and that time it was correct. I told her I wouldn’t be so 
insecure if I had any real thoughts, but she didn’t laugh, she asked what I meant. 

I watched her play on a school day. She etched hopscotch onto the sidewalk with 
granite but circles instead of squares, and the skipping path spiraled in to the “FINISH.” I 
said, “I am glad you have abandoned your linear concept of fun.” I suggested that instead 
of numbering the circles “one, two, three, four, five, six...” she give them people’s names 
whose first letters were alphabetical, like naming hurricanes. Then I suggested that she 
name them after people she disliked so she could hop on them in effigy. She just hopped 
around while I commented. 

“Why don’t you play?” 
“No, no, no. I’m too busy reevaluating my concept of god,” I said. 
That day I didn’t want her to be me, and I smiled because I was lonely. 

“Any animosity us? Anima anti messy fuss,” I said. 

Today like most others is one of fatigue, worn out by the demands of being awake. I 
spent most of the evening in the all night waffle and egg and hash brown and lots of coffee 
in mugs that look big but hold only six ounces place that I frequent on these sorts of moods. 
A woman beat up her child outside, I walked in, and inside eleven men stared at their forks 
as they made their predictable journeys. “Up, down, scoop, up, down, scoop,” I hummed to 
myself. The formalities of mood swings, anger, misery, boredom, joy, even apathy, at this 
place they were gone. My scenery was stark and common and without time, and I myself 
was not observed. I wrote a poem on a napkin once, at this very place. It went: “Scribble 
scribble scribble, blah blah blah, no 2 pencils, help i am, machine feeding.” God, I even put 
it in my pocket, I should have wadded it up and stuck it in my ketchup, but at least the 
washer ate it. I spent this evening blowing on my coffee, fogging my glasses and staring 
through fading mist at people not staring back. Sometimes it seemed so pure, so lacking, so 
frightfully unacted. Today it was the other way, like spheres of one way mirrors, eating 
poor cuts of steak. Four o’clock in the morning. Today I did not amuse the waitress—I was 
looking introspective. 

“Do you have any idea how you actually feel about me or what you actually think 
about me?” 

I watched the droplets on the inside of my water glass slip cautiously down the side 
and silently incorporate themselves with their beginnings. “The growth of a relationship 
is like the internal dialectic in the formation of an idea,” I said. “I like to watch.” 
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“Whose idea am I?” 
“Let yourself be yourself, for my sake,” I said. 
“How am I supposed to be myself?” 
“My idea of you is an idea which is in virtue of our relationship. This is to say that 

to me, you are a manifestation of the phenomenon of Us. Your idea of you must include this 
phenomenon, for it is through your interaction with the world around you that you see 
yourself, and I am a part of your world. What I hope for, theoretically, is that you will grow 
to see yourself, that you will be yourself, with me as your medium. Conversely, I will 
become myself through you. Then the manifestation of Us will have evolved into the 
hypothetical Us, or the phenomenon of Us, and we will have achieved total unity! Majestic 
and glorious and beautiful like an oak! Vast and eternal like, like oak floors! “ I threw 
my head back and raised my arms above me to embrace the Twisted and Gracious Creator 
In Heaven wondering which of the three of us I was trying to enrapture or which I was 
trying to amuse. 

I looked at her feet while waiting for her to absorb and respond to what I had said. 
“That requires a lot of mutual trust.” 

“Oh, it’s only a theory; made it up myself,” I said, and I laughed. I figured I should 
chew on her toes so I did. 

“Hypothesis: 1. A supposition put forth to account for known facts. 
“2. A proposition or principle put forth without any reference to its corresponding 

fact, merely as the basis for reasoning or from which to draw a conclusion. 
“3. An assumption; a guess. 
“Four, five, six, pick up sticks,” I said. 

Everyone, I fancy, spends some time in their life watching the flow of smoke from 
their cigarette or their incense and wondering about the meaning of the meaning. 
Sometimes I feel it is the final vestige of the youth, these times of wonder. An unspoken 
assumption that we must find the contradiction between being and being-something in 
order to function, and we loathe or respect the sane. Bliss appears boring, yes? To say what 
you mean, that is noble indeed, but to mean what you say, this is a demand made only by 
society and god. Find me a statistician to tell me which is a more valid tool, the theoretical 
mean or the empirical median? What is the difference if the data is as simple as one, two, 
three? What if the data is the sum total of the universe? Let’s see, forty-two divided by 
infinity is about zero. Hmmm. Ommm. 

So what am I supposed to say when she asks me what she means to me? I could tell 
her that she was really entertaining on Tuesday, on Wednesday she moved me, on 
Thursday she smelled nice. I could tell her she shields the wind that skirts about my 
garden and clear pool, that she reminds me that ripples come and go in virtue of her 
constant presence beside me, on the surface of the water. I could tell her that I like to watch 
her, that I am amused and fascinated by the conflict and resolution of our personalities. 

When will either of us know the answer to that question? Well, maybe when we 
take ourselves too seriously to believe. Or when we take ourselves seriously enough to 
believe. Goddamn, I don’t know what I mean when I think to myself! Of course, the only 
recourse is to laugh and console yourself with the notion that humor has meaning even if 
you don’t. Or you can cry or die or sigh or lie, golly there is so much to do. I guess you have 
to find the mean, ha ha ha. 
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“Do you have any idea who I am talking to or what I am talking about? No? Nuts, 
stymied again.” 

Early this morning I felt somewhat curious, antsy and wordless. I made a sign for 
her to follow me. We walked behind a sleeping house and through a patch of scruffy pine. I 
wanted to bring her with me for this venture, for it had the potential to become a discovery. I 
thought I saw fire flicker in the shrouded, not quite day of the forest. I became consumed 
with this fleeting vision, wondering if I had imagined it, wondering if the wood was in 
flames. I paused for a moment, considered her, does she mind that she is here? she must 
trust me, for she is here—she must, because I am here. I believe she understood why we 
were in the forest, although maybe not why I was in the forest. We walked on. 

And then there was the realization. The trees ablaze in my mind became reflecting 
clouds. The source of flames I had imagined became the beginning of the sun. Our 
discovery is the breaking of the day. 

We sit watching the revealing of the sky, as silent as the cries of burning 
darkness. 
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OFFER 

Jerry A. Dowless 

Offer 

if 

you could hunger the iron immensity 

of the night 

still untouched, 

if you could hunger the iron up, 

if the field your heart 

hadn't sealed 

to burning mist, hadn't grown only hollow fruit 

hollowing you, 

if the deep machine showed itself 

into the wires the birds 

and the life follow 

into the whiteness, 

and if that whiteness survived, untouched 

the footsteps, the deep hoof-prints— 

if Love, I shined with wires— untouched 

the journey, 

if my journeys were clothes I could step from 

if my journeys were only the places I've been, 

if my faces were clay, 

if my throat broadened into the hollow of a tree, 

if the world was a narrow room with a legged door 

and a countryside 

I would walk, 

I would add myself to the fiery paths, 

I would add myself to dust: 

I would make you a new countryside from me 

I would remake you in the country of bones. 
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Jason Claire 

Top: silver, copper, anodized titatium wire 

Middle:: hammered brass, anodized titanium wire 

Bottom: torched copper, anodized titanium wire 
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HIGH SCHOOL DANCE 

Jeffrey Domina 

High School Dance 

"Do you dance?" I asked her. 
I had always thought the two of us looked great dancing together, so when my wife said 

to me, 
"Steven, I have a lesbian lover," I said to her, 
"Paula, how do you dance with her?" 

People would even go so far as to compliment us on how well we danced. 
There was sherry and two familiar glasses on the kitchen table between us. I poured 

myself another drink while she told me that the issue was not dancing. I offered to fill her glass, 
but before she could answer me I put down the bottle. 

"I still can't picture it," I told her. 
She gave me a hard look like 

What are you talking about 
and 
Pass me that sherry. 

"The point is we need to make some decisions," she said, looking down at the table and 
beginning to pick at the wood finish. 

I watched her pick until she stopped. She tucked some hair behind her ear and looked 
out the window. It was cloudy outside, but the sky was bright anyway because the sun was sort 
of lighting up the clouds. 

I passed her the sherry. 
She held the bottle and traced the rim with her slender finger. Her nail was painted red, 

rich purpl yred. 
I took a sip of my sherry and noticed we weren't talking. I closed my eyes tight, still 

thinking about Paula dancing with another woman. Really, it was rather difficult to picture. 
Was this lesbian lover brawny and masculine? 
Petite and unassuming? 
Or maybe she just looked kind of normal. 
Something like my wife. 

I think Paula was thinking about all the decisions we needed to make. 
The sherry bottle was empty now. 
I tried to show some composure by clearing my throat, but all that came of it was a 

nauseating guttural sound. 
"I'll be right back," I said. 
Upstairs I threw into my suitcase some clothes, a few cassettes, and an unwashed coffee 

mug I found on Paula's night table. It was stained inside and smelled bitter. I rubbed my 
cheekbone and thought briefly about the times I had most enjoyed drinking coffee. 

I found that I couldn't think of any. 
When I glanced into the mirror I had to laugh. This whole time 1 had always assumed 

that the "Chris" I knew was making love to my wife was a Christopher, a man. 
But Paula was dancing with a Christine. 

I stared into the mirror, pulled back my shoulders some, and gave myself a sure look like 
You know you can do better. 

I put down the suitcase in the hall. Paula had pushed back her chair. She was sitting in a 
shadow now. 

For an instant I pretended someone by the name of Paul was sitting there at my kitchen 
table instead of my wife. 
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HIGH SCHOOL DANCE 

But Paula exhaled and said, "How are you taking all this, Steven? I can't tell, to be 
perfectly honest. I mean, you seem to be taking it well enough." 

I clenched my tongue between my teeth and it began to hurt. 
She was speaking slowly and sweetly as if she were being especially considerate or 

something. "I'm actually very sorry it has to be this way, Steven, but you know we do need to 
make some decisions." 

The telephone rang and we both moved to look at it. 
How savage that she should call right then! 

I turned on the radio and a Fifties tune Paula likes came on. I asked her if I could have 
this dance. 

Somehow I was feeling as if I were back in high school. I held out my hand to Paula and 
imagined streamers and poodle skirts under dim lights, a punch bowl on a folding table. 

Except it suddenly occurred to me that 
I had never in my life 
dated a girl who wore a poodle skirt. 

This realization choked me up a little bit. 
Paula looked down at my hand before she said no. 
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SAFE 

Christine Kemper 

Safe 

She was twelve 
and didn't know 
that wriggling beside him 
watching/not watching the game, 
that the perfumed note she wrote him, 
that walking into the bathroom 
him standing, flesh in hand, 
patient above the porcelain, 
was not fair. 

She was proud to walk 
her hand in his palm, 
through the glowing-brown 
church-aisle. He would close 
his fist around her two 
while he ate the unleavened flake, 
and wet his lips from the silver cup 
and in their pew, 
she would lean 
her head against his arm, 
safe beside her father. 

Beds and bedtime were 
for sleeping, and her body 
was something no one touched, 
but her father 
kissed her goodnight 
lip against lip, 
and spoke quiet words 
against her ear, 
walked away with 
weighted steps. 
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THIS TIME 

Eric Slavin 

This Time 

i. 

Bedridden 
I imagine my room 
has filled up with water, 
the angles of my ceiling slippery 
with sea moss, the windows frames half- 
barnacled, all the pane glass green with algae 
from the toss of waves, trophied baseball players, 
their shoulder-wise feet cemented, drowning three 
thousand leagues under home plate, overdue books 
paddling back over themselves like steamboats, 
pages of poems shoring up in distant drawers, 
a postcard of Versailles beleaguered 
by a gam of pawns. 

A recurrent hydra rears its two heads 
entwining, combining, unwinding 
into four, two upsidedown half octopi, 
each lacking the other, squabbling over 
diameter rights, each in the name 
of its own law, and I, a world unto myself, 
must contain both in a sole embrace, 
a swirly marble spinning on a thread, 
winding upward and off, into the ocean 
atoss in my own mazy motion. 

Who knows what flotsam shall fall into me, 
a whirling eye as deep as its own sight, 
gathering arms as vast as their reach, 
here faces emerge from the clay banks 
of Montauk beach, my sunburned back 
turned to the topless bathers, there 
a balsa wood airplane caught between the spokes 
of a neighbor's speeding BMX. 

This time 
my brother breaks into my dream, 
launches wads of paper at my sling-bound arm, 
hitting me once for every punch in the back 
and twice for every miss, not to even the score, 
he says, but to test the effectiveness of Tylenol-3 
on defenseless adolescents. "It doesn't matter to me," 
I say, "whether you pay now or later. Just remember 
you are messing with the second best long-distance spitter 
in the eighth grade." "Oh yeah," he says, "spit on this," 
and beams me smack in head. 
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THIS TIME 

II. 

This time 
we are collecting shells 
in the hang of our undershirts 
swinging our loose arm over wet sand 
scanning for bone-encrusted silver dollars 
washed up from deep treasure, slippers 
of seafaring lilliputians or golden cockles 
blown off the isle of lilting cockle trees. 

We are a rare marsupial breed of beach monkeys. 
He has left his stethoscope on the towel, 
I have discovered to a colony of scuba diving clams 
barely bubbling of air. We claw the ground 
shovel divots of shore through our legs 
rescue paperweights with penises flopping 
or castanet recuerdos for gitanas on vacation. 

He twirls through the air dropping his catch 
singing the Mexican Hat Dance and blowing 
kisses, circles me in sweeping arabesques, 
seductively looks through the wet t-shirt veiling 
his eyes, and then, rubbing his bare breast 
against me, says "Thees one likes you 
I theenk," squeezing it into my eye. 

I chase his scrawny ass all the way to the jetty, 
race onto soft sand, slalom though dunes, 
dart shin-deep into upcoming surf, bolt off 
on tiptoes from apron-like spreads of ocean 
reeling after into frills, scoop up sea foam 
in cocked catapulted arm and cupped hand, 
his ground-losing heels jetting dirt, his 
nervous breathless laughter straying, 
swipe them out from under him, 
trip into a human knot. 

He bounces back first, but I yank him down 
by the collar, pounce on his scrambling 
legs, press together his ribs in a scissor lock 
dealing the count one short of defeat. 
I straddle his chest, pin down his shoulders 
with my knees, tickle his sides until his face 
is the color of the valentine he received from 
Cheryl Kramer in the fourth grade. I look into 
those tourmaline eyes, nozzle his uncleft chin 
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THIS TIME 

in the crux of my palm, cradle his sweat-soaked 
cheeks with my sandy hands, stroking 
until he stops bucking and meets my gaze, 
say "Don't you ever fucking grow up." 
I smother his spitting face with kisses. 

in. 

This time 
we are piecing together 
jigsaw puzzles in the garret 
framing the knotwood floor 
with edgewise amoebas 
streaming green ichor 
toward the unpictured sun 
sixty-nining hieroglyphic egyptians 
into camouflaged backyard bushes 
salvaging woodpiles from chopped 
creek water, from rubbled stone walls 
unstocked along the fringes of 
welcome-matted lawn. I am 

picturing ourselves in suspenders 
leaning over the porch our mother's 
Vermont home ten years after 
her death, amazed at how 
we'd spend whole days upstairs 
scribbling obscene women 
on sheetrock walls 
and love-lists in red crayon 
with the names crossed of in blue. He, 

the family mavin, is 
building the treehouse dead in the middle, 
fiddling with the cardboard shingles, fitting 
the rope ladder into the secret door, unable 
to find the tire on which we would swing 
three hundred sixty degrees if only he could 
find the one with black treads in the top corner 
of leaves. He repairs instead the cross-beamed 
fence and the jutting trunk-root thing. 

I say "Don't worry, fix later, 
let's ride bikes to the Circle, throw 
a football then speed-pedal to Molly's for 
lickem-sticks and kick-ass video." He says 
"No, this needs forest, a barbeque deck, 
open screen windows with you carrying 
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THIS TIME 

geranium pots, mom bringing mozzarella 
tomatoes, dad flipping fist-sized burgers." 
I took into his rose-dimpled face and say 
"No, dammit, you come or I'll send you 
back right from where you came." I kick the puzzle 
into a thousand shards, squint-tipped like dad's razors. 
He impales himself on the pieces, bloodies 
his jumbling hands, comes out alive, 
a collage of asphalt, water, 
and stars. 

IV. 

This time 
we are speaking through wires 
not the kind with dixie cup receivers 
or the Chiquita kind without connection 
not even a morse code of knocks sounding 
Incoming. The little red caboose is in the garage. 
mother banging up the steps like a Russian agent 
our muffled laughs conspiring with the silence. 

Voices tangle in that unbridgeable darkness, 
that placeless place between there and here, 
where one person dictates to another what washers 
one should have on one's sink, another what marriage 
means for a woman with three kids, and us, 
estranged, intangibly touching, what solace 
there can be in speaking, what freedom far from home. 

He tells me that he has been playing bongos with 
a beautiful bellydancer who has invited him to an 
ancient Hopi ritual in the desert the weekend before 
his midterm, that he is going to put on his purple 
stretch pants, combat boots, his diagonally 
striped vest made of ties, and chant mantras 
no matter what anyone says against it. 

He is failing chemistry but does not say, 
considers it fate, a valuable lesson about his nature. 
My type A father could not listen, has asked 
me to try anything. So I tell him that we are 
powerless to prevent the sun from rising, but able 
to pass our classes, and therefore responsible, 
that we can conceal this from ourselves only inasmuch as 
we know that we have done it, like the cigarettes 
I hide from myself in my bottom drawer, that 
the choice to fail or to pass is his whether or not 
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THIS TIME 

he wishes to acknowledge it. "You know," he says, 
"you sound like a bad book." 

As he talks about not calling or new artwork, 
I navigate with sonar like bats, seeing the topography 
of his face in the rebound of guilt or wonder, 
the saturnine rings of his eyes awed by his own 
imagination. As he tells me all about the bums 
in Tempe with their accordions and felt fedoras, 
I remember him bathing a cloth book 
and a fleet of toy ships, one of which sank to the bottom 
never to be recovered. 

V. 

This time 
I am showing the house 
to a married couple my own age, 
pointing below the cracked sheetrock wall 
dented by his ricocheting shoulder 
and above the notched-up stairs scarred 
by my sledding trunk, gliding again my hand 
along the rare oak bannister originally crafted 
in the downstairs workshop by my father, the man 
who has built many of the other houses 
you may be looking at in this neighborhood. 

I tell them not to mind my brother's early attempts 
at abstract expressionism, their sharp copper flames 
and broken green light bulb warding off male trespassers. 
His bunk bed has been dismantled, but can be easily reassembled 
for future sleepover parties. The built-in ladder has a top knob 
to grab on to, and revarnished rungs close enough 
for children's legs. And in case you have rambunctious 
sleepers, or tug-of-warriors as we were, there are boards 
with matching grain that fit into these oval slots. This 
individually-coiled mattress fits exactly into the custom frame 
which, as you can see, was built directly into the walls 
on either side. The top bed raises only slightly 
from the pressure of a young boy's legs. And over here, 
the closets are high enough for stacks of board games. 
Here the desk, made from a single piece of pine, is marked up 
with symbols of anarchy, peace, and Metallica, but these can 
be sandpapered over with little or no trace afterwards. From 
this sliding window, he used to get out of bed and watch me 
sleepless at my desk. We would bang on the glass to disturb 
each other. I would say "What's more important, my history 
paper or your sleep....Just close your eyes and the light won't 
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THIS TIME 

bother you....Well you won't know until you've tried....What? 
You're too tired to try?...You are a ridiculous human being, 
you know?" 

I apologize for my flashbacks, for the failures 
of modem pharmacology, ask if they have any questions, 
listen to the buzzing tungsten of a flickering bulb. Holding hands 
beneath the convection of an art-deco skylight, their cameo faces 
silvered in the semi-gloom of uncertain rain, her left ring finger 
was more blinding than a coil of burning magnesium. "My room, 
which we'll be seeing next, tends to fill with water," I tell them, 
"and to flood out the ceilings, to ruin the three-coat paint job 
and sometimes the upstairs carpets, depending uponthe weather. 
If you will let me check the status on seamonsters 
I will get right back to you. Gravitate strongly 
toward the floor while I am gone. This may take a minute, 
or days, or however many times 
they rear their heads." 
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START BY ASKING... 

Patrick Denker 

Start by asking if he's read any Good Books lately 

If you want to catch the conscience of a king, 
remember, as you lead him from his cell: 
the play's the thing. 

He's heard the rap. He's not about to ring 
incriminating answers like a bell. 
To catch the guy who calls himself the King, 

to make the pigeon sing, you clip his wings. 
A little slip, a fingertip: he'll tell. 
The play's the thing, 

as whoosit said, when he set out to sting 
his uncle—but—before he sent him off to hell, 
he had to catch the conscience of the king. 

This guy's a puppet king. You take the string 
and jerk until his conscience fingers the shell 
that hides the bead. But playing is the thing, see, 

it's ethics. Give the guy a break, bring 
beverages, a fan (frayed wires are swell), 
crack jokes; to catch the conscience of a king, 
sometimes he's got to think he's just a plaything. 
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Jen Kraynak 

f-stop 5.6, T-max 400 

Snoqualmie Falls, Washington 
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PAIMT 

Eric Larson 

Paint 

The cell at the end of Block C is no different from the others. The air is rank with asbes¬ 
tos and urine, lice crawl on the mattresses, everything is dirty. Green paint and dried sweat 
cover the room. A light bulb screwed into the center of the ceiling is an untouched white. But the 
ceiling itself, the walls, the toilet, the sink, even the lone faucet which brings water the tempera¬ 
ture of Oklahoma's summer is dipped in the curative coating of a hospital ward. Whoever did 
the painting did not take their time, because there are spots where the old paint has not been 
covered. No matter. The old paint is the same color green. 

The bars, in contrast, are coffin-black and make up the south wall. They stay closed even 
at times like these when the prisoners are at mess hall. The sink is on the west wall and the toilet 
on the north. Every cell is designed this way and built with very few detachable parts. Against 
the east wall is a pair of bunked beds. Like the walls, toilet, and sink, the bunks' metal is green. 
There is little sign that anyone lives here, save for one small spot near the pillow of the top bunk. 
At this spot someone has scraped to reveal the natural steel. There is no telling what was used to 
scrape the paint, only that the work was done very carefully over time, so that now it shines in 
the dark like a silver dollar. A pillow hangs over the mattress just above the area. So conspicu¬ 
ous is the arrangement that it's as if the spot were marking in the pillow some hidden treasure. 
Yet there is nothing to tell. The impression of a head is buried in the pillow, but that is all. The 
pillow does not even contain feathers. 

Without warning, there is a booming click, and the light—in fact every light in every 
cell—vanquishes the dark. One can now see clearly the bottom bunk, which looks a hundred 
times more lived in than the one above it. A shadow cuts across the wall, where pictures are 
taped. The pictures are all of women, ripped sloppily out of porno magazines so that their torsos 
are jagged. They cover the wall like a quilt. The only exception to the pictures is an advertise¬ 
ment with big black lettering that says: "Win a trip to the Super Bowl!" A man and a woman 
each hold a ticket up in one hand and smile. A coupon-sized square of the page is missing from 
the bottom, removed by a careful hand. 

The light reveals other secrets. In the air above the top bunk is a spirit of sorts. Maybe it 
is only dust. It hangs over the bed like an angel, or an argument. Whatever it is, it denies every¬ 
thing. It denies having turned the light on. It cannot help stirring the air with itself, but it denies 
having carved the silver dollar spot on the side. It denies denying. After a long time at this 
without disappearing, one wonders if it can be real, so the mind forgets it. 

There are more important things to worry about, for the paint, the indomitable green 
paint, is peeling off the walls. It peels in long strips that curl up neatly, lifting themselves off the 
wall like scorpion tails until they seem to grow there. The whole effect is that the wall appears 
hairy and soft. You'd almost think you could put your hand through it. Pictures won't stay up 
without much swearing and pounding and tape. The ceiling, on the other hand, does not so 
much peel as chip. Maybe it has something to do with the plumbing. When they chip, they chip 
big, producing chips the size of silver dollars. They fall at random, in the sink, on the top bunk, 
and in time make the floor look like the bottom of a wishing pond. One cannot avoid the urge to 
stack the chips into compact, thin-layered piles. Some of the prisoners use them for poker. An 
Englishman in for life once mistook them for tea biscuits and swallowed pounds of the stuff 
before being diagnosed with lead poisoning. He can't be blamed. The sound of the paint falling 
is small, a mere click, but still audible and unpredictable, akin to water torture, and it is this 
sound that the top-bunk spirit begins denying loudest. 

There is a rumble in the halls, the prisoners coming back from their dinner. The bottom 
bunk is protected from the rain of paint, and that on the walls is covered up loosely by the 
pictures. The mouths of the women are open and red. How can he think of Super Bowls when 
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the walls are so hard? The spirit above the top bunk denies being interested in Super Bowls or 

silver dollars or even women. How does he expect to get to the game even if he wins the contest? 

Will he plow through the hairy-ass wall, or what? 

When the bars shut, there is a wave of mock protest from the prisoners. There is some 

joking and one last round of cursing at the guards, when, with the same explosionary click, the 

lights go out, and the men turn to grope for their beds in the sweaty dark. There is nothing above 

the top bunk to keep the paint chips off, so by nighttime there is a layer that covers the otherwise 

bare mattress. A voice across the way begins screaming about the heat. The prisoners let it 

scream. Soon it dies down. Yet the force above the top bunk denies the silence. How can there 

ever be quiet in a place where people breathe and paint falls? It could deny its ears, and does. 

But before sleep can come, a chip falls. It lands on an ankle. The shadow swears and turns 

violently over on his back, yet in so doing glances its arm against the frayed paint. Goddammit! 

Brushing the paint from his skin, the prisoner tries to think of disappearing, and thinks he has 

nearly succeeded until something pecks him on the chest, and then again, and yet again. He 

won't sleep now. He is completely aware of himself. 

From below he hears the sound of calm snoring. It bounces off the cell's soft walls, and 

seems to hang in the dark above him. It takes the shape of a skull from whose quiet belches issue 

the intermittent paint. How does he do it? the prisoner wonders, staring at the ceiling, listening. 

How does the raping bastard do it? 
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WILDWOOD SESTINA 

Christopher Phillips 

Wildwood Sestina 

It definitely wasn't everyone's picture of the ideal 

Vacation spot—New Jersey—and the aqua and white Rio 

Motel wasn't the finest of accomodations. The beach 

Was crowded and cluttered, and once they caught a shark just past 

The jutting rocks. Glistening near-naked children running 

Between closely laid blankets scattered sand. Every summer 

Our family made the trip, though, four of us in the summer 

Heat with all the windows rolled down—A.C. would've been ideal. 

But no such luck. I remember arriving, the brown station wagon running 

Hot and Dad again joking as we reach the motel, "I'd rather be in Rio," 

I smell the shore over the hot fumes and feel no time has passed 

Since I last stood in the parking lot and looked out at the beach 

Just across the street and over the boardwalk. This cheap beach- 

Front motel was oddly cozy. If the ocean was dimpled with a summer 

Rain, we all sat inside and played cards (Being a kid I always passed 

The deal), and the lounge chairs around the pool were ideal 

For relaxing in the evening. For my brother and me, the Rio 

Was perfect. Not for our parents. Dad grumbled, "At least they have running 

Water," and Mom grimaced at the tacky plastic hanging lamps running 

The length of the pool and the orange bedspreads. Every day on the beach 

I looked down to the amusement pier and waited for when we'd leave the Rio 

For a night on the boardwalk. Three nights each summer 

We hit the rides and the games and the huge roller coaster—ideal 

Nights for me, I couldn’t understand why Mom sometimes passed 

The evenings with a book. Once we moved South, Wildwood summers were past. 

But memories and images of the Jersey shore now and then are running 

Through my head. One philosophy proposes an untouchable Ideal 

Chair, for instance, which all chairs try to live up to. This is my ideal beach. 

When I read about the ocean, when I read about summer 

Vacaions on the shore, I picture a family staying at the Rio 

Motel—even winter scenes, I always see a snow-covered Rio 

Roof, a deserted beach with wind blowing snow past 

Empty umbrella stands. The shore is clean and level, unlike summer- 

Time when horseshoe crabs, popsicle sticks and washed-up jellyfish make runnning 

Along the water nearly impossible. The rides looming up along the beach 

Are dark rickety frames against a grey sky that in the summer looked so ideal. 

I have a recuring beach-dream where there is no sound and I deal 

Cards in a room at the Rio. Over the ocean snow clouds are running 

And on the boardwalk, summer ice cream wrappers skitter past. 
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Jen Kraynak 

f-stop 8, T-max 400 

Lake Erie, Cleveland 
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THE WOMAN IN THE MARKETPLACE 

Christine Kemper 

The Woman in the Marketplace 

You walk through the marketplace, 

your thick-soled black shoes pad soundlessly 

beside stalls of red, crinkled geraniums, frothy ferns, 

and paper quarts of warted blackberries. 

Your plastic tube-handled bag thumps gently 

against your heavy hips as your body sways 

side-to-side as you walk. 

You stop beside the tomatoes, 

feel with thumb and cupped palm 

their brown stretchmarked skin, 

I can feel the deepness of red inside them, 

even as I stand back and watch 

you probe with your swollen-knuckled, 

thick-nailed hands. 

You pause at the gleam of sunlight through great jars 

of golden-hued honey, and mutter about 

sucking sweet combs, with honey dripping down 

between fingers, onto palms and wrists, 

but you move on before I can breathe, past squat brown bags 

of birdseed scattered against the shop walls, 

past sweet white corn, squash, zucchini, 

green-rippled melons, past the kitchen shop 

selling dried soups, wooden mallets with jag-jawed heads, 

and rainbow jars of horehound candy. 

Finally you stop beside the earthbom potatoes. 

They arch against your palm as you gather them up, 

your thick-nailed thumb brushing green eyes, 

and I, still dazzled by the memory of licking honey 

from the silky webbing of your fingers 

can only take them from your grasp, 

one by one place them in the bag, 

remove them from that incredible intimacy 

of which I am once again jealous. 
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LATE TWENTIETH CENTURY LOVE AND METAL 

Leigh Edwards 

Late Twentieth Century Love and Metal 

Libby says to him: "I know you have to leave soon." 

Max smiles with his teeth rattling, 

sticks his finger in her ear, 

screwing in like a light bulb. 

They scuttle past neon signs 

dripping onto their car windows. 

Libby is driving, 

her shoulders hunched into the seat, 

the grind of rubber on concrete 

taking them farther out into the darkness, 

making something irretrievable. 

He wants her to step on the accelerator, 

rush the life out of this piece of metal. 

Libby feels her tongue flicking in and out, 

she tries to lick the sweat from her lips, 

wants to feel Max's body next to hers, 

solid and all in one place. 

She doesn't want him to feel 

himself hurtling like the car. 

He tells her: "Hey baby. I'm a product 

of late twentieth century reality" 

and she stops watching the road 

to feel his finger in her ear. 

She tells him she knows 

about tapping into electricity, 

hoping he'll hear 

and decide to stay 

slipping along with her 

in this moving, burning metal husk. 
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Refraction Coefficient (A Romantic Ballad) 

Directum re cogere piscis: 

A: Diddle in the tacklebox. 

I will 1 knight your room with a bale of hay 

2 nail indian paintbrush to your transom 

3 abandon a giant nutcracker in your hall 

why'ncha give deze woody chops a smack 
Raze Puritaneighbors' eyebrows 

:you will hate 

love me for it 

If a still more brilliant beginning is desired, make use of a proverb, ensuring that it may 

not sink to a purely specific relevance, but raise its head high to some general truth. 

(Geoffrey de Vinsauf, Poetria Nova, 126). 

B: Cast where the sea meets the sky. 

4 drive you to my bald hill 

whip you with a lazy crystal breeze 

5 distract: I have lunched with yonder Archer, 
he prefers to fish, to tell the truth. 

Something about me is siriusly not rite 
:you will never think 

always fear it 

Proverbium 
As travels the deadwood Shaft through water, so travels not the shaft of Light, quick & strange. 

From Sol's fiery Visage to a Shadow on the bottom of a pool extends a Ray, unbroken & yet 

untrue. From umbra straight proceed to form of Fish & thence straight to water's Skin, at which 

plane the strange is So & the twisted True, the Quick is bent, & the Dead is broke. 

C: Land ho! 

6 lodge in your soft throat 

7 pull you taut against the arrow in my gut 

8 ply your epiglottis 

9 swallow, in my turn, as hard: 

I do not mean to bend you rough to my I will: 

I whet on you who hone your hook on me my wit. 

How prettily we shall turn on each other, angling 

as perfect as an arrow and a fish. 

A broken arrow, a bloated fish. 

REFRACTION COEFFICIENT (A ROMANTIC BALLAD) 

Patrick Denker 
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LESSONS IN CIGARETTE 

Lucy Hochman 

Lessons in Cigarette 

Magic 

Ben is a magician, but it's not always easy. He's trying to quit smoking. When I see him 
with a cigarette, I say, "Benny, you're supposed to be quitting," and he says they keep on appear¬ 
ing. Today we're in his apartment, four floors up. His living room is full of scarves and trunks 
and small animals he's trained to do things, but we are in his kitchen which is white and empty. 
We are eating lo mein from little red and white boxes, and he says, "I wonder if this is a leek or 
cabbage." The window in here is over the sink, propped open with the edge of a geranium pot. 
He has smoked all the butts from the dirt which he makes double as an ashtray. Ben's chin tilts 
up suddenly. He pops off his stool and clambers up the sink, pushing the window wider open. 
There is no screen and I grab at his belt, thinking he might topple out and fall four floors, magi¬ 
cian or not. But he's just leaning there, inhaling. I crawl up there and stick my head out, too. 

"Hey!" I call. There's this couple down on the curb and they've both got cigarettes. 
"Hey, you know he's trying to quit!" I yell. They don't even look up. Benny works up some spit 
and lets it fly, or fall or whatever. We can almost hear it splat but the couple put their arms 
around each other and point their cigarettes outward, near their heads. They look like a monster 
with red eyes on stems. Benny climbs off the sink and gets something from the living room. It's 
Jeremy, one of the birds he makes come out of his ear for birthday parties. Ben puts Jeremy on 
the window sill and makes a noise to him. The bird twitches his head and then swoops down 
and snatches the cigarette from the guy part of the couple, who yells and then puts his finger in 
his mouth. The girl laughs. 

"Now bring it back!" yells Ben. "Come on, Jeremy!" But Jeremy doesn't listen. He goes 
off over all the rooftops we can count. I'd like to say he's still got the cigarette in his beak, but I 
don't know. He's gone, anyhow. 

Benny narrows his eyes. "Well," he says. "I guess that does it." He slides down and sits 
back on his stool, slumping and sucking up lo mein. I say if that wasn't a sign I don't know what 
is, and he says shut up. 

Odd Hours 

My father says a cigarette has its own logic. He sits on a cinderblock in the sand and 
crushes out the butts of homemade ones around his feet. His feet are craggy, as if carved from 
rock or soap. The cigarettes seem to wriggle into the ground, little worms with funny heads. My 
father says, "Run down the beach there and fetch me an ashtray." He means clamshell. He has 
his own logic. I go near the water's edge and he runs past me, splashing in, still holding his beer. 
"Watch this," he says. He disappears under the water and then his feet come up. They go back 
down and then come back with the beer can. He tosses the can up with his ankles and bats it into 
the waves with one foot. I'm suddenly not amused and move down the beach, still sometimes 
bending over and picking at slivers of shell. It's more difficult to find a whole one than it was 
when I was clearly a child. 

"Hey—" he calls. "How can I recycle when I know the best thing I could do for my 
species is shoot everyone I know and then myself?" The wind is cutting his words in and out, 
but I've heard this sentence before. He lumbers up beside me, shaking his head like a dog. His 
skin's all round and pink through his wet undershirt, like a party balloon. "I've got a question 
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about AIDS." He's referring to the time I shaved my head as a symbol of my unemployment and 
ended up working a hotline. "Okay," he continues. "What's the last thing to go? Is it, by chance, 
their COCKS?" I fold my arms on my chest. 

"Daddy—" 
"Listen to you, a grown girl calling her father 'daddy'." There he is, wet, and shedding 

light on the subject. 
With a cigarette, you start at one end and move to the other. With a person, what do you 

do? I stand loving the hand that bit me. I hunt for his ashtrays. He says he has a joke, "Hey, you 
ever try to picture a retarded person learning to masturbate?" He makes his body convulse and 
then rubs his hands on my hair, which is still growing back. I tell myself he simply doesn't want 
to lose me. 

We find him the clamshell and I follow him back up the beach. His hair is newly clipped 
and white around the edge. The shape of the back of his head and the colors to it are a lot like the 
ashtray I hold. He squats on his cinderblock and starts smoking again. 

"Daddy, I'm thinking of getting into politics. For real." 
"That's not the sort of thing you can do for real," he says. His head is engulfed in smoke 

for a moment. I think I'm waiting for something to appear, something new, like magic. The 
smoke is really pretty. 

"He used to sit up late with the t.v., unable to sleep. I'd stand and listen at the door, just 
to hear what he was hearing. He used to tell me a story of a girl who predicted the end of the 
world and then lost her eyeglasses the day that it exploded, never even got to see it happen. He 
mean that she waited for it, expected it, it exploded, and so what? I feel all boiled out, looking at 
his head through smoke, imagining the smoke as steam, as no more than hot air. "You ever 
wonder," he asks, "how deep is shallowness?" 

I used to call him and ash-hole, thinking it would make him quit. It didn't, and after a 
while I found myself running out of clever things to say. Once that was done, there was little left. 

On Smoke 

I have been smoking cigarettes of tobacco since I was eleven-almost-twelve. That will 
make a lot of years by the time I die, even dying early as I plan to do. I had a boyfriend, Eddie, 
big dark eyes and swagger like a man though he was only seventeen. He worked tobacco and 
was of the few who loved it. He brought leaves home, bound and hung some for himself and 
stuck some in water for a bouquet. The hung leaves shriveled up and we tore them, it was like 
tearing up an old person's face. We looked at each other, it was eerie, and we rolled the some¬ 
times still-damp leaves in paper. 'We smoked them, their smoke black. Eddie and I looked at 
each other's eyes, which matched. He called me little siesta, the only Spanish word he knew, 
because my eyes looked as Spanish as the name my mother gave me, Anna Maria. I must be 
called these things for a joke because it is a lie. I'm no little siesta. I'm purebred white trash, but 
good looking. It's simply that I watch cowboy movies and talk like the girls in there, wanting to 
make my name true since my mother died, something to give her, the way you give your hus¬ 
band a baby. It's a way I like to talk now, like I'm some kind of female-amigo. I've seen that 
movie with Steve Martin seventeen times, because the boyfriend I have now is rich, with cable. 

You know, there is a kind of termite that can be pregnant before it's born. I feel I am this 
way. I have two older brothers, and sister, and all kinds of little ones, but was always mother, 
even before she died, which she did when I was eight-almost-nine. This is not a pity thing, it 
happened, and soon I got to wanting my job of mother to be real. I wanted it to feel right, so I 
naturally had my period very young, and had boys who called on me, and took in other people's 
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LESSONS IN CIGARETTE 

wash for money, the ways of a grown woman. It began I could not look at a boy and not decide 
how his features might combine with mine. 

As I made clear, boys came calling, and for a narrow scope of reasons. They heard I had 
six kids already, or they supposed I could hide one of mine among my mother's, or they knew to 
pull a pig bladder over their exposed entrails to reduce pregnancy (I am not ignorant— I say it 
like this to put them in their place.) However, I would have no pig-insides inside of me. There 
were girls in my school knew what to drink and put up yourself to kill a pregnancy, but there 
was nothing and nothing again for me to kill had I so desired. By the time I was sixteen years old 
I was beginning to wonder if I'd ever have my own little one to figure something to do with. It 
seems I was being punished for sinning so much. I could not bring myself to think a young girl 
might be bom with that sort of inability. It must be taken from you, I believe. I would like to 
think a thing happens for a reason. 

I used to sit outside with my cigarette, and my sisters asleep, some boy just taken tail-off 
through the fields, maybe he thought he heard my father. Through smoke I'd make it into a 
Spanish night, dark after a hot day, castles off only far enough that you can't see them. I'd think 
of Eddie, my first true love. I wiped from my memory that we ended over something like a 
blond headed girl or a free ride West. I dreamed I was pining away for him, riding a wave of 
tobacco smoke, leaning up against it like it was a post to be casual on. I breathed in smoke and 
breathed out "uno, dos, tres, quatro," up to ten, saying "ocho" three times because I liked it best. 

Boys, babies, smoke, Spain. Now, I have always been told not to get with migrants. 
There was a boy in our high school who's dad had got pesticides sprayed on him. That boy had 
one leg and half a head. I did not want a thing like that to come sliding out of me. I'd been told 
migrants were bad all around from drugs and no roots. My father worked seasonal and he knew. 
He was not a prize of a husband or father, and even he found horror in these men. However, I 
swear on every child I've ever held or dreamed of holding, and upon the God who allowed the 
facts of my life to transpire, that my Eddie did come back, only he was Spanish and called himself 
Daniel which you pronounce like a girl's name. He was from Nuevo Laredo, in Mexico, and he 
had come all this way for tending sweet potatoes. 

Those migrants are not often allowed from their place of employ. They live in shacks 
around the field or else by the warehouse-full, bunking together like soldiers. Sometimes there 
are families, many times not. I met Daniel because his leader's truck broke near my house with a 
whole load of workers in the back one afternoon. They all filed up to the house for the phone and 
a drink from the hose. Their crew leader. Banks, a big man but not very ugly, took his cap from 
his head and spoke to me that he was sorry and hoped the men kept their feet from knocking 
around the stones in my walkway. Banks went to the kitchen to do the telephoning for his truck. 
I stood on the porch and watched the men goof around with my hose, they were trying to keep 
polite, but splashing each other for fun. It was just me and all these multi-colored faces, my 
brothers and sisters having taken the dogs and gone swimming that day. 

Daniel was last in line and looking at me as if I could be the last lovely thing on Earth. I 
went up to him and offered him a cigarette. We said nothing, then. We smoked. 

Hereafter I am given to facts. I know what I believe must have gone between, but I have 
been reading psychology lately and I know what I have been doing. I've been suppressing. I 
know I found where the camp must be and took my father's car out there one night. I know the 
place looked full of rodents, only some of them were the men. I know they look at me and I think 
I should not have worn a dress this pretty. Then I know I can't find Daniel. The men say he's 
gone running from the place two nights before, say he could take it no longer. The men say 
Daniel told them they all smell. Soon I am drinking their wine, talking with them, taking puffs of 
the herb that one man grows in among the plants they tend. The night is cool. I tell them I call 
this a Spanish night. They tell me their grievances. They say they are robbed and lied to every 
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day and what do I think of that? I say I need a light for my cigarette and the man with matches 
begins to kiss me in a way that is not about a kiss. 

I am speaking about how I got where I am today, having packed up, and having left my 
next sister to be mother in my family, herself only fifteen and round in her belly right now. I 
would like to think a thing happens for a reason. 

I lie here on this couch that ought to be a carseat, it is so cracked. I hate it, though as I 
say. Banks is rich, we have four big rooms, money to go dancing, cable on the t.v.. Banks is a 
show-off. That is just Banks. He finds me in the field of sweet potatoes in the early morning, my 
dress tom, my legs bleeding, and has me point men out. He beats them before me, and later I 
cling to him, my body marred. I look at the gold chains that Banks wears on his neck, the brace¬ 
lets he buys for me and I take off when he leaves, they are so heavy. He is gone for weeks and 
months, up and down the coast recruiting migrants. I talk Spanish to him and he says, "Enough, 
Annie, that is all I hear all day," and he won't use my real name. He seems fatter and fatter. I 
feel I want his belly to be mine. I feel I could eat and eat for a round belly. 

Spain, boys, babies, smoke. If I am addicted it is only out of respect for Eddie and what I 
imagined would be for us. I feel Banks would throw me out for my belly being a burnt cave all 
along. First he wouldn't understand. Then he would throw me in with the migrants for them to 
pull at my entrails again, render my insides numb and leave my gasping with no voice to yell. 

A Human Gesture of Blindness 

If I lit a cigarette in the middle of the desert, who would hate it? There's a funny way the 
desert conducts heat, the way you feel so hot, but are all alone. There's the desert of a long time 
ago, Cleopatra sticking gold pins into the breasts of slaves, you'd have to be in a barren place to 
do that. And then from the movies, there's that leather-clad man, his dog, his car, the desert left 
over from a world war, lush Colorado a desert. 

I've never been to the desert, but I've been to the beach, I remember, and I can imagine. 
So then there's me in the center of it, the world as my ashtray and who would hate me in the 
desert? That old lonely desert, that old moon, the cool night unexpected, the funny way sand 
conducts heat. 

What if I told you my story and it wasn't enough to convince you? Do you know what I 
mean by heat? I mean that it's in a bomb, and I mean why else make a film about a man who 
looks that good except for the heat he sends out? And I mean it like anger, too. Where do you go 
for anger when you never wanted to hurt anybody? You go to the desert where it's as hot as you. 

I'll give you a childhood memory because I'm selfish, of course we're selfish if we give or 
we don't, but I will give you this in human gesture: My baby sister could little more than wag 
her tongue at me when one day I overheard her playing. She was thinking I was out of hearing, 
and she was running little cars together, saying "crumple all the people!" Lately I'd been calling 
her my new best word, "freak." She rammed little trucks and trans ams together, saying "I'm a 
freak. I crumple the people." My mother came to check in on her and lifted her in a long sweep 
from between her legs into the air, thinking, "Angel." My sister giggled as if she knew something 
but was too drunk to speak it. 

Don't we all have families that are crazy? 
I'll tell you a thing I saw that moved me: It was lovers quarrelling in the street and in the 

center of their anger they came to a pushcart which was selling soda. The girl said, "And you 
talk like a fool sometimes, you embarrass me," and she paid the man for a cola and a strawberry. 
Then she gave the lover the right soda, the strawberry, as if that action wasn't even astounding. 
He said, "You know, you're no Aristotle," and he thanked her. 
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LESSONS IN CIGARETTE 

I'll give you a fact because facts are easy: Cigarettes kill but I do it anyway. 
We’ve all done something awful, if only fill sewers or wake forgetting to eat. Guilt 

makes the color in your neck go up like a sunrise. Isn't that why you'd go to a desert? The 
desert as desire to live without consequence. 

I think if I stomped out a smoke in a field of sand, all the animals burrowing and sliding 
around or tipping along the surface could feel it, under their bodies, touching their feet as if from 
the sort of webbing a stone makes on a windshield. There's a funny way the desert conducts 
heat. A cigarette is heat wrapped so tightly that you can smoke it, or you can use it for torture. 
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THE LAND IN THE MAN 

Patrick Denker 

The Land in The Man 
(First Part of a Work in Progress) 

Prologue: Names Like Feathers 

His skull was edged round and partitioned with neat rows of brick, interlocking jagged 
column on column of teeth. Not sand, not loam, but fireburnt heavy and smooth, pulled from the 
throat of a land he never dug. There was a transistor radio on the vacated seat of a bus. Gears bit 
as it left him standing by the curbless street. He had left open the window through which he had 
watched buildings shrink and finally dissolve into abandoned sharecroppers' sheds and corru¬ 
gated steel bams. It was at this point on a line between places, through that gaping aluminum 
frame, that he last heard spoken his given, his Christian name since birth. It splashed in his ear. 
It sucked through a pipe and fit a rectangular hole in his head. 

I will slit open the pipes, he thought, I will strip them like the stiff blued veins in an old 
man's thigh. And if I cannot knock out the bricks like rotten teeth, I will fill my mouth with sand, 
I will eat dirt, I will cry mud. "I may be reached in care of my transistor radio" he said, and 
giggled, and faded back among the few storefronts. 

* * * 

William. Pah! 
he thrust a stick into his shit and looked for another. 
Mark. Look. Tree. Birch. Bark. Woof! 
and he laughing almost fell over backwards. Shit. 
No. Creek. Water. Sky. Moon. He groaned 
and scraped himself. Ungh? Huh. Hah! Urf! 
This is ridiculous; 
what's a name without a Mother? 
"Who calls?" shouted he in his biggest King's voice. 
bird-see, bird-see, bird-see 
tow-eeep, tow-eeep, ih ih ih 
splish says the water. A name 
never called, only whispered. 
chitter! chitter! a scamper in the trees hushing 
shrahhh, ishhh, rubbing their hands together 
scraaa, eeeeer. And what is the sound 
of a falling leaf? of wind on your cheek? 
of a molting bird? or the silver yellow glow 
behind a could? Or fog? Or dew? 
Whom do you choose to be called by 
when Mother is dead? 
Names like feathers. 
Names like every feather of every bird. 
Names like 
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THE LAND IN THE MAN 

Part One: The Inscribed Circle 

He had been living in the creekbottom. Not for longer than he could remember, though 
his memories of days long as pipe and slippery as a toilet bowl seemed less real now than his 
visions before sleep. Some nights, 
falling stars traced webs 
across the sky, their trails burning quick, 
hanging for hours, crosshatching runes 
above him as he lay in the field and each time, 
if he looked long enough, he could see an indian 
standing on the rockslide that climbed from the forest 
and the indian would call down the stars 
with a fern leaf and send them falling 
one way and another, drawing. 
In the morning, he would remember having understood the patterns, but never woke under¬ 
standing, and never expected to see the indian's shadow on sunwarmed stone. 

The water started up there high, peeled through the rockslide, forked around bushes, 
roots cracking stone, and collected at the bottom in a deep pool. From there, the stream searched 
a wider way down, spread itself over the gentler slope. He scrambled up past little waterfalls 
when the bright sun sparked reflections in the pool through the branches. Up top, he could see 
out over the forest, with a clear view of the farmer's house across the field. Surely it had been 
forest once, too. 

He had not slept on the rocks. At night they seemed not for him. He might lie in the 
field and watch the sky, or curl by the creekbed 
where he had hollowed a home in the bank 
and covered it with oak boughs 
and patted the earth walls smooth. 
The rocks would not be as warm, or as dry, and the forest was a good blanket. But mostly it was 
courtesy, 
though it could have been fear 
that kept him off the jagged hillside 
after dark; the indian 
might need it to be closer to the stars 
when he shook them loose. 

But they came with the road, which once stopped, along with the farmer's car, in front of 
the farmer's little house. He had heard the engine hours before it grunted next to his hollow; had 
scaled the rockslide, bruising his hastening feet; had seen the dozer frozen in front of the farm¬ 
house, and the dust rising, and the patch where it had scalped grass to red dirt. But just sitting 
there, pawing by the house like dog. A new garden for the farmer. A septic tank. He spat. The 
tiny man in the cab was levering—the wide blade under the machine twitched—but the earth 
mover stayed, hunched over its little scab, moronically scraping like a blade on a whetstone. 
Maybe a swimming pool, ha, and he shrugged and trickled down the slide to his pond, 
crouched in the shallows, staring at the edge, 
his nose close enough to the water's skin 
to smell its cold. He waited until 
there were no more circles, and minnows 
nosed around his bare feet. 
He saw the reflection. 
A tiny heron coasted on the mirror of the pool. 
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It crossed again, landed 
somewhere behind the bank. He shut his eyes to hide, 
let the bird jerkily approach 
and step into the mud 
and bend to drink — 
and he was a turtle, a log and felt himself tremble, 
the plumbingsmooth curve of its neck 
the ruffled feathers there 
its flat yellow eye. Then he leapt 
high and shouted allooallooalloo and slapped the water with his arms and the heron lifted, 
bumbled through the canopy of branches, trying to make the sky. It kept hitting things. He 
splashed and laughed big as the hillside and watched the flies scatter on the rocks from his rain. 

By the time he got back up top, the bulldozer had scraped a strip of dirt across the field 
and come rockthrowing close to the trees. He's planting, plowing under tobacco, cotton no 
tobacco. It was all he could do to hide and watch, his toes stuck between stones, himself as 
senseless. When the sun was still four hands up, the machine butted up against the treeline. The 
cab man played on his levers and spun the machine around, bye! but it reached out instead and 
flipped the first tree out of the ground, and he rushed down to his home in the bank, scattered 
the branches of his roof, and kicked leaves into the handpatted pit, his ears filled with gasping 
hydraulics and the crack of old roots. 

* * * 

So now a road through the field, forest, across the stream, off to where he had never 
gone. And a cement culvert in the creekbed for the water, and shovelloads of gravel for the 
bulldozer to crunch across. When it came through for the last time, it trundled its road until the 
sound of its engine was gone. Keep making the road to other people, abandoning, as it explored, 
the farmhouse, close by; beyond it, a highway, houses, a service station where a bus dropped still 
more. He used to worry that he might be faulted for taking a bus. But there was nothing wrong 
with riding a bus, not if you had somewhere to go. 

The bulldozer was headed somewhere, sure. When you put wheels on a machine, you 
gave it a place to go. That was the way they worked. So go then. The people that way, he never 
had to hear them, or see anything more than a distant glow of the lights they would be pointing 
at everything; here there was only the one bugbeacon glaring by the farmer's house to compete 
with the moon at night. He had thought of knocking it out with a rock; but it was there when he 
came, and something else about it too, but still there was the bulldozer, and the road, and the 
cities and cities were it was headed, or maybe somewhere stranger. He had never felt a need to 
go see; his wanderlust had rolled off down a road which rolled itself up under the wheels of a 
bus and was gone but obviously not maybe he had stopped in the wrong place so he retreated to 
the towering rockslide, the giddy flat top of the altar hard as it was to sleep the night through on 
stone. He did not know what would happen when it got cold. And soon there would be no 
leaves. 

The first night was clear. He piled ferns to make a bed. There would be wind. But 
maybe stars would fall tonight. No moon. He thought of it was called new but it seemed old to 
him, burnt out, used. He had never seen the dark silhouettes of the hills like a belt gird the 
horizon, the bright red lights of towers only frail whiteboned sticks in the sun. The familiar 
farmhouse below, its one bright light burning in a tangle of bugs. Beyond it, knots of houses 
glowed along the thread of highway like droplets on a spider's web. Where the service station 
would be. He wanted to nudge a stone out, how many heartbeats until it splashed, how many 
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THE LAND IN THE MAN 

steps down. But he kept quiet to hear the forest waking below his feet. He had never not been in 

it when it stirred, and he saw the whole thing shifting, and thought how being up on the rock 

was not so bad, as star, as black owl shape tacked to the belly of a silver cloud, not tangled in the 

arms of pine, but up above where he could watch the pranks the forest played on the plotclearers. 

Always at night, when you couldn't see out from houses. It was easier if you shut the lights off— 

but if they were on, all the windows went black as velvet curtains, as if lamps would only shine 

so far, or on certain things. The forest acted up then, when it could best work what magic it 

might have had. And it was safer. If they had thought the forest meant to squeeze them, they 

would go at it more than ever, chainsaws and bulldozers. No, it was better they thought it was 

dead wood, theirs to nest in. People were afraid at night and the trees used it, cracking windows 

with a flick, burying lanes in redbrown drifts, luring cars off the road with beckoning ghosts of 

fog. At night the forest exhaled it like charmed mist from a gypsy's bottle. And there he was on 

high, as on a rooftop watching nature's children terrorize the neighborhood on All Hallow's Eve. 

Not so bad at all the thought, now the schoolbook Merlin 

the terrible medicine man 

the hands of fog, the fingers of trees 

his own. He pulled wisps of cloud 

from the ground like spirits, painted over the pool, 

smeared the farmhouse light 

to a warmer grey. But thrilled as he was by his vantage, he was tired from his retreat, and 

though the rock was hard, 

the ferns gave under him, 

and curled around his finger as he slept. 

He was awakened by dreams or the autumn chill. The ferns had frozen brown. Above 

him he imagined he could make out the groggy black circle of the no moon. A star sprang to life 

in the very spot with a flash and arced back behind his head. He stumbled to his feet, turned, 

followed it with his finger as it left a lingering trail from the peak of night to the farthest hill. 

When he turned back, the indian was there. He had forgotten. 

Through the pit of the indian's stomach he could see the farmlight. Perhaps the indian 

was looking through him as well. It was from here that the indian would charm the stars into 

patterns, would weave their glowing nets until the sun washed them away. He used to sit up all 

night figuring them out, until sleep caught him as he caught rabbits in caves of grass in the field. 

But he had never meant to be so close; the indian might call a star onto his head, might smack 

him down, a child playing on a dirtpile. The shade knelt, picked a brittle fern 

from the makeshift tick. 

It unrolled in his palm. 

He held the frond above their heads 

plucked another star from the same place 

traced it as it fell the perfect other way. 

Now one thin blaze split the sky, rim to rim 

of the big black dome scraped as by a matchhead. 

He looked to the indian for explanation, but the indian just 

grinned, and pointed at the sky with his fern. 

So he looked back up, but found nothing to understand. He felt stupid for not under¬ 

standing, and angry for trying to understand something stupid. 

The indian slashed with a whoosh of the fern, 

whisking away sparking clouds of tumble dust 

like dry earth blown from a dirt road 

And again. Cinders drifted to the ground. 
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burnt moths from a paper fire 

And he brushed them from his arm, 

did not flinch when the indian swept 

again and the sky was clear and the indian gone. All that was left was the sifting of two extin¬ 

guished stars, sheeting the land black with ash, smothering the web, the towers, the farmhouse 

light. He slept then, eyes fixed on a point in the sky, on the dream no moon. 

* * * 

The next day he saw Kekes, a pair of polished cowboy boots. He was filling in the 

balance of his former home when he first heard tires grinding down the new road. He slipped 

into the culvert and splashed under, scraping hands and knees, to where two felled trees covered 

the cement pipe's mouth, and squinted out over the road from under a dying branch. Tires on 

both sides. A boot dropped, less than an arm from his nose, and another. He ducked back into 

the pipe, letting the branch fall with a rustle. In the smooth culvert, the water eddied around him 

as he lay, listening to the voices of men overhead as if from a grave, tomb, capsule. 

Animals. 

Oh no Mr. Kekes. The second voice was edged with a treble whine that made him 

grimace, even under two feet of dirt and stone. No animals. 

John Henry. I may have been born yesterday but I grew up quick. There's coons at least. 

Sure sure. Like branches rubbing at night. Horrible. Why there's squirrels and possums, 

you might even run across a fox 

Bobcats. 

Not in North Carolina. 

Sure as day. Got em in the mountains. I seen em. Crunching around the truck now. He 

slithered to the other end to hear. 

Well nothing like that down here. I figure this is just about the safest place for families 

anywhere. Real peaceful. 

Is that what you figure. 

Mr. Kekes Unbearable, that voice, like a screech owl in a tree right over your head. I 

wouldn't have put you to the trouble of coming out here if I didn't think this piece of land was 

just the thing. 

Well. How much farther does the road go. 

Right up to 751. 

What's there. 

Well nothing yet. But Mebane's a lot closer. I figure I mean they got a general store 

there the Fina new Amoco new courthouse Luby's the Food Lion 

You understand John Henry I'm not marketing to backcountry campers. These people 

are class that'll be living here. They'll want privacy and sure shit you got that. But it'll take all 

the comforts of home to get folks way out here. 

There was something about Kekes' voice too, something beneath rumbling low as a 

boiler, big as a factory smelter; each word poured out like eherryhot lead, dashed in cold water 

with a hiss, hardened and heavy as a clocktower gear. He looked down both lengths of the 

culvert, each end a circle of water, light, trees. He used to have nightmares about dying in some 

sewer pipe. Who would ever find you. A tunnel. Another continent or under your own house. 

Tunnel rats. Their eyes when they came out 

I mean if I'm gonna sell a package to them I'm gonna buy one from you. A comprehen¬ 

sive deal. 

I don't follow. Funny, he sounded like one. 
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THE LAND IN THE MAN 

Is the mayor of Mebane in charge of districting. Licensing development projects 

Now I'm up to speed. That business'd fall to the Mebane Home Committee and anyone 

can propose 

My proposal is that whoever oversees this project have an interest in that board. 

Now I do want to do business with you Mr. Kekes. But I got no say in that. 

Mr. Kekes sighed septic gas. Are the positions elected. 

No the mayor'd be the one to choose 

Then it's settled. 

Mr. Kekes I can't ask 

Don't get your boxers in a bunch. I'm sure the mayor and I can work something out. I 

must be asleep today. That house. 

The farmhouse? 

At the top of the hill. 

Jesse's place. 

I believe you said free of encumbrances. 

It is. I thought the development might not extend that far. 

What kind of arrangement John Henry. 

None. Actually he's sort of a squatter. 

Come on John Henry those went out with the gold standard. Title? Rent? 

I never went to the hassle of kicking him off. We drink sometimes. 

A squatter you say crunch and then the truck roared to its angry life. Below, jolted by 

surprise, his legs instinctively sprang to, sending his skull smacking into the concrete wall of the 

culvert. A door slammed. Let's go Earl I'll not have your wife say I made you walk home. 

Tires complained off down the road. He lay still for another half hour; he thought he 

could still hear the engine; perhaps it was just the ringing in his head, half-submerged, 

a feather-thin trickle of blood 

twining with water 

as it continued its interrupted course downhill. 

* * * 

Day one. He started to work before the sun came up. The sky behind the rockslide was 

lightening; he worked inshadow, feeling dirt come free under the point of his stick, shoveling 

with a flat rock fetched from the bottom of the stream, piling each load atop the new bank. By 

midday he had built the lip up nearly a hand. He shored the levee with limestone plates shed in 

the last freeze and drove sharpened sticks into the ground to hold them until he was ready. By 

moonrise, he had raised the water another hand. He chewed oak leaves to keep from thinking 

about food and slept hard in a jagged crater of his own making, where fog collected thick as if it 

seeped through the scratches of his stick, blunted from hours of clawing. 

Day two. Damp and stiff and immediately to work. By noon it was up another two 

knuckles. Today he did not stop to gather leaves to chew or rest or even look up until the sun 

finally sank behind cloud on the horizon, and then. It was done. The water came already within 

a hand of the crest. He plugged the last of the narrow sluice; by morning the pond would be 

pregnant and new. He collapsed at the foot of the lifting wall and slept with the chill of open 

earth. 

He had hoped it would hold the night. He had a dream, the quarter moon, still up, 

installing a pump over an old well, in it not over William Bill Willie Gaston 286-4126 Metro 521 - 

4146 actually inside fixes a pump over the mouth, steel rods and clamps, hangs underneath To 

hook the pipe sunk to the water table? not for water. 
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An injection well. 

Suspended in the slickwalled shaft 

driven right through 

porous aquifer to bottomless salt dome 

generations deep yawning beneath his boots. 

He falls Cords hiss through carabiner Hits freezing water no daylight in a thousand years (impos¬ 

sible he hears himself think the water cycle) sinking not drowning he must hit bottom of this 

subterranean lake. He never does. 

Cold soaking stirred him, half-asleep, breathless, his bed turning to icy mud. The berm 

was soaked as moss after rain; it sagged around the edge, the pointed stakes he drove to hold it 

leaning precipitously. But he was not ready, no way to pull the sticks at once. So rabbit quick 

through the field to the farmer's house where hung like tobacco leaves and grey in the building's 

shadow fluttered clothes from the old man's splotched back, sheets from his bed. He stopped 

short of the light's skirt. He had been close before, enough to watch them through the window, 

but the lamp this time seemed brighter, and he was there to steal. 

But not long enough for the mud to cake on his back. He shook himself and tore across 

the yard, ripped down the lines, twisted a hose from its faucet, dragged rows of twine from the 

woman's garden and went careening back across the field, shouting allooallooaUoo at the balking 

cows, cords slithering fifty footfalls behind. 

It held. He cut lengths of twine in his teeth; line and hose he scraped along the edge of 

his spade rock until they frayed and split. His hands were flecked with silt and blood and 

trembled as he reined each stake. Strange to shake so, and thrilling, and he wondered how many 

seasons since he felt his heart as now, bursting in his chest. 

A stick groaned, sank back. A leaf-thin sheet of water began to spill. What? now, now 

hurry shouted from owls' dens, from under leaves, hollow echoes in the culvert. But he was 

struck stupid. 

He stood limp, 

gazing at his hands, 

stained, cut, now too cold to bleed, 

his brain too chilled, dry. 

He felt something new something huge working against him. Perhaps autumn froze him with 

this setback, but the cords He had cut them too short, could not stand to one side to reach them 

all, and it must be all at once. 

Perhaps he thought, perhaps it was demanded. 

It settled in him. 

It felt good enough. 

The last of his uncertainty was stagnant water in his mouth so he spat and jumped into 

the creek bed where the slowswelling water swirled already at his ankles. Around each wrist he 

wound a dozen reins, and stared up at his looming wall of mud, and threw himself back with all 

his weight. Sticks popped, and rocks gave way, and water sucked through clumps, came free, 

tumbled over itself to get him, smacked him on a rock and swept him back into its churning loins 

and bore his body, leaf-light, to the road. 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 43) 
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Part Two: The Proscribed Sphere 

RUN! but his neck was pinned and the shadow of the car lay already across his body coated in 
raw silt, placenta-red. The culvert was askew; its mouth was choked with mud and bristled with 
sharpened sticks pointing like the broken fingers of many hands. 

It wheedled like flies buzzing on his face. "My God, there's been a tragedy." 
Such an asinine thing for someone to say when they find a naked man pinned under a 

tree, looking dead, or at least trying to. He opened his eyes and the man jerked back in a flurry of 
little orange flags. "Good Lord it's alive." 

Perhaps it was only a bug but no —this would be him —who owned this pathetic clump 
of trees, the slide, the blinded socket of the pond. Or maybe it was Kekes' now. But Kekes was 
not there, and no longer figured into how the current ran for this man. 

"Can you move your legs?" That such an animal could be, shoes sinking into the silt. He 
was probably the boy who dropped twigs on ants just to see if they could carry them. 

He moved his legs. "Lift the branch." 
The man jumped, only half-expecting it to speak, but did as he was bidden, stammering 

the while, though the weight of the branch must have taxed what little strength he had. 
He thought again of running. And then? At the foot of the rocks. He saw himself 

showing the puny man around. Thought you might like to see what I've done with the place. He 
smiled. I know it's not much. He bent low, stretching his twisted back, and his hand brushed the 
end of a stick, sharpened rough, as if on a rock. 

"If you can walk all right, you'd really better come see a doctor..." The pale little man 
fidgeted with his coat button-. "I might could send the doctor out here." 

He wanted to ask if this town healer made forest calls, but said only "fetch him" and saw 
the man's shoes turn to go. He could not tell if it was the stick or the man's skull than made the 
noise. The man staggered to his car, still serenely sputtering puffs of blue smoke from its 
tailpipe. But he caught him from behind, grasped hair like a clump of leaves, and drove the head 
though the window of the door. The glass shattered all in a piece, in slow motion, like melting. 
The man twisted under him, pounding his shoulders with twig fists. He backed the man against 
the car and stuffed the shrill mouth with the heel of his palm; his hand spread over the man's 
face, but it was slippery, too wide for him to get a firm grip, so he dug hold with his bowling 
fingers and it made him think of warm mud. He watched his own reflection, unnatural on the 
bowed surface of the windshield, until it gave way under a final hammer and he heaved the body 
up and slung it into the passenger seat. 

When the farmer's wife returned from the bank (winter was a slow time, you hatched the 
nest egg bit by bit), she was obliged to call the police to report that a man had apparently crashed 
through the front wall of their house, and had been catapulted, blind and disfigured, into a 
sitting position in their living room, where he was watching—if you will—a sitcom on the 
television she thought she turned off before she left. Her husband, having been out getting 
soused at the liquor house again, was sitting stock still and infantile on the doorstep, next to the 
smouldering hulk of the car, his grizzled face pulled with dry tears. By the time the sheriff 
arrived, she had slapped and doused him out of his stupor, or sober enough at least to identify 
the masticated corpse as John Henry, his old drinking buddy, and the man who owned (or used 
to) the land on which they had lived, rent-free, for upwards of thirty years. 

* * * 
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THE LAND IN THE MAN 

An hour and a half later, in a corrugated steel office trailer erected just outside of the 

Mebane city limit, Monty Kekes was whacking the deputy sheriff's badge with a fistful of 

Polaroids. The deputy did not defend himself, tempered in the knowledge that grief had moved 

the largish man to temper; though traumatized himself by the afternoon's gore, the deputy stood 

his ground, stayed his shooting hand, and suffered the abuse. They fenced as the best of lovers. 

"Pictures?" Kekes was terrible in his rage, marking each important word with another 

slap. "You stroll in, two hours after the fact, and hand me a stack of pictures?" 

"We thought you'd want to see—" 

"I want to see the goddamn scene of the crime." He sniffed. "You know he was a friend 

of mine." 

"I'd heard y'all were doing business." 

Kekes chucked the photos at the deputy's chest and stormed past him. "Unfinished" he 

growled, wrestling on a heavy parka with a rabbitskin collar. "And I don't like being left in the 

lurch." 

The officer took a ginger hold of Kekes as he reached the door. "I don't think he meant to 

leave you in the lurch." Whoops. He moved quick to blunt the unintended barb. "I'm sure his 

wife will take care of his affairs." Too much. "In good time." Too much again. To find the 

words! 

Kekes spat out the open door. "Don't mouth me, please. Deputy Gilkeson. Man your 

age should be old enough to respect the dead. And the bereaved. Now turn loose of my jacket." 

"There's nothing left to see but the stains." Which were prodigious. 

"Mary Mother of God you folks sure are in a hurry. Is the car still there?" 

"The tow's on its way—" 

"Well you get on your little radio and tell it to hold off." 

"I don't mean no disrespect, Mr. Kekes, but I don't work for you." 

"Well, the sheriff does." The boy stiffened. "I'm sorry if I've been too straight with you. 

I'm upset. Now make that call." Tossing this gruff apology over his shoulder, he clambered into 

his truck and screeched off, leaving the deputy to pick the photos off the floor and close the door 

behind him as he went to his patrol car radio. 

"Buzz? Buzz, can you hear me?" 

The customary hiss, some crackle. " Ih ere ow umber even un over." 

Dep. Gilkeson's gun was poking into his thigh. He loosed it from his holster and tossed 

it among the issues of Celebrity Sleuth on the seat adjacent. "Damn you crazy fool, stop screwin 

around. What's your 10-20?" 

"Transmission breaking up. Repeat, Goldwing, what is the the rendezvous, over." 

"I don't have time for this horseshit. Buzz. Tell me where the hell you are." He reached 

to start the car, but the keys weren't in the ignition. "Or I'll find you myself, and you won't like 

it." 

As Gilkeson mumbled about how many damn pockets he had, the tow suddenly roared 

past, a tornado of dust a hail of gravel veering within two hairs of the patrol, the deputy found 

the keys he'd been sitting on tore off lights flashing, siren wailing, his open highway engine 

pumping hammer and tongs under the hood, bearing down on the enemy. When Gilkeson 

finally forced him off the road. Buzz's wild eyes were wet with laughter. 

"Dammit stop cuttin up on me." He reached for his gun. Dammit. "Get a hold of 

yourself." 

"Aw, c'mon, Dep. I was gonna come back." 

"Like hell. Oughta run you in." 

"You'd be in a fine mess sure. Sheriff Willard'd be so pissed he'd lock y'up wif me." 
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THE LAND IN THE MAN 

"You best show some respect for the law. Jailbird." He thought about rolling up his 

sleeves to show he meant business, but his cuffs game him such a hard time when his wife wasn't 

The vet gravely fixed his eyes on a shifting point somewhere down the road. "An 

anyway I'm on official po-lice business. Who's gonna haul that car off if'n you locked me up? 

Sir." Buzz couldn't resist, couldn't believe what brass balls a tin badge gave to this tightass baby. 

"Wail?" 

"Yes you are, and don't forget it. I want you over there double time. There may be folks 

poking around, but don't you let em get in your way." 

"Official po-lice business." 

"That's right. Buzz. Now get gone." 

"Well if I'm s'pose to hurry, what're you doing here wasting my time?" 

Deputy Gilkeson shouted out "and keep your mouth shut," but the truck was already 

bounding back onto the blacktop. So the deputy high-tailed it back to the office to have words 

with Sheriff Willard, and get some questions answered about the big new man who'd been 

strutting around like he owned the place. 

* * * 

At the foot of the rockslide, naked as an empty casing, limped a middle-aged domino of a 

man coward enough to have been just slightly out of line when the bones clacked past him but 

patriot enough to have had pressed into his doughboy booksoft head the Theory and the Threat, 

who had gone from four eyes in a service station to a (somewhat taut frayed) Well-Meaning 

Hard-Rounded Handy-Man, 

who once could handle a length of pipe or clean a rifle, could duck and cover as easy as fix a 

Tube plug a flat unstop the Can, 

who could tap the shortwave thoughts of a Communication-Age Globe or lie, with the best of 

them, in a tangled orgy of corpses, bursting with pride and illuminated under rockets' red 

firework, 

who was now a flitting shadow splotched with leopardpattern bruises and occasionally 

wakened by howling nightmares of animal cages, spearchucking natives, steel toothed traps big 

as a person. He was trafficking armloads of detritus, burying the flayed earth of the once pond. 

The sharpened tool he kept hard by, expecting any moment barking dogs angry shouting men, 

but no one came, and when it was quiet, and the sun was just a warm spot behind the trees, he 

ventured up the slide. Perhaps he would be able to tell if the farmer missed his clotheslines, his 

hose; if any one thing was responsible for his temporary playlessness, it was remorse for this 

theft. Perhaps also a measure of exhaustion. 

Crouched by his bed of dry ferns, he saw still a strange truck in front of the farmhouse, a 

large man passing in and out of the hole. While it was yet light, the man got into his truck and 

drove down to where the culvert lay bare in the mud like a felled sequoia. Not frightened but 

wary, he stayed put, thought maybe he could spot the man moving in his high beams, but made 

out nothing clear enough to see that Kekes, before driving off, had collected a handful of scat¬ 

tered marking flags from the washout. 

* * + 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 47) 
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Jo Hubbard, Jo’s Bones 

Acrylic and paint chips on cardboard 
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THE LAND IN THE MAN 

V-BOARD 

he had been close before enough 

to watch 

it was commonly accepted 

it was common aye madam 

to watch them through the window 
a generally accepted principle 

to steal 

one might say that in larger cities 

it was the generally accepted 

NOVA COMET PONTIAC FIREBIRD 

50K STAR'D STRIP'D SHROUDS 
tunnel rats their eyes when 

RUBBERMAID 

My fellow Americans 
theories abound teem beget 

theoretical efforts have produced 

all the comforts of home 

to get folks 

GAAP 

LUXOR™ LUCITE™ LIKE-NU™ 

I have in my hand a list 
CORNINGWARE PLEXIGLAS STYROFOAM TUPPERWARE CINDERBLOCK 

fifty names 
PEPSICO 

he is your neighbor 
AMOCO 

your spouse 
FRIGID AIRE 

your child 
HOOVER 

he is a master of deceit 

In larger cities, it was conventional for the investigating officer to speak with the spouse 

of the deceased before anyone else got a chance to get their condolences in. Kekes had never 

stood on tradition, and stressed, as he apologized to the widow, that he was not one for quaint 

trivialities. He was in the throes of a rousing discourse on historic statesmen when the dry-eyed 

woman, who might have been moved to tears simply by the power of his rhetoric, interrupted. 

"Why you're fresh out." 

"Please, I don't want you to put yourself out on my account. But this is very nice. 

Luzianne I bet." 

"Just Lipton. I believe you were speaking about the property." 

Kekes hid behind a dry sip. "I wouldn't want to presume—" He was looming before the 

hearth, his back to a portrait of John, Widow Henry, and their two children out of college who 

hardly ever wrote anymore. "I realize it's a sensitive time—" 

"Not at all. I mean, of course it is difficult, let's don't let that keep us from tidying up 

something that must be very important to a busy man like yourself." On her way to the kitchen. 
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THE LAND IN THE MAN 

she mentioned the family. Kekes looked for something to leaf through. "It was my understand¬ 
ing that the property was uninhabited." 

The woman's voice rattled on hard linoleum in the next room. "You've been out there?" 
"I came straight here from ahh" and he trailed off. 
"I'm sorry to tell you that house John ran through this afternoon is well within the 

property line.” 
Kekes flahsed a grim look at a macrame handbag on the sofa. "I’m not as cocksure as 

everybody that he ran into that house by himself." 
Clang. "That foolishness is your business and the sheriff's. If anybody asks, I'll tell them 

he was a drunken badger and had it coming." 
He ventured into the kitchen and stationed himself in a breakfast chair. "And the 

family?" 
"Set up even before we knew they were about it. Never so much as asked. And John 

being the kindhearted old fool he is—they got along like cousins, drinkin over there and watch¬ 
ing TV all the time. She was sitting now, too. 
A candid chat 
a checkered tablecloth 
a spry widow's kitchen 
picturesque 
a Norman Rockwell. 

Kekes picked an apple from the bowl in a still life on the wall by the table. "Well the 
house is in pretty bad shape as it is, seeing as how there's not much of a front left to it. I'd be 
more'n happy to offer those folks space in the development. They'll be fine houses, and I'm sure 
that old man—whabd you say his name was?" 

"I didn't say, but it's Jesse James. God's truth." 
"How about that. I believe Mr. James and I can work out a special price." 
"Shit. Those people wouldn't have leaves on their trees if they didn't grow that way. 

What's that bird gonna do in a tract house? Sell insurance?" The teapot whistled, ogling a 
slender peppermill on the windowsill. 

"Well I'll buy him a new place, fields and all. Whatever he wants." 
A pinched frown formed on the widow's forehead like a scorpion which crept from 

under her tight graybrown bun, belying her polite patter. "I don't know the man." She absent- 
mindedly slipped her wedding band over a knuckle and set to polishing it with a linen napkin. 
"But Jesse lives on the land. Ours, sure. Mine. But I don't guess he'd much care to be moved 
around on it." 

"I'll tell you what. You leave the relocation to me, and you have a deal." 
"Put it in writing, son. I'm glad to be rid of the whole thing. But—you're a sharp man—I 

think you know what a generous soul my husband was. I think maybe the bargain you struck 
with him needs a little restriking." With that, the widow put another pot on the stove to boil, and 
set some cold commeal muffins in the oven. She also cut each of them a slice of fresh cheese. By 
the time Kekes left the house, he was gripping the title in his hand, but it had taken everything he 
had to bear in mind just how upsetting John Henry's death must have been for the poor woman, 
who unfortunately did not have any honey for the commeal muffins, though she did have some 
saccharine water she often used to take the edge off her morning coffee. He had to struggle to 
appreciate how well she had handled it all, having managed concurrently not only their delicate 
transaction and the preparation of their comfortable spread, but also the setting out of supper for 
the cat, who was expected to and assuredly would turn up sooner or later. 
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PULLING BACK 

Erin Sullivan 

Pulling Back 

She was always the west, more brown, more dry 
the way her daddy carved her into some freak landmark 
more than a way to go on. 
It was always hotter where she was 
her friends had sex and were born again Christians 
drawing against the push of a prairie fire. 
She was so dry outside she cracked in spider patterns 
and her daddy went on washing trucks and moving away, 
until she pushed him past the sunset 
and found her own free man just made, 
her own creation of mud, indian, money 
who had silk growing sparse above his lip 
and tasted cool and gold, just like peaches. 

After she had the first abortion 
there was a part that wouldn't do it again 
Something in her head died of thirst 
leaking down through her sieve 

shaking shaking 
and when she found herself 
reflecting all the colors of some other dreamtime 
he had already skipped away, 
some flat rock bouncing off water 
not even leaving behind the compulsory 
pressed strip booth pictures 
snapped giddily in the flash bright sizzle 
of some Tucson arcade. 

A memory from before she can now remember. 
Cupped in a glaze of grass 
and lake and stars 
damp blades of approaching dawn 
between her expanding body in her jeans 
and how he sat rolled tight against something wet. 
Don't think of him there at all, though of course he was 
amongst their shivering sips of some illegal beer 
He slid into the passing night more easily than she could. 
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Jason Claire 

Untitled, (1991) 

acrylic on canvas, gesso, rice paper 
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TIIE RED BRIDGE 

Jeff Jackson 

The Red Bridge 

They come from miles around, from counties far away, some say foreign countries even, to 

jump off the red bridge. They come mostly in the springtime, when the forsythias are in bloom, when 

the view from the top is the best. They jump, most standing on the wide steel railing, some crouched, 

and fall ninety feet. It is a graceful ninety feet to the waiting rocks below. 

Controversy 

The red bridge is the center of controversy in the town. 

"It's beautiful," John says. "It reminds me of roses, parades, banners, and church picnics on 

warm, sunny afternoons." 

"It's ugly as sin," Martha says. "It's an ugly steel monstrosity." 

"It should be torn down," the candidate for mayor says. 

"I disagree," Tom says. "It's a part of everyone." 

History 

The red bridge was built between two mountains so that the coal trucks could drive from one 

mountain to the next and then down the valley into the town. The coal could then be taken to another 

town, across another mountain. The roads are rarely used now. It has been twenty years since the 

coal company stopped the strip mining on the mountain. 

Beauty 

The red bridge hangs high in the sky and can be seen from everywhere in the town below, no 

matter where you stand. From the red bridge the entire valley yawns out before you. When the sun 

sets and covers the valley in red and yellow hues, the red bridge sparkles and reflects the brilliant 

colors. "It's the most beautiful thing you've ever seen, it's a ruby in the sky." 

At First 

At first the town thought it was a fluke, a stroke of bad luck. But as more bodies were found, 

people began to get concerned. It was springtime when they first noticed it. Ten suicides in three 

weeks. All jumped from the red bridge. None were locals. 

The next year, around springtime, things got worse. Thirty suicides in two months. The town 

was on the national news. "We're famous," the townspeople thought at first. 

Graffiti 

Some phrases etched in the paint of the red bridge: 

"Mary loves John," "What a view," "I love America," "Juan and Ray," "I'm sorry," "Fuck you." 

Later 

The red bridge became a tourist attraction of sorts. People started coming to the town to see 

what all the fuss on the news was about. "Is that it?" they'd ask. "Can't you show us some bodies or 

something?" 

The suicides kept slowly increasing, year after year. A task committee was set up by the town 

to look into the problem. A few people moved away, away from the red bridge. Most acted as if 

nothing was the matter. As time went on, a unit of the rescue squad was specially assigned to pick up 

the corpses as they littered the rocks below the red bridge. The rescue squad made the calls to wor¬ 

ried mothers in the middle of the night. 
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THE RED BRIDGE 

Questions 

Why here? Why this red bridge? Why now? Has this somehow been invited? What does it 
mean? 

An End 

The red bridge is officially declared off limits. 

Love 

"The first boy I ever kissed, I kissed on that red bridge," Mary Ellen says. "I can still remem¬ 
ber it, his lips touching mine, the sun setting behind us, it was wonderful. Perfect." 

Another End 

The town tried to condemn the red bridge but it was no good. They still come, in the spring 
especially, when the forsythia are in bloom. They stand on its wide railings, fix their eyes on a 
distant point, take a deep breath, and jump. As they fall, their bodies twist slowly in the air, forming 
a perfectly symmetrical arc. 
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FROM GEOGRAPHY 

Christine Kemper 

from Geography 

i. 

Burning Through 

I am lost on this straight line. 

The state is burning 

while I drive. No one seems to notice. 

In the copses and the bracken 

by the sides of the road, 

smoke rises through the trees, 

tangling in the Spanish moss 

like the steam rising out of a hot spring creek 

in my Virginia mountains. 

The road slices through South Carolina, 

cauterizing with concrete heat. I slip 

landmarkless along its grey length. 

The smoke tracking in and out of my car 

filters through the air vents and window seals, 

staining the seats with its odor. 

In my four hour swoop 

from top to bottom of this state, 

the smoke, a last arboreal breath, 

seeps into me, like the tide seeping 

in and out of the marshes that rule 

this particular edge of the country. 

These trees grow differently. 

They clutch smoke in their fingers, 

their trunks are dyed black 

with fear, this fire 

tingling around their feet. 

They still clutch a memory of war, 

the moss hanging like men, 

or the unkempt hair of sorrowed women. 

They stand straight, unbranching, 

or crouch and twist, obscenely 

winding trunk and limb about each other. 

These are not Virginians. 
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FROM GEOGRAPHY 

I worry that I am the only passerby to notice 
the flames that are eating away 
at the roadside tangle. 

It has become so common that 
those who are not lost on this line 
do not stop, do not turn to see 

the gentle flicker of light amongst the blackened limbs, 
or the unflinching stance of the oaks, even as 
the flames move to expatriate the trees. 

in. 

Virginia: Driving Home 

This road is not straight. 
I turn, turn again. North and west. 
The car pings, angry at urgency. This land is not flat. 

Cresting between two oaks, I see mountains, 
hazy and blue. I aim this darting chunk, 
metal, cloth and plastic, this speck of flesh, 

a desperate bullet shooting home. Rising and falling, 
swooping north, I fall into awe. The trees, 
once faceless spectators, have erupted 

into a dancing blur on the roadside— 
grey gravel, golden grass, green tree, red tree, yellow tree, 
white skeleton reach of trunk and branch. 

They drag me back, push me on. 
The familiar grab of church and river, bridge and home. 
This is home, arriving around the next bend. 

I descend into Roanoke, 
into a cauldron of smoke. 
Cars around me fade. 

Smoke thickens and thins, 
stirred by headlights, 
by the slow sweep of blue strobes. 

I am surrounded, trapped 
in the grey night. A dirty fog, 
huddled into the mountains' cleft, 

bars my way. Cars ahead, behind, 
spectral in the smoke, pause uneasily with me, 
like a crowd of restless racehorses behind the gate. 
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THE DRIVE HOME 

Eric Larson 

The Drive Home 

He thought he had seen something in the snow off to the right, where along the dark inter¬ 

state the snow had gathered through the week like a long wall, a monotonous ghost of which he took 
no notice until a ravaged gap appeared, one razed spot that caused Joe Wilson to look, and look 
again, pull his car over, and after some careful and quiet internal debate decide to turn around and 
check again, if only for his own eventual ease of conscience and for Maggie's, his wife of thirteen 
years, who at the moment was in their house watching TV, waiting for him, so that when he arrived 

home shortly Joe could tell her something definite: how there had not been, could not have been, it 

was silly enough to think so and was not, after all, what he had originally thought he had seen, in 
shadowy relief on the side of the road, a body in the snow—and since Joe could already picture 
clearly in his mind Maggie's sighing form, see her shoulders relaxed and hear her prayer of thanks, so 

it happened that after he turned the car around in the dark and found the disturbed place again and 
reaching under the snow met with his fingers what could be just one thing, a shirt, Joe Wilson felt a 
twinge, a quick sense of guilt, as if caught in a lie—it made him blink, once, before grabbing and 
pulling the hand that poked out next to the powdered face and brought it all up: a child, a small black 
boy, glistening in the car's headlights, covered by ice and a pair of blue sweats and a white tank-top 
splattered brown, a boy not three-years-old yet one capable of being dumped onto a nondescript 
section of Pennsylvania road in the middle of winter left to freeze now clamped in a stranger-of- 
another-color's arms who was trying with all his mortal power to warm, desperately to warm him, 
with heat blasting and hazard lights blinking and window wipers all going in the hope that someone 
would soon see them stop to help them One good soul if there is one who is left in the world please show — 
and Joe's whispered prayer was soon answered by a light, not from above but from behind, a semi, 
whose driver quickly radioed the proper authorities and told Joe to follow, they'd meet him halfway 
after driving and driving and driving and all this time the little guy was inert on the seat next to Joe 
with his eyes closed, wrapped in Joe's jacket, not seeming to breathe but seeming surely to be warm¬ 
ing up, Joe's right hand under the jacket trying to rub some life into the boy's frozen skin, kneading 
his arms, his legs, his feet, cupping his swollen face with his palm, the little ears and nose ... before 
the ambulance lights appeared and Joe began to think more about the boy's life, what his name might 
be, what questions the boy might have when he came out of this all right (since it has happened many 
times before, a boy falls through the ice and dies or so everyone thinks but when no one is watching 
awakes) and as the paramedic climbed into the parked car Joe, standing next to the trucker in the 

hard dark air, was already viewing the future, strange as it may seem it seemed wonderful, naming 
and raising this boy, David, forever slightly stoic, unable to completely shake the cold done to his 
character, growing up tall despite his father, until one day he walks in the living room where Joe is 

sitting and announces he is going to leave, leave Joe and Maggie, go away, why? why? because he 
was an unwanted soul left to die in the snow, but Joe reminds David how he is wanted, by two white 
but nevertheless loving and hardworking parents, something that convinces David to think, pause in 

the doorway—Joe lost in this vision as if it were a memory so upon hearing the medic's words: "He's 
dead," Joe was forced once again to blink: "Are you sure?" and listen to the medic tell him how the 
boy had died hours ago maybe days ago and not even from the cold but probably from a blow 

probably, there, on the base of the skull, a goddamn awful blow, not the first time he'd seen such a 

case and though they would take him to the hospital it was going to do no good, he'd seen it before, it 
was a finished case, there was nothing to be done. The van's doors shut and the medic got behind the 

wheel. The truck driver had taken off his cap and was shaking his head. Smoke blew from his beard 

and the back of the ambulance. Joe stood there. For a while no one seemed to move. 
But feeling for a second that the other men were staring at him, Joe thanked the truck driver, 

got in his car and drove off. He found a safe speed and looked straight ahead toward home. He was 
thinking about what happened and how he had a sad story to tell Maggie about an abandoned black 
boy that a group of grown white men had tried very hard to save but simply couldn't. A damn 

shame. He drove a long time. It was only when Joe was some ways down the road that it suddenly 

dawned on him that, in all the stopping and turning around, he did not know if he was going in the 
right direction. 
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ROME 

David S. Maupin and Eric Nesbit 

Rome 

All over the world all roads lead to Rome 
Big black and white superhighways, 

stoplighted, 

one-way; 

day-glo criminals along the shoulders pick up trash 

Traffic 

is incredible. 

Give yourself time to get where you're going. 

If you're in Africa, you're going north. 

If you're in Asia, you're going west. 

If you're in America, you're crossing the Atlantic, baby. 

You're on your way. 

While in Rome, you're doing as the Romans do. 

Amore! 

You drive Fiats, 
you curse in Italian, 

your nose becomes a Roman nose. 

You're indistinguishable; 

you're native. 

10,000,000 Romans and 1 now, and 
more driving in every minute, 

headlights on, 

radios active. 

Crowding, energetic Romans collide with each other. 
When critical mass 

is reached 

the explosion 

is awesome. 
Aliens consider intervening. 

Bloody togas rain on sites 

as far away as Graceland. 

Pasta blots out the sky. 

We will rebuild 

the six-million dollar man, 

but we'll never rebuild Rome in a day. 

Authorities 

quietly go about their sad business, 

notify the relatives. 

Psychiatrists tend to 

the few shell-shocked survivors. 

Things change: 

catholics talking to the Century-21 guys. 

On maps, 

the boot of Italy, 

now a high-top without a logo, 

where 'Rome' used to be, 

a small 'siste, viator.' 
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YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS 

T.D. Humphreys 

You Must Remember This 

They arrived in twos and fours, pairs and then pairs of pairs, young men with young 

women. They parked down the length of the driveway, at the streetside, in the grass, in other 

people's driveways. They arrived pre-drunk. They stepped from their cars in fitted clothing and 

late-summer tans, women with straight hair pulled back from their faces, thin silver jewelry, 

lipstick, nearly all in black; men with their hair shaved short up the back and slicked from their 

foreheads, in jeans with black lace-up shoes, baseball caps, glasses. Some stood talking in the front 

yard, waiting and hesitant, as if in preparation. Others arrived loud and left car stereos playing, 

men with women by the arms, women dashing ahead, all of them converging on Patrick's house. 

The house stood on an embankment overlooking the Potomac River, a gift from Patrick's 

parents during his fraternity days. Along the front, columns stood equidistant, lining the porch 

from the front to the corner where it turned and ran down the side of the house. To the left, 

partway into the back yard, sat the gazebo, squat and contained, a remnant of the original owners 

who had lived high in the old Virginia aristocracy. Just at the corner, where the driveway met the 

street, Patrick had parked his car flush to the curb, its top down, its body shining. 

Inside, people crowded the living room, talking, drinking, eating, every so often walking 

from comer to corner, then stopping with a start to look around. A group of young men stood in a 

loose circle near the stereo. They were changing the music, loud and happy. I saw several young 

women I recognized, but no one I knew. There was no sign of Patrick. 

I'd come to his house that evening for the two-thousand dollars I'd loaned him. I had no 

reason to see anyone and no desire to stay; no reason to linger any longer than it took to find him 

and get my money. I'd expected to find him at his place at the front door, standing among the new 

guests and calling the women by name. 

Someone turned up the music. Then, near the center of the room, I saw Kathryn. She 

walked among the crowd until she stood in the middle of the room, visible to everyone. She began 

to dance alone. The music on the stereo had a regular, monotonous beat, but Kathryn moved with 

jerky, almost syncopated twists. People turned and stepped away, pressing against each other and 

moving as a mass, and as she danced, she flung it about. People made space for her, but paid no 

attention. 

From the kitchen, a young woman came up to me. She clutched a collins glass to her chest 

with both hands, holding it as if she were afraid someone would take it away. She wore a dress 

cut to the small of her back, just below her waistline. 

"You must be absolutely thrilled," she said. 

"I don't think I know you." 

"You must be Martin. I've been waiting since practically 4:30." 

"You've got the wrong person. I'm not Martin. I'm here to see Patrick." 

"How completely thrilling. Genuinely. You look so much how I expected Martin to look." 

She looked at me with a face I was unprepared for, a face so earnest and excited, that, for 

just a moment, I considered leaving. 

When I looked away, I found Kathryn still dancing. She flung her hair into the people 

around her. She moved wildly, jerking her head, flinging her arms as if they were loose in their 

sockets, her head down and eyes shut tight, dancing and oblivious, unacknowledged by the crowd 

around her. Someone spilled a drink. 

The young woman beside me pressed her glass firmly against the cleft of her chest. She 

held it there,breathing. The smallest amount of drink splashed against the tops of her breasts. I 

stood staring, afraid to look up. Then she placed her drink on the floor. 

"I'm feeling a little sick just now," she said. "I think I'd better go into the yard. I'll just be 

a minute." 

She went out the front door and I stood watching Kathryn dance. I'd known her six years 
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and there were things I knew, how she wore her jeans, what she ate when she was upset, the way she 

brushed her hair when she woke, how she never laughed in private. How much of anyone could 

ever really change? 

In the kitchen, a pair of young men sat hunched over the table. A young woman stood near 

the sink, her head held close to the drain, spitting. I recognized the way she stood, one leg pulled 

slightly upwards, the shape of the back of her thigh contracted against her skirt, her back bent over 

the sink. When she stood straight again I knew her face. She was the Elizabeth from group nights at 

the movies and the Elizabeth from the crowded bars after classes. I'd never known her last name. 

I stood there in the doorway, watching her. She gagged, then spit. She ran water into the 

sink. She made another short, scraping sound in her throat, as if something were caught deep inside. 

"I swallowed something," she said to the two young men at the table. "I think it must've 

stuck in my throat." 

She drank from a highball glass on the counter next to the sink. 

"I think Kate's close to passing out," she said. "I got over a boy once doing needlework in 

my closet. If you do enough, eventually you just stop thinking about them. If I were her, I'd be gone. 

I'd be in West Virginia by now, or someplace nothing like here." 

"You should try drinking something with lemon in it," 1 said. 

Elizabeth held her head over the sink, but nothing came out. If she'd heard me, she was 

ignoring what I'd said. 

"I thought maybe it'd come up," she said. "But I guess there's no point in being miserable 

with someone." 

She held her hair away from her face, revealing the fine hairs near the base of her neck. She 

pushed her hair back, gagged, and spit, all in one smooth motion. 

"This girl in my office," she said, "she came to me the other day and told me she was sick. 

Said she was sick of her friends and their friends and their dance clubs and everything about them. I 

don't even know her name and she tells me she's sick of everything there is to be sick of, everything 

that's her life." 

"She sounds depressed," said one of the young men at the table. 

"She told me she'd flushed her diaphragm down the toilet. Did it on purpose. Didn't even 

tell her boyfriend." 

"I think that means she's probably depressed." 

"I didn't even think she was serious until that evening, when I was in bed. That's when it 

really hit me hard, what she was trying to say. I don't even know her." 

One of the men got up to pour a fresh drink. When he sat down again I moved across the 

room to a place nearer the table. The two appeared to be engaged in some form of Tic-Tac-Toe 

competition. Neither seemed anywhere near sober. As far as 1 could see, they'd filled almost a full 

pad of paper with Tic-Tac-Toe games, although everything seemed to end in a tie. They played with 

complete concentration, rarely looking up, heads bent over the paper, both of them obviously held 

fast by something. 

Elizabeth gagged hard, a rattle high in her throat. 

"I must've swallowed something." 

She picked up a canvas hat from the counter and put it on her head. It had a thick band from 

the brim to the top, and when she took her hands away I felt she had done something extraordinary. 

She had light skin. A mole stood out just below her left cheek. Her nose curved at just the angle for 

her cheeks. She was pudgy in the just-barely way women can be, at her chin, near the tops of her 

arms, just below the skirt at her knees. There was a density about her. But in that hat, I could see her 

in fifteen years. Elizabeth, no longer mistaken for a teenager, filling out, thickening at the ankles, in 

dresses without waists, the slender deftness of her fingers gone forever. 
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YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS 

She drained her glass. She paused to gag and spit. 

"I've slept with twenty-three men in the last month," she said to the two at the table. "Only 

the last one even interested me. A body builder, a dedicated vegetarian, an avid smoker." 

"I'm not sure I should hear anymore," said one of the men at the table. 

"It's purely selfish, of course." 

"I guess it takes a sort of dedication," he said. 

"You mean the bodybuilding part or the vegetarian part?" 

"All of it." 

"I think I do it to see their expressions. It's a compulsion, I think. Some people are just very 

private about their sleep. Compulsively so, if you believe me. I'm the opposite, of course. It's a 

compulsion for me. It's like mail order clothes or the lottery. I once knew a girl who couldn't handle 

disorder. She worked a job as a librarian all throughout college. It was the only job that could both 

please and satisfy her. Maybe there's no difference. I just can't get enough of those faces." 

She took another drink, coughed, smiled, her teeth surgically straight. 

"She was one of the most attractive girls I knew. She spent her college life trying to put 

things in order. This'll probably kill me." 

I wondered how much of this she'd made up. How much of it had been meant for me? 

None of it seemed to interest the pair at the table. Their game just went on and on. 

Elizabeth produced a cigarette and placed it tobacco-first between her lips. She did this like 

an expert, with the air of someone frequently asked to do it. She pulled down her hat until the brim 

just touched the perfect curve of her nose. 

I kept looking. I felt urgent to be through with this and to get outside and away. In the den, 

four people sat on the floor smoking. In the laundry room, Toby and Annabeth stood against oppo¬ 

site walls, arguing. When I stepped in, they paused. 

"This is Annabeth," said Toby. "You know her." 

"Lloyd Donnelly," I said. 

Annabeth stood near the dryer, saying nothing. We had known each other for years, but 

only casually. Now she made me uneasy. Somehow I seemed to have offended her. 

"I just ran into Elizabeth. She was watching a Tic-Tac-Toe marathon. I'm looking for Pat." 

"We were just having an argument," said Toby. "A fight. I haven't seen Patrick around." 

"It's a discussion," said Annabeth. "We're having an important discussion. It's important." 

She stood with her arms crossed. She wore a black skirt that hung to her knees and a black pull-over 

sweater. 

"I'm not allowed to mention the female body," said Toby. 

"Your not allowed to mention it in parts." 

"I told her she has nice calves. Is there anything wrong with that?" 

"You're missing the point again. It's got nothing to do with calves. It's about the big pic¬ 

ture." 

"Look at those calves. Watch them when she moves her leg. Don't you agree?" 

I looked at Annabeth's skirt and legs. 

"She suddenly thinks she's smart because she's been reading Jung." 

"Smart isn't the point. It's got nothing to do with smart." 

"What's the point, then?" 

"It's degrading, that's the point." 

"The other night we were at this restaurant and Annabeth introduces me to a friend of hers. 

After dinner she says I stared too much. Like I was hungry, whatever that's supposed to mean. So I 

admit I was attracted to her friend. I don't lie. Yes, I suppose I'd consider going to bed with her if 

she asked. Yes, I suppose I was staring at her. Sure I was looking at her. I have to be honest." 
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"So what's wrong?" I said. 

"What do you mean?" 

"What were you supposed to say?" 

"What does it matter?" 

"Exactly my point," said Annabeth. 

"Which one of you started this?" 

"She also thinks we don't recycle enough. She wants me to recycle plastic wrap, for God's 

sake." 

"He's only jealous because I've got a point." 

"I can't even call her my little call-girl any more. That's what I used to call her, as a joke. 

Now I might as well forget it. Used to be slut was a term of endearment for us. You can't even say 

girl anymore. It's a ruined word." 

"I say girl," I said. 

"I'm not the one who ruined it," said Annabeth. 

"She's got it all figured out." 

Annabeth stepped back against the wall. She took off her sweater. She stood there in front of 

us, naked from the waist up, standing next to the detergent. I looked at her chest, her breasts, a 

nipple, then quickly away at the floor. It was as if she had planned this. 

"I'm just saying," said Toby. 

She stood against the wall, pressing the small of her back flat against the woodgrain, shifting 

her chest out toward both of us. She looked at Toby, then me, then left the room. 

I was afraid to say anything. Her sweater lay on the floor in the corner. I considered taking it 

to her. No woman had so casually undressed in front of me before. 

"How long have you been dating her?" 

"Five years." 

"It's a long time." 

"It's all you do nowadays. Date until you die. Marriage proposals are a lost art form. We're 

losing forms like that." 

"Sort of like name changing." 

"I'm talking about committing. The fear of having to handle mistakes. The commitments 

you make. Fear of initiating and fear of responsibility for your actions. It's possession, you know. 

You can't ask for attachment anymore. And it's precisely because of these things. They ruin new 

identity. It's just too easy nowadays. Forget name changing." 

Toby picked up Annabeth's sweater. He tucked in the sleeves, then folded it over the 

middle. He held it to his chest. 

"You still seeing that kindergartner?" he said. 

"She'll be eighteen in October." 

"I didn't expect to see you here. I can't imagine you around here anymore." 

Toby sat on the floor against the wall. I didn't know how to answer. What could I tell him? 

He put his arms on his knees and his head on his arms. He looked at the floor, his hair dangling in 

his face. 

In the hallway, a young woman came out of the bathroom, walking fast in my direction. She 

wore a skirt and stockings and a flat-topped hat. She walked perpendicular to the floor, her back 

perfectly straight, so that the top surface of her hat appeared to glide along a straight line. She moved 

with confidence. She had an important walk. As she passed me, she nearly knocked me down. She 

never once looked in my direction. 

At the end of the hallway, I stopped. From the living room, I could hear music and voices 

and laughter. The bathroom was empty, and I decided to go in. I locked the door behind me. 
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Inside, with the light on, everything was a mess. The floor was covered with clumps of hair. 

A roll of wet toilet paper lay next to the toilet. Water stood in puddles near the corners. The sink was 

clogged with toilet paper. A moldy towel lay in the tub. None of this surprised me. 

I stood over the sink, looking at my face in the mirror and listening to the noise from the 

living room. Then I turned on the faucet and ran water into the sink. I tried to think of some way to 

fill the room with water. For a moment I considered smashing the toilet. 

While I waited for the sink to fill, I began to feel uneasy. Why hadn't I just waited until the 

morning when I could've found Patrick alone and recovering from the evening and in a mood to 

talk? 

I checked the lock at the door and then removed my clothes. I took off my shirt, folding it 

and stacking it on the edge of the tub. I took off my shoes, then my pants. I sat on the toilet and 

removed my socks, then my underwear. I stacked everything neatly at the edge of the tub. I don't 

remember thinking about Annabeth at all. It wasn't anything that casual. 

I turned and looked at myself in the full length mirror. From the front, my body was crooked 

and asymmetrical. My head met my neck at an angle and my shoulders fit unevenly, the right one 

hanging too low. My left arm seemed longer than my right. Everything looked haphazardly as¬ 

sembled, in need of adjustment. 

I turned to the side and looked at myself in profile. Something was overcoming me, con¬ 

sumption or routine or dissatisfaction. I felt frightened. I felt cheated, but by what? It was as if I had 

lost something too small to be noticed, a cufflink, or maybe a tieclip. The reflection in the mirror was 

too usual, badly in need of something, high pectorals or perfect posture or a lighter hair color. 

Somewhere, there seemed to be a better life, one of wheat germ and unsaturated fats, complex 

carbohydrates and zero cholesterol. I wondered about gall-stones and hair loss and Elizabeth's thick 

ankles. It was as if something might happen soon and without warning. But the mirror reflected 

nothing. And somewhere, outside it all, sat Patrick. 

The water in the sink refused to overflow, caught at the lip by a run-off hole. I turned off the 

water, leaving the sink full to the top. I lifted the toilet lid. Someone had vomited without flushing. 

It was puzzling, what kind of person had done this sort of thing. Who had left this here for someone 

to discover? I thought of the woman in the hallway with the perfect posture and Elizabeth with her 

surgically straight teeth and Kathryn dancing alone and then myself, staring naked at the mirror. 

After a while, I flushed the toilet and dressed. But at the door, I stopped to spit once in the 

corner. 

Outside the bathroom, four people waited in a line discussing something about government 

spending. I held the door open, but no one moved. They continued in their serious tones, in line for 

nothing apparent. 

In the living room, people stood in tight circles, sat clustered on the sofa, perched on the 

backs of chairs. They ate, exchanged drinks, drank from other people's drinks, and laughed at it all. 

Someone had switched on the TV. Near the stereo, I saw Patrick alone. I walked up to him, taking an 

indirect path. 

"I was actually just thinking about you, Lloyd." 

"I've looked all over for you. I need to talk to you about something." 

"It's hard to be everywhere at once." 

"I came to see about the money you owe me." 

"The money I owe you." 

"It looks like I'll be leaving in a few days. It's a business trip. I wanted to see if I could get 

it." 

"You need women. Two of them. A couple at least. More maybe. Young girls. Two or 

three times a day." 
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"Listen, odds are I'm leaving day after tomorrow. Let's leave Veronica out of this." 

"Is she legal yet? You still sneaking around after curfew?" 

"Pat, I'm not interested in hiring a lawyer. Really." 

Patrick put his drink on the stereo. He turned to face me, but looked just over my shoulder, 

his head turned so as not to look me in the eye, a stance he took often. At that angle, at almost any 

angle from the front, his ears stuck out from his head, a bat's ears, remarkable almost. Sometimes it 

was hard to keep form laughing. 

"Did you know," he said. "Did you know that I started off this evening convinced I wouldn't 

get drunk? Completely sure I wouldn't drink. In my opinion, there's no point in doing anything 

unless you get completely sloshed, completely into it." 

Kathryn came into the living room wearing a full length dress with a fitted waist and a strand 

of pearls hanging nearly to her knees. She had put her hair up into a French roll. She went to the bar. 

Patrick watched her from the moment she entered the room. 

"Watch this," he said. 

He adjusted his little glasses, put his hands in his pockets. 

"Kat," he said. "Come over here for a second." 

Kathryn poured a drink. She wore a pair of green pumps, dyed to match her dress. She 

turned on her heels, a smooth pirouette, all the time looking at the floor, and went out the front door 

and onto the porch. 

"Kate, " he said. "Kathryn. Come here for a second." 

Patrick looked at the front door where Kathryn had stood. 

"Susan," said Patrick. "Alison. Rebecca. Lisa. Anna. Maria. Latoya. Olga. Come here." 

Soundless, the TV flickered. I picked up a bottle. Gordon's Vodka. Smoothest most mixable, 

said the label. Goes down easiest. 

"Are you looking for something? Lloyd?" 

"I need my money." 

"You're waiting for something. Out there. I feel sure of it." 

I picked up Patrick's glass. It smelled of scotch and vodka. 

"What's next?" I said. 

"Everything. As soon as possible. The time is now. Weak people never end things. I feel 

certain of that. The strong ones do it for them. It's become my personal philosophy. I wish I knew 

where I read it." 

Across the room, a young woman in a skin-tight slip and no shoes sat cross-legged on the 

floor, eating olives from the jar. 

"We're planning a trip soon. I've been meaning to ask you to come. We're going to start out 

west, California probably, and then head east until we get to London. You remember our trip to 

Montana before graduation?" 

"The only landlocked state with a beach." 

Patrick's ears stuck straight out from his head. 

"I'd like you to come with us. It'd be different without you." 

"You don't need me this time." 

"I'd like to have you around. We used to do things together. I'd like to have that again." 

"I've got a job. I can't just go running off." 

"I didn't expect to see you here again. We're going to do most of it by train. Nothing more 

than two weeks. 

He stopped for no apparent reason. 

"There's something I wanted to tell you," he said. 

"Your life's ambition." 

"I can't remember. I'm not thinking too clear. I think I'm drunk." 
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"I'll be leaving soon. I thought I should say goodbye." 

"It's a good thing." 

"I need the money." 

"I need some time." 

"I need it." 

"I need," said Patrick, "some time to myself." He took his empty glass and went into 

the foyer. 

All the women were gone from the living room. There were only men left. They 

stood in loose circles holding their drinks off to the side or clutched to their chests. No one 

sat and no one stood in groups of fewer than four. No one looked at anyone.. They were all a 

day or so unshaven. They wore baseball caps, jeans with black lace-up shoes. They talked 

about the football industry, the recycling industry, the woman industry. Everything was an 

industry. All of it was familiar. The song on the stereo ended but no on moved. No one 

changed it. 

Patrick's porch wrapped around the house in the pre-civil war Virginia fashion. At 

first I didn't see Kathryn. She stood at the corner of the porch near the side of the house, 

against the railing. The wind caught at her dress and lifted it from her legs. 

I stood beside her at the railing, looking out at the little gazebo on the lawn. In the 

dark it was just visible in silhouette. Clouds covered the sky. A cool breeze blew the trees. 

We stood like that, with her holding her drink, nearly empty. The French roll was tight. 

There seemed to be no loose ends. 

I had known her for six years. I had known Patrick nearly five. 

Small infrequent raindrops hit the porch. 

Kathryn threw her glass into the yard. 

"Come on," she said. 

She went out to Patrick's car, put up the top, then started the engine. The radio came 

on loud. I got in, sliding across the seat, slick from the rain. 

"Put on your seatbelt," she said. "Your might want to hold onto the door grip." 

She put the car into reverse and backed up the curb, jerking the steering wheel. The 

tires rubbed against the curb. The low side-spoilers scraped against the concrete. 

The rain picked up as we drove. We drove without speaking, Kathryn never glancing 

at me. Once when we'd been driving together outside New Jersey, she told me with assur¬ 

ance that individual people weren't a thing worth getting upset over. Now, riding with her 

fast through the rain in the passenger seat of Patrick's new car as she steered in the same 

jerky way she'd danced, I wasn't sure what to think. 

Kathryn had lived with Patrick for nearly a year in his big house by the Potomac. The 

move had come as a surprise. They had never done much together beyond the bars and 

Patrick's frequent parties. I'd never seen them touch. We had all graduated from the same 

high school. She worked days as an intern on Capital Hill. We hadn't spoken to each other in 

nearly three months. There were things I couldn't reconcile. 

We drove past an elementary school and into a parking lot. 

"There's something I want to talk to you about," she said. 

"I can't seem to get away from that tonight. Everyone wants to tell me something. 

People seem to think that I've been away so I must know something." 

She turned the car around at the end of the parking lot, stopped, and turned down the 

radio. We faced the open asphalt, dark and slick and gleaming. On her right arm, Kathryn 

wore a heavy mens watch, a new addition I hadn't noticed before. It hung there over the 

gearshift, dwarfing her wrist. The engine idled. Rain fell through the arcs made by the 

headlights. 
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"Maybe you should turn off the car." 

With the clutch in, Kathryn put the car into first. The engine idled. 

"You might want to use the door grip," she said. 

She accelerated into second gear. We moved out onto the open parking lot. 

"We were still living in Georgia. We used to have tremendous watergun fights on my 

street. All neighborhood kids." 

Kathryn shifted to third. As we passed one of the lamp-posts which broke the space of 

the lot, she jerked the wheel in its direction. We just missed it. 

She lowered herself into her seat. 

"I was about seven and got shot a lot. I always had to run." 

We approached another lamppost. This time, she jerked the wheel harder. With a 

clean thud, the passenger side door mirror fell into the dark. 

"There was this boy, about three or four years older than me. He was so ugly, his face 

all these angles, his nose, his chin, the way he cut his hair. I can't even remember his name." 

Kathryn turned in the direction of another lamp-post. The car impacted just at the edge 

of the right fender, and the fender came free, skipping to a stop along the asphalt, a clean cut. 

"He used to ride me on his handlebars. I'd sit up there with a water gun in each hand 

and he'd drive us around. We were unbeatable." 

Near the far end of the lot, we hit another lamppost, this time almost directly head-on. 

The car stopped with a recoil. My hand slipped from the grip, but our seatbelts held. The 

driver's side headlight had gone out. 

"People used to run from us. That's really it, I think. That's the thing that made me 

think about him so much." 

The engine roared. Kathryn sideswiped the next post on the driver's side. Her win¬ 

dow shattered at the impact, sending a mixture of rain and safety glass skipping across the 

dash and the steering column and her lap and into the floorboard. She shifted into reverse and 

with the engine whining backed into the brick wall of the school. She shifted to first, acceler¬ 

ated, then shifted back to reverse and drove back into the wall again. 

"We rode around like that all summer. Me on his handlebars, me on his back, dashing 

into his house for more water. When we went over bumps, he'd hold me. I don't know." 

We drove into another lamppost. The hood bent over just past its middle . Droplets of 

rain sprayed the windshield at impact, coming at us in slow motion out of the darkness. Both 

headlights were out. Kathryn put the car in reverse but let out the clutch half-way. The gears 

scraped and ground against each other. She did this a second and a third time. Rain fell in 

through her open window, wetting her hair and dress. In reverse again, she backed into the 

wall, and as we jerked forward I felt the rear bumper come loose. Up front, something was 

grinding against the tires. 

"I don't know what it means," she said. 

She accelerated into fourth gear toward the wall. For a moment, clutching the hand 

grip, I thought we might hit it at full speed. Then she slowed, coasting , and we rolled into the 

wall, bouncing back and away. The front bumper dragged along the pavement, a slow scrap¬ 

ing of metal against asphalt, slower and then still slower and slower as we came finally to a 

stop. 

Kathryn said nothing more and we sat in the car with the rain coming down. Rain fell 

in through the open window, soaking her left shoulder and the lap of her dress. The French 

roll had come free and the ends hung loose about her neck. I wanted to ask about Patrick. I 

wanted to know what was happening. Why had she pulled me into it? I wanted to speak his 

name. It seemed part of a larger question 1 didn't know how to ask. 

In silence, Kathryn drove back to Patrick's house. For a while the front bumper 

skipped along the asphalt, raising sparks in the darkness of the absent headlights. At the final 
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YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS 

turn onto his street, it fell away, lying jagged at the base of the curb. 

Inside, everyone was drunk. People danced in the open area formed by the sofas and 

the chairs. Near the stereo, someone with a tattoo on his forearm was making it dance. People 

ate hummus and pita and pesto and crackers and small fish and cous-cous. Several young 

women sat in a circle on the floor in their slips, shelling pistachio nuts and tossing the shells 

about. The TV played noiselessly. 

Toby sat on the sofa. A young woman with long blonde hair, someone I'd never seen 

before, sat sucking at one of his fingers. 

"There's a point," Toby said to me, ignoring the young woman, "some particular point, 

I believe, where you care enough to stop running from someone's unhappiness. Where you no 

longer want to exclude this part of them. For me, this has never happened." 

Toby smiled. I tried to remember the first time I saw him with Annabeth, whether 

they'd gotten along even then, and found I couldn't. 

"I just came to say goodbye," I said. 

"What do you think of her hair? She's got great hair, don't you think? A real natural 

blonde. Such lovely hair." 

I went to the door, then turned back. People continued what they were doing, talking, 

eating, sleeping, drinking, nothing more than I expected, no different from the last time or the 

next time. These were the people that came to this house each weekend. Things just kept 

happening. I stood watching. I couldn't seem to stop. 

Outside the rain had let up. I stood on the porch, looking out toward the wreck of 

Patrick's car parked at the curb. I was sure I should have stayed away. Should have just called 

and asked for the money. I couldn't understand why I'd come here to begin with. I knew I 

was making a mistake by staying. 

Near the gazebo I saw Kathryn. She'd changed into a night shirt. Her feet and arms 

were bare. When I walked over, we sat together inside the gazebo. 

"I'll be going away on a trip for a few days. It's for work. I thought I should tell you 

this. I don't know why." 

Kathryn said nothing. 

"I came by to get my money. I didn't plan to see you." 

"You might as well forget it." 

"What do you mean?" 

"He doesn't have anything right now." 

"What's the problem?" 

"I don't know. He won't discuss it. He never discusses anything. I think he's living 

off his parents." 

I considered this, wondering at the possibility. It didn't seem surprising or startling. 

"Patrick told me this morning his new life's ambition is to work at an ice-cream store. 

He says if it weren't for his family, that's what he'd do. What am I supposed to do with that?" 

"What a bastard." 

"He's always coming up with some crazy new life's ambition. Now there's this trip he 

wants us to take. Me and Toby and Annabeth and Elizabeth and some guy he met last week. 

He's planning to finance the whole thing off of credit and his parent's airline tab. It's stupid 

romantic notions." 

Kathryn raised her arm until her watch slid almost to her elbow, hanging heavy there. 

Then she dropped it. 

"Where'd you get that thing?" 

"You-know-who gave it to me. It's supposed to work even under five hundred meters 

of water at over a hundred degrees Celsius. Who could even live at those conditions? Why do 

people make these things?" 
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She raised her arm again and that was when I noticed her hair. It was cut to neck level, 

with several jagged strokes, everything below her shoulders gone. I stared. 

"You have to come with us on this trip," she said. "If you don't come, I don't know. I 

can't stand to be gone with him like that." 

I said nothing, staring at the base of her neck where her hair had hung. I wanted to 

reach out, to touch the space where it had been. 

She crossed her arms, then put her hands to her face. 

"Why won't you just go away?" she said. 

For a minute, Kathryn cried, her head bent over her lap. It was an honest cry, as if no one 

were around, with no unnecessary show of sobbing or gasping and no effort to look like anything. 

When she finished, she pulled her feet up onto the lip of the gazebo, wrapped her arms around her 

legs, and leaned into me. 

"Sometimes you can say things to a person that make them feel important," I said. "And 

they still won't show it." 

"He ignored me. I stood there." 

We sat alone in the darkness outside the house. How should I have felt? Was I supposed to 

feel anything at all? 

Kathryn pulled her skirt to her waist, her tiny legs white in the dark. In the light from the 

porch her skin nearly glowed. We sat this way until her breathing was regular. 

At the comer of the house, I saw people gathering into their cars. They walked from the 

open front door, across the lawn, and down the sidewalk. I saw Toby flanked by three young 

women, the blonde from the sofa, a brunette, and one with short light-red hair. Just behind him, 

Annabeth walked with her arms crossed, keeping her distance. 

At the edge of the driveway, Patrick was trying to start his car. He turned the ignition and 

stalled. He tried again and the car shuddered. 

I had to climb in from the passenger side. The driver's door was jammed half-open. Patrick 

sat hunched over the steering wheel, turning the ignition. 

"Lloyd," he said. "Lloyd, I think it's ruined." 

Patrick and I switched places through a set of jumbled movements. I sat behind the wheel 

and put in the clutch. 

I started the engine without trouble. There was a sharp ticking under the hood, but it ran. 

"Where are we going?" I said. 

"I'm drunk." 

"You want me to drive?" 

"I'm drunk. You drive." 

The car lurched forward onto the street. People had gathered on the sidewalk. Patrick held 

his head in his hands. 

"You're going too fast." 

We moved down the street at a walking pace. People getting into their cars turned to look. 

Near the corner, Patrick looked up. 

"Slow down here. Here. I want to tell you something." 

We were at a stoplight and I put on the brake. The light was red. Patrick didn't move. He 

didn't speak. The light changed from red to yellow, then to green. Then to red again. 
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ANIMAL I BECAME 

Terry A. Dowless 

From Perilous Aspects 

Animal I Became 

I am here- 

I am here- 

nor airy thousands, 

than me, these 

no cupped hands that dare hold me- 

I am you 

I am faith- I am faith- I have faith! I am so 

here 

Faith, blue scissors, fraying gymnast 

through the cages the gray heaped quietness 

I horror you I horror you to horror you 

you, 

you 

you'll see no less 

sugary hands 

inverse-limbed. 

Before the moon will stretch one shadow 

I am it, I am here- and you 

are as pretty as anything, 

you're here to scrape me 

dry and inside-out. 

So! I pile sand for the rain I sweated to carve 

to carve me, 

so I ask for this, by night 

by hollowed vines by night, 

and nary you to quiet! 

I can hold lightning , see I'm cold, 

she'll say arson me, arson me, it makes me 
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ANIMAL I BECAME 

shine 

I sing 

I burned the whole chair mute, 

it is a tree- 

somewhere handless and alone 

the sweet limbs hammer and build some sure thing 

again and again- 

in the forests the forests' 

hammer falls 

I see, you see, the long rain finds them. 

I'm here, 

I am here- 

all sewn on just one face just 

one- 

I'm here. I'm here- 
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YOUNG NASTYMAN'S SOUIjOQUY 

Young Nastyman's Soliloquy 

What I didn't call you, the simmering pine, 

the gardens of nothing but rain- 

what I wanted, I called you I made 

and you ran like a damn scared dog 

you did, 

you chased your ass and you chased your own self- 

God, I say you were baaad 

and with that much out your bad arms 

Iknewlknewlknew huah-hah huh uu! 

You could've If you 

outrun the country. Didn't have no knives 

You ran out of You ran our 

Hell. 

You ran all the way out. I don't got no knives, 

I don't got no teeth 

at all, but, son, 

you ran. You could've used 

your fingers, you ran, 

you gained, and everybody did. Everybody died, 

you damn, damn you 

Something tore off you 

your back here! Well, 
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YOUNG NAST\rMAN’S SOLILOQUY 

It wasn't Daddy, it wasn't Momma 

It wasn't the dog, was it the garage 

I run it! 

Came, can't you hear me, I run it all the way 

out of the devil! 

I'm scared of the dark and Daddy is, 

and when I wake up I wake up 

oh so damn tired! 

I outrun the country and I can run for President! 

God! 

He comes after me, just you wait- 

1'11 run me, 

and I'll catch me and I'll kill me! 

at the end and the edge 

of the world. 
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STARRY CANTICLE 

Starry Canticle 

Of all the bright 

cities raising this night our soul 

and scary water, 

casting steep rage and shadows 

we'll let n' one touch, castin' 

a wheel I'll let n' one touch and one 

I'll color and make pretty 

with sparse, sparse breath 

and sunrise; 

one to fit my sky's pole and country 

and to be quick about time and the factories 

cumin' 

our lives, our lives, our lives 

the gray stars 

built on a shiny day, this delicate 

rise o' hills 

and sky of fruit you pick wi' your eyes, 

for You are the bright science I've been waitin' 

For You 

are my breath'n house, my apple country 

there when I planted and found, fcet-rooted. 

Thee, You 

just grow there the lovers, blossom out 

my clear world. 
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SLEEP THAT SUMMER 

Rob Odom 

Sleep That Summer 

That summer, even sleep felt second-hand, fitting us kids no better than good will jeans worn 

thin already from regular use. Hot as it was, we left the windows open, but there was never any 

wind—only night settling into the house as a numbing weight, drowning all sound and thickening 

the sheets. And from where I lay mustering sleep I watched my sisters across the room, their skin 

feverish in the tangle of the bed they shared, their arms splayed out and aching for rest, while the 

dreams they scavenged were broken by their shifting and little cries—the way they lay, always 

touching—spent in the struggle against the other's heat. 

Those nights my father stayed out drinking with rough-handed men, and my mother waited 

for him on the couch downstairs. From our room, all we could hear was the television running, 

tracking time. When Mama got tired of sitting, she'd come check on us to see if we'd slept any. As 

long as we're all awake, she'd say, we might as well be together. We could keep her company then 

waiting if we whispered. The couch that night was weighted down with all us kids curled on either 

side of Mama, Mama reading the newspaper she kept manageable, folded into quarters. Every so 

often, she would shake that paper out, waking us, and gather it all in again with hard creases. Her 

solid body with regular movements lulled us into sleeping, Annie with her head under the fat part of 

Mama's arm. Deb and me squeezed against her legs in the corners. Then there was the sound of his 

truck rolling in on gravel, grinding stone, the weight of it, slow and unstoppable. Then the door. 

The noise he made wrenching open the screen sent us running for our rooms, but Mama was 

slow and deliberate going to meet him, as if he in himself were no more to her than an animal want¬ 

ing in but too stupid to do more than howl. They never exchanged a word those nights, though 

Mama, we knew, was ready to. Dad looked down and lumbered in front of the television, he had to 

be helped onto the couch—reaching out as a desperate child for our mother who all but lifted him— 

but Mama knew that if he fell not one of us or all our strength together could have ever moved him. 

Then she smoothed his shirt, untucking it, loosened his belt as she considered him, and held his shoes 

against her chest for one terrible moment before she set them on the floor and left him. 

That was her tenderness, circling the couch, the way she studied him. She made her suffer¬ 

ing known to us in little ways, but she never surrendered to us or him the reign of her intelligence. 

With Mama, everything mattered. She kept our faces clean, our hands washed, even if we had less 

than others. That was her way with us and Daddy. She held the weights of hurt and good in equal 

balance, and she considered everything. 

In the morning, we kids would totter down and begin our watch over the body. He was ours 

if we were quiet, and, as long as he lay there, we could keep him. In all that heat, he was swollen 

with water; everywhere, he was leaking. That old couch that had mothered us since we were babies 

was dark with ripening stains and the smell of him, the stink of rot, taking flies. How did all that water 
get into him? we wanted to know. It hung in the folds under his chin and in the warm brown swell of 

his belly. When he woke up, he'd grin, his kids there protecting him. Then he'd rear up and make a 

grab for one of us, strong as a bear and near as mean. 

Mama in the kitchen we never saw, cradling a skillet on the working burner. Now I imagine 

her lifting eggs out of the larder and laying each one on the counter, gently and with reverence, as if it 

held a wintered soul new to the warmth of human touch, the way it settled in her withered hand. We 

never knew, so is it any wonder then that we loved him better or that when we had our chance we 
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HARPINGS 

Annie Kao 

Harpings 

Awakened by the "Shhh... My name is Jack," 

Spoken so tenderly and greedily from the 

Lips of this juvenile, I almost paused. 

Almost overcame the urge—ingrained in my kind— 

To sing out to the rough hands 

That rip across my chords and 

Force me to function, always in 

Diminished 7s. 

I pictured the lumbering giant 

Bumbling to breakfast 

Sitting with a mouthful of mom's 

Grits. He'd gurgle "singh!" and 

Hostility coursing through my 

fine grains and delicate strings. 

I'd sing. My triangular body would explode into 

Song so fiery I ached to 

Box the ears of the tone-deaf cro-magnon, sloppily 

Sucking down his bacon and biscuits. 

Alas, I have no arms 

Only this series of strings tightened to 

Tautness every other day. Destined to be 

Yet another object serving little 

Megalomaniacal Jack's Oedipal hankerings. 

So what do I do? 

I make the story a little more exciting, I guess. 

I sang out because I knew 

Unless 1 did. Jack 

Would grow fat and lethargic like the other Oaf. 

A revolution consists not of the surreptitious 

Pilfering of a boy, helped by an abused mother. 

A revolution requires music. And though he stuffed me 

In a grosgrain bag, I provided the march of Mendelssohn 

Loud enough to awaken the giant 

From his catatonic slumber. 

I didn't see what happened after... 

From the venue of a black bag, all 

I heard and felt was the muffled cursing of a 

Sleepy giant, the awkward sprint of a 

Frightened boy and the 

Eventual splintering of the broad 

Beanstalk which had supported the world that 

Bored me. 
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WAR IN HEAVEN AND THE BIRTH OF SIN 

Patrick Denker 

War in Heaven and The Birth of Sin 

The kid hung up during his anal stage. 
Mother, growing frantic, shoots it through, it's a look that should pin the little monster right 

to his spot of shit, there on the floor. Not another scene, God! She blushes, the wisp of a fist, His right 

hand connecting—rather, passing through her cheek, handprint only hot shame. An airy kiss, noth¬ 

ing more, ghost slap sanctified on ethereal white cheek, just a spook; this empyrean, this marble 

palace, this house, too cramped for violence. 

Ma, she was a [ ]... 
[She dreams at night of Her money. Her hewn-apiece from 
heart ofinrgin redwood desk, Her wings, desk typewriter 
retractile wings and shelves and prosthetic desk extensions, 
Her blue-spitting gold-nibbed penis stuck in marble desk set, 
which she got from him, for Christmas, yes. How thoughtful 
dear (her stretching synapses spin languid yarns to each 
other, traversing yawning hollows). That old wooden thing 
(ancient pen pencil combo yes he had given Her when, yes She 
had a smaller office then when She doled out less money to 
the house, groveling house husband) has become an obsolete 
contraption. How lovely, it must've cost you a week's violation 
(he did he prostituted himself all day for Her). Holiday at 
home family time now he does as told, pours the water while 
She cracks life into the double serrated electrified blade, 
ungainly instrument but it makes him so happy to see Her 
use it might as well save the good knives for grapefruit use the 
ridiculous unappreciated but you don't say that sort of thing 
and it's nothing to Her to use it if it makes him, nothing to the 
ants dragging these dreams over the honeyed peanut of her 
sleeping brain. Remember whispers one crawling out her ear 
and she does, oh even more it was on Her account Her bank 
account this palace, Hers the teeth bared in the developer's 
cocky face, Hers the hand on the architect's compass, Hers the 
ankles locked in the soft sunken cheek of the decorator’s back 
the male decorator's he was gay well she winks at herself in the 
mirror behind her eyelids well he was, then smacks the 
breakfast table with Her gavel Her shoe Her high heel If 
anyone's goin to fuck in this house she giggles, groggy, to 
herself, her even breaths drawing warm cross insects 
inspecting her teeth, are they polished clean and white. It was 
Her money paid the nigger hands that pulled the giant marble 
molars for the entryway, and Her cigar ashes on the polished 
stone, Her smoke in the matte black negro eyes Her to joke 
with the company about the sullen one] 

Papa always wore a suit to dinner. 
Father is calling down curses from the roof, flailing at the VHF/UHF/FM antenna as it 

slashes out, aerates His evening shadowed jowl. His signal! He must have it. 
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WAR IN HEAVEN AND THE BIRTH OF SIN 

...ants made themselves at home in the fairy castle of her head. 
[he is not on the roof and why would he be we don't have time 
for TV we have too many games to play together as a family, 
he is not at the office he is not on the ride-around mower he 
is not he is not] 

ah to hell with the dream, she has forgotten it already perhaps there will be time to remember it later, 

to hell with The House Her Head, it's too we know already too cramped for Violence Remember 

Nothing like that shit (1) streaming like electrons from His hands as it is wont to do or (2) gushing 

from His face right now, right now on shingles two floors count them (but no need to point out it's 

the first second story in the neighborhood). 

He got his mother's wicked tongue, sure. 
No, there is no room for what the kid has always on his fingers, painting himself as he is 

when she delivers a look sharp enough to sever those fat smeared pulpy hands clean from their 

stumps. He's right outside that door, don't you realize you purposeful malicious little bastard—you: 

created thing of ugliness. Of course she doesn't say this, of course, the kid would not respond, not to 

that name, not to any. 

[There's one she always remembers, four in the morning when 
a fire ant gets in there must've been stinging a lobe it shocks 
her awake so—it's the kid—got big. Locks it eyes on her throat 
like jaws. What he's looking at, she can feel the malignant 
stone in the tender hollow beneath her voicebox, that phrase 
she doesn't say doesn't mean it doesn't know the time you 
ugly little thing first stuck there but she's terrified he sees it 
wakes her sometimes the feel his bloodless little feminine fist 
seize on something tight between her collarbones] 

Boiling water sears the sink throat, blades choking in its belly, belching clouds of steam, smoke¬ 

signalling Bath For the Boy! Papa may be bourbon blood blind with a fury that tears the hooks from 

the wall where the ladder goes, may be electrocuted on the roof, may be miles within downtown 

glass, but He's as good as in the room to her, in every room, every goddamn one has a chair askew, a 

split back, every wall waltzed by His flying leather heel, every check the indigo stain that marks out 

His territory and it reaches through walls, sheets the winterburned lawn with glitter-glass frost, and 

His echo cracks the welcome flagstones, and His bile warps the hardwood floors around her ankle. 

The dreams of youth. 
Papa's not in the garage, not really. She's fixing to enlist Mr. Teapot's scathing caress, she's set 

him on the stove to sublimate this mess away and carried off vapor on the borough breeze and out 

across their township in the urban troposphere. The kid can smell the heat spilling out over the 

counter, the kid remembers, preconceives Mr. Teapot's smothering kisses on his body; he is making 

for the treasure chest when a heel comes down on his purple baby foot. He tears himself from this pin 

somehow ignores the cut rock kitty litter gouging his elbows making for the last pinched coil in the 

box. It's grass, it's velvet, those pulverized deodorized shards that prick his arms, rock candy is what it is 
and he flounders through the shattered confection as french nails triangulate a fold on his nape, a 

handle. Papa's really standing on the eave, testing the gutter with a loafer toe, regretting her claws are in 

him, a leash—but really, how many pounds is he now? His club-heavy foot remembers, too, her 

balance not so good so high on heels and winter whiskey, just a tumblerful and satin skirt to throw a 

gossamer jazz over the whole goddamn home cooking ordeal. 
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WAR IN HEAVEN AND THE BIRTH OF SIN 

Here she is now, knock-kneed, floundering in candy-land with her loving son as any mother 

should. He's gaping at the unicorn he's made your car, or the cyclops hut whatever you want to make of it 
(and he knows he better do it fast cause when the teapot licks you there's no room for anything in 

your skull but red) Zeus I guess is left with nothing but a mouthful of thunder cause there they are, just see it 
Ma! the ladder rungs of his last bolt fifty feet away and down and climbing out the shattered windshield, and 
call the fire dept Ma Papa's treed but the dreams of youth are shattered in an instant, and she has him in 

the air. But not before the last unmashed turd goes skittering under the washing machine. 

She'll have to wait until tomorrow to get under there with a hanger. 

But Papa won't see this, he persists, imprisoned on the pinnacle of the dryer. She's on her knees 

again, this time rubbing a cloth's face in the shit, hearing nothing of the ladder and the car and the 

storybook gods of ancient Greece, the litter whisked away already under the machine with the other 

thing. It's Him she hears, somehow over the animal's wails (she should have locked him in the 

bathroom but time there wasn't time), she can hear it just outside the door and what. Is He throwing 

himself against the wall? Forget it, Mom, He’s not coming down. Four hundred dollars' worth of eyes 

sparkle in the linoleum and It'll have to be good enough—good enough for now! and in no time flat 

she's fiddled with the door (What's she up to?) nabbed kid cast glance over shoulder—Will it hold?— 

and bam he's in the sink like nobody's business, mouth full of howl now towel takes care of that; it is, 

after all, his own fault. Mr. Teapot whistles as he sets to work. 

An iron spirit, Ma 
Ajax arms himself with Brillo, but both fail to do more than dull the stains. She sands until 

she thinks that Yes, perhaps the skin will have to go. Nothing can cut the fecal stink (The smell of fear? 
and whose? he ponders, forming iridescent cartoon bubbles in his mouth submerged beneath the 

soapy burning surf). Only Mr. Teapot is close enough to know for sure if the child has excused 

himself in the sink, in the heat of the moment. She hates its silence now, drowned kitten gazing up 

with mewing eyes insolent almost as if something had the gall to be behind them, to mock her 

strength, her resolve. She hates it for not drowning out the thunder at the door, where some thing's 

relentless rage is scaring splinters from the wood around the bolt. 

Still, a restless child. 
The kid clutches Mr. Teapot tight to his pot belly. Never mind the sticky feeling, love the one 

you're with. He dreams about how he will pay to send Mr. Teapot on a trip to the floor as soon as she 

goes to unlock it. She has to, eventually. 
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SESTINA FOR A CHILD IN PARKERSBURG 

Erin Sullivan 

Sestina for a child in Parkersburg 

Town huddles, edging where trees meet river 

sparking every glass pane with Viscose dust 

spawning natural gas, unmade desires 

on waves of patriotic duty. 

It never sees beyond those distant mountains, 

leaving grayness to fall and imagine 

land with no spread green hollows. Imagine 

the silver twists and licks of the river 

snaking into some other man's desires 

with curves cut red deep and rich as mountains, 

curves that don't beckon like sirens, then dust 

against your fingers into air, duty. 

As a child there, reaching beyond duty 

she found magic in cloud catching mountains 

in twisting the days with a child's desires, 

in the summer's touch turning the river 

to rushing gold, the ways to imagine 

beyond the walk home, bare feet packing dust. 

She learned on Sundays in school about dust 

and floods and things she couldn't imagine 

fitting into the world. She found duty 

in a father, a tough spindle shaped mountain 

man more in love with machines than desire, 

working his days on steam boats up river. 

Her mother spent years watching the river 

boats drift on to Mississippi's red dust 

romance, half drugged with time to imagine 

hate for that half-man, half-husband's desires, 

for his implicit gun ruffled duty 

swallowed whole somewhere in the carved mountains' 

echoing spaces. Hiding in mountain 

shadows the child forgot, could imagine 

thick romance, a boy trailing her dusty 

path. They fell in love along the river 

until the army called him to duty 

leaving her with some half shadowed desire. 

She imagined they could live on desire 

for duty, for suffocating mountains, 

for the river shrinking boneless to dust. 
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MY BELOVED 

Alex Endelo 

My Beloved 

nowhere anybody on this road its just like 

a cold dream a cold room 

no hot tea no tea any where suddenly 

these rainsv came down like youd think to run and 

play in them but in the 

morning its just too fucking cold to go to 

the road everybody gone 

nowhere any body on this damn road 

it babbles on like a long poem none of it vary 

profound never anything but dead road 

no happinass only potholes no life only dead things 

an old pipe lies broken next to the shine bottle 

the slow bass plays off on the woods 

she sings 

ah yes filling the road 

Belove 

friday morn 

JW first cold day 

Je saw a goddess 
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Christopher Phillips 

Untitled 
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READING ANNE SEXTON 

Peter Tavernise 

Reading Anne Sexton 

Tonight there are bones within me 

That cry to be immobile as stones 

Returned to mineral prudence 

Correct that misunderstanding 

A movement audacious, as audacious 

As animated stones, talking rocks 

Enclosing a drum that would dare beat 

Love. 

Tonight the loudest sound 

Is the buzz of tungsten near my shoulder 

Excited to light by millions of lonely electrons 

Locked in cold dance. My eyes scan white pages of 

Her poems knowing the knife-edge true 

Within them, every line accentuated by her 

Ending. 

As if we could bear to know our ending. 

Time flays us, returns to stillness 

The repetition repetition (of meaning) 

Butterflies unfolding moments on a stamen 

Uncurled tongue extended to grasp at 

Answers. 

Tonight I know fully 1 have nothing 

That is not borrowed, not even strong- 

Force attractions, compounds and cells 

The body loving itself enough to coalesce 

Symphony of one divided two then four then 

Splitting. 

I am impoverished I own nothing 

But the knowledge that tonight 

Stones talk, stones cry, stones love. 
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MARK LEYNER 

David S. Maupin and Eric Nesbit 

Mark Leyner 

hi i say my names nathan wamer kahl although it says nathen wemer kahl on my license but 

dont mind that it got taken away actually im an impersonator i was the act between the two elvises 

she just laughs 

or is it elvii 

its limbo night at the high roller everybody embraces Catholicism and dies tabula rasa except 

for original sin if youre spared eternal damnation your drinks are free 

oh hell she says sit down my names wilma wilson phillips youre the first predictable thing 

tonight not in my horoscope i flush with pleasure you sound just like him nathan kahl that is i flush 

with pride the spots in my eyes are merely multi-colored flecks from the disco ball do you come here 

often she wants to know yes i say do you have a house she asks yes car yes do you like kids no 

writer yes do you aspire to deviance oh yes, yes 

newsprint gusts by black and white tumbleweed the economy is in a depression administer 

lithium declares gov reed 

i make a move you are the apple of my eye the coffee of my mind the prune of my diges¬ 

tive tract i say she doesnt respond try again think how many people are having sex tonight whats 

two more? ok sure she says im staring at the monitor in disbelief is this a commercial i ask nate is 

that your real name too this is the 90s after all 

show me something youve written she says its an experimental text i tell her its pending fda 

approval they're testing it on lab rats first still want to hear it i ask ok ok it starts with 

the waiter arrives chanting the nunc dimitis drinks are delivered wrapped in swaddling 

clothes the waiter beats back the shepherds i tip him generously whats your game i ask the girl 

across from me the triple-a travel guide and coloring book gives her three and a half stars im an 

unpublished psychic she says but arent we all see anything for the year ahead i will ask she will say i 

predict death and surprises she will say 

she will say at this very moment somewhere there is an empty canary-yellow construction 

helmet krazy-glued to the underside of a steel girder the crowd below is gathered around a gory 

spectacle and waves and shouts hi mom to the cameras on one and only one single unique tv screen 

in omaha nebraska a stupefied toddler watches as roadrunner is finally captured trussed and in a 

cathartic moment sacrificed by wile e coyote to a technicolor god whos booming thats all folks! and 

gorges himself on these chef boy-ar-dee parts of a nutritionous meal that one particular tv that one 

eldritch household appliance will cure crowds of the chronically fatigued will become the american 

lourdes will be baptized canonized personally by pope elvis in the year 2000 in an effort to slash 

budgetary costs the state legislature is will introduce legislation to deny all last meal requests to death- 

row convicts let em starve quoth the governor hes granting the food instead to terminally ill life- 

support patients 99% of those surveyed will approve of the move 1% will have their mouths full 

the waiter slaps her hysterical face and wipes saliva from her chin i tip him generously i 

didnt know you had kids i say she kills her drink how do you know i have kids she says its part of 

my act i reply to recognize the typical how many 2.2 she says we both smile at an old joke messy 

divorce she says how typical 

a newspaper flaps by black and white bird leading predators from its nest polls show my 

popularity at an all-time low 100% responded that they didnt have any idea who i was 100% of 

those said they didnt care wilma says thats not true actually a five year old boy from omaha 

nebraska said that he loves your music said i dont want to cry and vision of love were his two favorite 

songs thanks said the reporter and didnt write a word of it down thanks say i 
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MARKLEYNER 

the waiter patiently turns the page earnings are down in the third quarter its the refs 

shouts gov reed 

the drink would not die quickly it was still bleeding and groaning piteously the waiter 

quickly cleans it up i tip him generously 

im feeling good im tippling the amber bottle of the good old days im unstoppering phials 

redolent of sen-sen and quaffing colorized movies o magic bottle of the good old days release your 

downy-soft genies suffuse the atmosphere with melleous odors i cough and sputter my mouth at the 

exhaust pipe resuscitate me oxygenate my greenhouse gases whisk me away to an airbrushed 

land of valentines days and plastic evergreens 

lets go to cineplex-odeon 69 i say theyve got those new films in living 4-d you know when 

youre in the theater time passes at the same rate as in the movie im suspicious she says i dont like 

the projectionists they just sit in their booths then fast forward rewind freeze frame and laugh their 

asses off 

wait a minute, im thinking im a projectionist, moonlighting to put myself through zen dance 

school dancing to the sound of one hand clapping lets go anyway i say i uh know somebody 

there itd be free 

its raining now the waiter is soaked he brings our umbrellas ill tip him generously 

the movie is a dramatization of the movie theater deaths during the premiere screening of 

new jack city it starts with a fast-paced action-packed sequence: a lone man bursts in the back of the 

theater and opens fire one bullet knicks me in the left side of my head sending skull fragments onto 

my date and into the hot buttered popcorn the man sitting next to me hauls my limp bleeding body 

in front of him and returns fire as the lights come on im staring right into her horrified face its almost 

like being there 

flash to a black and white scene of the gang leader's psychologically harmful childhood hes 

wearing shoes by adidas shirt by pierre cardin his 501s are buttoned its a tense scene between him 

and an authority figure sporting a nice de laurentiis ensemble 

ive been flung to the floor from there i can see the bad guy sprint out that exit down by the 

movie screen out of the corner of my eye my dates head throws itself out of the seat shell need a new 

one perhaps one with cable this old one is pulsing and strobing rhythmically to madonnas vogue 

everybodys speeding around screaming damn projectionist somebodys laughing 

the owner of the cinema has got his good side to the assembled media the innocent bystand¬ 

ers name was the world famous original red white and blue artiste nathan wamer kahl he is saying 

he was attending the 9 o clock show under the alias nathen wemer kahl 

but some five year old kid originally from omaha nebraska has snuck over and peeked under 

the white sheet and hes straightening up and tugging on his mothers blouse anxious he looks 

seriously up at her and points and whispers mom: thats not nathan kahl 
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Chris Civantos 

El Loco del Supermercado 
painting 

22" x 26 
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RODNEY, RODNEY 

Lucy Hochman 

Rodney, Rodney 

"When you were a boy, you stuck your hands in a fan. Do you remember that, Rodney?" 

Rodney's aunt had been blind ten years. There were wilted tea roses in a vase by the sofa, 

and fresh ones stuck right in with them. Rodney looked at his abbreviated fingers. "Sure, I remem¬ 

ber," he said. 

"You loved that telephone I gave you. Dial, dial, all day long." 

Before she went blind, she'd given him mittens most occasions, calfskin, suede, wool, angora, 

women's, men's, colors, fringes. His fingers were like toes. 

He was an illustrator, of textbooks mostly, and held his pens and brushes in a clip-like 

fashion. He rarely covered his hands, but there was rarely an occasion for people to notice them. 

"Well, I'm off to Caroline's," he said. "Making those old bus drivers work for their living." 

He stood and put on his coat. Then he kissed his aunt's cheek and walked three blocks to the bus 

stop, counting to himself, moving his lips. It was getting dark. The tearoses had squeezed shut in 

their vase. Few people were on the bus. 

Rodney had moved to the city after divorcing his wife. He thought if things got bad enough 

he could counterfeit subway tokens, but he felt he needed to be near his sister. His first month in the 

city, he would wake, walk, think, and return to his apartment without having eaten anything, carry¬ 

ing nothing, having lost the money he woke with, or else his watch, or his undershirt from beneath 

his button-up, or his shoes. He was aware of street people talking to him, of being moved by them, 

wanting to clean their clothes for them, but he didn't think he wanted to give away his things. They 

said, "I'm a street poet. I'm not asking for you to give to a drug person, a rapist, a robber. Look, I got 

a cup, not a knife, it's my little girl's birthday, it's only a down spell, please, a cigarette, a penny, I am 

not invisible, god bless." Perhaps he was putting too much bleach in his wash. Perhaps it was weak¬ 

ening the cloth so that bus tokens, coins, and jewelry were falling from holes in his pockets like bird 

feed. People lay with their coats over their heads, as if afraid of becoming covered with dust. The 

effort to keep his pockets sealed made him sick to his stomach and dizzy. 

He tried not to go out at all. He paid rent months in advance so that if he did go out, he 

would be left at least with time. To feel a sense of community he leaned from his apartment window 

and smoked, ashing the window sills below, and adding to the sky. He had his groceries delivered, 

did his work by mail, and went all the way outside only to see his aunt, or his sister. 

Caroline was wearing a dress with angel-arms and heavy embroidery. She was an up-front 

woman, with blue shadow. There was a punch bowl on the credenza and music playing, but the 

apartment was still dark, with paneling and a brown yarn carpet. 

"What will I do?" he'd asked when she invited him. 

"Stand where the dog peed, I don't know," she said. "Don't come." 

At the front door, she took his mittened hands. "Oh, Rodney, I'm glad you're here. What 

have you been doing lately?" she said. The pretext was that Rodney would meet women here to ease 

his dented heart. When Rodney was eleven and Caroline was eight, he had tied her hands behind her 

back and kissed her. He did not want ease. 

"I've been doing a lot of counting," he said. 

"Counting what?" 

"To a million." 

"Well, I'm going to introduce you to some people and you'd better think of something 
better." 

"Honestly, Caroline, I can interact when I feel like it," he said. "Honestly." 
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RODNEY, RODNEY 

The door knocked behind them and Rodney took the opportunity to prove himself. "What do 

you do?" he asked the man, when introduced. 

"Actually, I'm in the laundry business, by default. Yourself?" 

"I'm an illustrator. By design." 

Caroline laughed and pointed them toward the punch. Her arms were thin. She ate very 

little. She'd once had a stillbirth which left her feeling stretched. Now she dieted and wore leotards 

and wrap-around skirts. She'd been to the place that helps you "be a model or just look like one." 

Rodney watched her touching people's hands and taking their coats. 

"So how does it go, a day in the life of an illustrator?" the man asked Rodney. 

"Usually I wake, put pen to paper and when my mind begins to spin I fix myself a vodka and 

V-8." 

"You, too?" he said, patting Rodney on the shoulder. The approval made Rodney feel flush. 

He filled his mouth with ice and didn't bother to remember anything the man said after that. He 

could not have recalled the color of his suit. He stood next to the punch bowl, imagining his feet were 

placed to cover a stain in the carpet, and when people asked him why he was still wearing mittens, 

he ladled them punch and said, "All the better to serve you with, my dear," which was considered 

witty. 

Conversations began to blend with one another. A woman in a green dress, with lines for 

eyebrows, with big jewelry, with a slant-stripe tie, with folded-in eyes, with sheepskin handbag, 

blatant toupee, with lisp, snicker, weak ankles, badly altered cuffs, a man, a person, stood inches from 

him and said, "You're Caroline's brother." 

"You're right." 

"She's a lovely woman. I've no idea why no one's snatched her up, if you know what I 

mean." 

"What, tonight?" 

"Oh, I heard you were a funny one, I heard that." 

"I'll be honest with you. I'm an illustrator," Rodney said. "My job is to clarify what others 

have proposed as true." 

"A smart one." 

"It's an astounding aspiration if you consider how little of what is said could possibly have 

been understood in the first place, let alone after its transition to paper. I'm working on a French text 

right now. I mean, poisson? Manger? Nager? It's not easy." Nine-hundred ninety-thousand three 

hundred and eight, nine-hundred ninety-thousand three hundred and nine. 

"Are you married?" 

"Divorced." 

"So you're in the market." 

"For God's sake, I thought I was in Caroline's apartment." 

"So what do you do with your day, as an illustrator?" 

"Sometimes I go to the playground and watch the mini-carousel. When you come down to it, 

or I should say when we come around, it's just one way to spin or another. We wake and spin by 

virtue of the Earth." 

"Spinning, Rodney?" 

"Every day. I acknowledge and then fix a vodka and V-8." 

"You're Caroline's brother?" 

"I'm working on a children's book. The story is one my aunt wrote and forgot about long 

ago. There's a little girl, who wants a real surprise on her birthday. She says, 'One, two, three, four, I 

always know what's next. In my pictures. I'm to work with the prospect of unpredictability." 

"Wait a minute. Spinning, Rodney?" 

"I have many ways of dealing with it, yes. The drinking. Like now, the drinking. And I also 
count." 

"You're Caroline's brother? How's it going?" 
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RODNEY, RODNEY 

"I don't know about this party. I believe in honesty. Sometimes I think I'm the only one who 

even tries. This is what I'm thinking now, so this is what I'll say." 

"Caroline's brother?" 

"I was talking to a man earlier, and if pressed I couldn't tell you the color of his suit. Or not 

pressed." 

"Spinning, Rodney?" 

"Yeah, I'm a witty one." 

"Caroline's brother?" 

"Caroline? I love that girl. I love her. Did Caroline tell you about the time I tied her up and 

kissed her? No? Hey, I think I'm a little drunk. My head's beginning to spin." 

He tried to set a length of floss spiraling in the toilet. He stirred his glass of punch, feeling 

foolish for leaving his apartment, feeling like a liar for speaking with people he disdained, for whom 

he'd do no more than babble. He made the punch swirl in the glass, holding it as a child would, with 

both woolly hands. People began to knock at the bathroom door. Caroline said, "Are you in there 

Rodney? Do you want to talk?" 

"I've been talking, Caroline." 

"I know. You haven't much of a tolerance." 

He flushed the toilet. He took the mittens off and put his hands in the water until it became 

still. 

Rodney was drunk enough to take the subway and was surprised when it was empty. After 

two stops he had reached a million. He put his hands in his pockets. He had fifty-three cents. Still, no 

one was in the car with him. He tried to stand and pace but lost his balance, and began thinking 

about Caroline: her at two or three when her belly was bigger than her buttocks, her in the bathtub, 

how she grew, her awkward stages, her make-up, the curtain she strung across the hall between their 

bedrooms for extra privacy, how she brushed her teeth every time she went into the bathroom, her 

seventeen-year-old clumsy poetry. She asked his opinion about the boys she dated. She let him paint 

her fingernails. He didn't move out of the house until she went to college. He took her to the hospital 

when she missed her period. He tuned her car. He kept her houseplants watered, because she never 

remembered. He'd missed her, he'd married. He'd escaped to his study where he read books and 

drew forests. He thought himself out of his marriage: "You are an imperfect representation of my 

love," he hollered, and she walked out. He thought himself out of jobs, drawing a fish instead of a 

man, strawstacks for a city. 

He resolved to count to a million again. One, two, Carrie in blue. Two, one, her thin white 

thumb. Six, drinks to mix. Eight, lay her straight. Four, more, ten, again. Nobody came onto the 

subway. Nobody asked him for anything. Rodney felt invisible. 

He got off the train and ran in the dark to his aunt's brownstone and let himself in. She was 

asleep where he'd left her in the needlepoint chair. He touched her shoulder. 

"Rodney," she said. 

"You wrote a story once, about a girl, Eleanor," he said. "You wrote, 'Eleanor felt sure when 

she woke up to new age, she would be ready to give her train set and dolls for a new adventure. But 

when she woke, her feet were the same size. She still had to wiggle her way down from her bed. 

Braces had not appeared on her teeth. She did not live on an island with her own helicopter. Her hair 

was not gray.' So how come you wrote it like that?" 

He expected her to say that the world was unpredictable enough. She opened her old eyes 

out of habit. "What story?" she said. 

Continued on page 47 
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Jo Hubbard 

Jo's Head 
Plastic Bottle, Acrylic, Wood 
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RODNEY, RODNEY 

He went to his sister's office the next day, a mirrored building with fifty-some floors. "Type, 

type," he said to her. "All day long." 

"Hi, Rodney. You want some lunch?" She took a sandwich from her desk drawer and tore it 

in half. 

"I came because I'm sorry about the party you threw me." 

"It wasn't for you, it was just a party." 

"I'm sorry I made all those people feel weird. 

"You've just got to get some control." 

"Maybe I was drunk. Well, I'm sorry." Chew, chew, chew. "I'll tell you, Caroline, there's a 

reason I don't like folks." 

"What's that?" 

"Well, what I should say," he said, "is last month I started counting to a million. In buses, on 

lines, in waiting rooms." 

"What are you talking about? Are you depressed? You'll drive yourself crazy." 

"It comes back to this condition, Caroline, sometimes I'd like to talk. I believe people are 

ridiculous, but I wanted to tell you the reason I locked myself up in the bathroom." 

"It'd have been okay, but I only have one." She waited for him to speak. "What, Rodney?" 

On the way to the office, Rodney had been accosted by a black bird. It swooped down from a 

sidewalk tree and began pecking at his shoe. He was wearing loafers with a dime in the penny slot 

for extra luck, and he kicked the bird away long enough to dig the coin out and send it spinning into 

traffic. The bird hopped after it, and nothing screeched to a halt. 

Caroline said, "Rodney, I'm going to xerox these papers. You think about it, and when I come 

back you tell me." She rolled the papers and slapped her thigh with them as she left. "If I was anyone 

else I'd give up," she said. 

Rodney pulled off his mittens. He was able to undo the clips on the cage-cover of her desk 

fan before she returned. He stood between her and the fan. Talk, talk. 

He said, "I don't miss my wife, but sometimes I wish she was around, just to try things out 

on. She wasn't terribly interesting, but she made a good wall, but you—" 

"That's an awful thing to say." 

"I guess you'd think so. Or say so, whatever. I think you turn my stomach." 

"Stop playing games, Rodney." 

He turned toward the fan and switched it on. Think, think, shiny thing, count, count, no 

straightening out. He put his hands toward it and looked over his shoulder at Caroline. He widened 

his eyes for effect. "Stop it, Rodney!" she shouted and grabbed him by both the wrists from behind. 

He imagined her face so close to his that he could see the tiny sparkles in her make-up. He pulled. 

She looked for something to tie them with. He was angry with her. 

"What are you going to do, Caroline, kiss me?" Spin, spin. He leaned until he felt the fan clip 

at his nose and lips. 
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THE HYDROCEPHALIC ECO AND THE SOUND OF WORDS 

Eric Slavin 

The Hydrocephalic Ego and the Sound of Words 

Wallace Stevens, 

in his bureau 
hoo-hooing, said, poetry is an act 

of mind, sir. Outside, 

in naughted streets, lapised winter 

made snow of men major in their own 

minds, blustering away frostbitten skin 

in the whirlwind of poetry fifteen storeys 

up. Blut und Boden was a flourishing 

preceded by its B, fore-told 
in the centre of our being. Semitic hides 

were unindemnified against floral patterns 

of the abat-jour. Faces lit up lickety-split, 

prodigious yellows and gaseous greens, 
lurid in the afterglow of crystal night. 

Their noses flowering over the bone 

and the blinkfeuren of bedside lamps 

were one, in the imagination, sir. 

An imagined guttural of plucked chords 

made the melody of jolly lutes, metered 

by the synchrony of stomp. It was the idea 
of self-preservation. The idea of Holocaust 

pressed back against the pressure of gunpoint. 

The heat was unbearbable, so their minds resisted it. 

It was the first principle, changing as it stayed, 

the flagrant orange of mother's burning hair, 

the blackish ring around father’s mouth, 

the crenulations of a sister's jutting ribs 

her head encased 

in the frozen ground of winter. 
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